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YOUTH DRUG ABUSE IN NEW YORK
.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1983

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR, HEALTH AND HUMAN

SERVICES, EDUCATION AND RELATED AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS,

Washington, D.0
The Subcommittee on Laboi, Health and Human Services, gdu-

cation and Related AgencieS of the Appropriations Committee met
at 10 a.A., at the U.S. Court of International Trade; One Federal
Plaza, New York; N.Y.; Hon; Alfonse M. D'Ainato, NeW York,
presiding. _

Present: Senators D'Ainatd and Paula H Arkins of Florida;
Also present: Representatives Charles B. Rangel!, NeW York and

Benjamin . Gilman; New York;

NONDEPARTMENTAL WITNESSES

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR D'AMATO

Senator D'AMATO: I have called today's 'hearink to examine the
problems of youth drug abuSe, because of our concern that we are
currently loSing substantial portion of our young people to nar-
cotics and other illegal drugs. We are losing the full human poten-
tial of many of our children. because Of their involvement in drugs.

Lam happy to have with me here today Senator Paula Hawkins;
of Florida. Her leadership in the effort to rescue our children from
the drug menace is well known;

I submit to you that it is our Nation's No 1 problem, sapping the
strength and vitality of our Nation. There must be a concerted
effort at all levels to deal with this problem.

will
e

There have been hearings held before and there will be hearings
held in the future.

There are those that will say, "What good, Senator, will these
hearings do?"

If they will concentrate the. public's attention and the attention
of those in positionS Of public trust on the drug abuse problem and
the application of resources to drug abuse prevention and treat-
ment programs so that we do not lose the full potential of our
youngsters, then it serves a good purpose; I hope that will be the
result today. .

We will focus increased pulalic attention and awareness and
bring the results to the Congreas when we go back into session.
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I am most encouraged, today by the presence, participation and
heel of Chancellor Alvarado, our New York City sqhool chancellor;

the courtesy that his 'staff has given to us, and their encour-,
agement.

This, by the wan in .no way is a reflection on the city school qs-
terns. The problem of drugs cuts across ethnic lines; sociological
lines, income lines. It is one that is prevalent and rampant in some
of our most prestigious private schools:

It is prevalent in our suburban 4hool districts. Those who thi
this is just an inner city problem fule deeply mistaken. It is not o
that is just rooted here in the New York metropolitan area or
Florida, but is nationwide:

PREPARED STATEMENT

I would ask that; balance of my remarks, to save time, be in-
cluded in the record be given in its entirety.

[The prepared statement of Senator D'Amato follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON: ALFONSE M. D'AMATO, U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW

YORK

I have called todsy's hearing to examine the problem of youth drug abuse because
of our concern thit we sre currently losing a substantial rtion of our young
people to narcotics and other illegal drugs. We are losing th ull human potential
of many of our children bcause of their involvement in dru -

I am most happy to have withine here today &nator Pa la Hawkins of Florida.
Her leadership of the effort to fescue our children frofn the drug_ menace is well
known. Senator Hawkins is the chairman of the Senate_Drug Enforcement Caucus.
As a member of the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee, she h_eld a
most important hearing on the problem of drug abuse in American schools last
year. She is also a member or the Senate's Agriculture, Nutrition; and Forestry
Committee. I have worked with her very closely on numerous issues,-particularly
those coming under the jurisdiction of the Committee on Banking, Housing and
Urban Affairs, of which we areiboth members.

t is mobt appropriate that this hearWg is being held under the auspices of the
s bcommittee on Labor, Health and Human Services , Education, and Related Agen-
c of the Senate Appropriations Committee. :Although Islo_not serve on thasub-

mmitee, I do °serve on the full Appropriations Committee. I asked Senator
eicker, the chairman, to allow me to chair this hearing in his absence because of
y overriding concern with this issue, particulany as it impacts on New York: The

mit is- going to be looking at the budget for Federal Aid to drug, revention
and t_reat_ment programs after the &nate reconvenes later this month. It is essential
that it hear about these programs directly and fully before making its funding deci-
sions.

DRUG USE IN AMERICA

Today's hearing will examine the problem ofand efforts to- combat drug abuse
, among America's young people, particularly young people in-the New York- metro-

politan area. We will look at the coordination of our Federah State, local, and volun-
teer efforts to reduce the demand for illicit drugsand to counter the harmful health
and social consequences of drug abuse.

Our _starting point is the recognition that drugs have become a part of everday
Ainerican_life. _Yesterday, noured the_Lovieer East Side with the borough president
of Manhattan and saw drugs openly sold and iiSed on_thestreet-H_ardlya day goes
by that a- New York City- resident or svisitor doesn't see the same thing in the
streets, subways, parks, and playgrounds:
More than one out of ten-Americans have used an devil drug in the last month.
Thitee out of ten high school seniors have used marijuana in the last- month. In one
year, Americans use between 10- and 15 thousand tons of heroin, cocaine, marijuana
and hashish. By the time they finish high school, nearly two - thirds -of all our young
people will have tried an illicit drug of some kind, and over one-third will have ex-
perimented with something stronger than marijuana. There is a growing body of
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3,
evidence to support the belief thitt they may bi`cloing irrepaiable harm to their re-
productive systems and crippling their ability to learn; 28,000,000 America regu-
larly use some illegal drug; 22,000,000 use marijuana. More than 4,000,00 eri-
cans use cocaine in any given month. Half a million are addicted to heroin; 20 ,000
of them are here in New York City.

The social Cost of all this drug abu is enormous. Illegal drugs today are bi busi-
ness: some estimate they bring in $ billion a year. Their use has sever y cut
American productivity and ccinpetitiv ass.

The funds we mast spend on prevention, -treatment, and law enforcementand
these are in -the billionscould certainly be better spent On other needs if it were
not for the drug problem. Ourfiuman resources and energies are also diverted to
treat the myriad problems; medical, legal, educational, and social,_that 'Illegal drug
use creates. Drug .use breeds an underground economy and a profound alienation
and disrespect for the law. ( ')

What is perhaps most alarmingrihowever, is the threat that drugs pose to our
young people, both bicause of the large quantities they are'using, and bScause they
are starting to use drugs earlier in life. The tendency to mix drugs with alcohol or
other drugs is another alarming trend. Yet another is the selling_ of drugs in the
neighborhoods of our schools. Recent studies conducted by the New York State
Bureau of Cost Effectiveness and Research show that the number of school areas in
which there is drug activity has steadily increased over the last two years. Of 36
Schools studied last October, drugs were observed or reported available around all
but one of them.

The number of illegal substances available perA;chool area has *o increased.
There are now an average Of 3 illegal substances available per location. The greatest
increase in the number of different kinds of drugs has been in areas near our ele-
mentary schools. The availability of all drugs including heroin, cocaine, marijuana,
pills, and hallucinogens is up. The outright hawking of drugs, that is, the announc-
ing to passersby of the names of drugs for - sale, is also common near sortie of our
schools. If, for some reason, the drug pushers have failed to set up shop on the
street or in playgrounds right outside one of our schools, then the drugs will still be
available at one of the 800 so-called "smoke shops" in this city. These storefronts
sell mostly marijuana, but some sell other illegal substances as well. Since 1977 pos.!
session of small amounts of marijuana has been a non-criminal violation _in' New
York State. The proliferation of these smoke shops is the result. The time for a re-
examination of our drug lawsiis clearly long past due.

Fortunately, there _is some good news. 60 percent of .young people now attribute
great risk to regular marijuana use; this is up from 35 petcent in 1978; 75 percent of
young people now think their friends would disapprove of such behavior. This year,
according to the 1983 Gallup youth survey, 74 percent oppose legalizing marijuana.
This is up 14 percent in Key one year. We can take some comolation from this -in-
crease in concern about health consequences and decrease in peer acceptance. We
have the parents, schools, community groups, and other institutions of society to
thank They have becbme more active and sophisticated in their drug prevention
efforts, and we in Government must encourage them to continue the good work:

,ROLE OF FEDERAL GOVERNM4

The role of the Federal Government is, first, to do all it can to help reduce the use
of these illegal drugs and, second, ta reduce their supply in the United States.
Today's hearing will address that first goal. On September 6, I will hold another
hearing on Governor's Island to examine what we are doing to reduce the level of
illegal drugs coming into the country.

With regard to our efforts to reduce demand, let me say that I see the Federal
role to be three-fold:

(1) Research: To support and encourage research into both the effects of drugs and
the effectiveness of specific prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation programs and
techmques;

(2) Education: To provide and disseminate reliable inforinatton on the nature and
extent of the drug problem in the United States

(3) Federal assistance: To provide financial and technical assistance to those agen-
cies that are dedicated to drug use research, prevation, treatment, and rehabilita-
tion.

On this last point, I am happy to note that after the cuts in 1981, we are starting
to increase Federal financial assistance.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR HAWKINS

Senator D'AmATo. I would like to ask Senator Hawkins if she
would like to Make any opening remarks.

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you, Senatot It is a pleasure to be in
New York City again!1-

I would like to thank the Senator- for calling these hearings. He
is adding to a record that we have -been compiling for the last 2
years to -focus attention on what we feel is the No. 1.problem in the
'United States, and make it a Senate priority.

No threat strikes America's children' as deeply or as relentlessly
as narcotics abuse. Young people have always experienced anxiety,-
insecurity, great needs and pressure to challenge authority; There
is nothing new about that. Those conditions last for a long tinie,
and they are just part of growing up.

This generation's_growing pains, however,-are experienced in an
atmosphere where drugs are accepted. The consequences for those
who stumble are far more severe.

In today's schools and communities; drugs await the curious and
the confused. It is a nationwideproblem experienced in every city,
in every State and the effects of drug abuse are devastating;

They threaten our educational system and they paralyze the
American family.

PREPARED STATEMENT

ask that the balance of my statement be placed in the record tostatement
save time for the most important testimony.

We thank the witnesses who have appeared today to spend their=
time in building this great record.

Thank you, Senator.
[The prepared statement of Senator Hawkins followsd

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAULA HAWKINS; U.S. SENATOR FROM FLORIDA

(food morning. It's a pleasure to be in New York City again. I want to thank Sen-
ator D' Amato- for initiating this important investigative hearing into youth drug
abuse. The people of New York are_fortunate to have such an effective, well-respect-
ed representative in the UnitedStates_Senste: Through his strong leadership in the
Senate Drug Enforcement Caucus and the Senate Appropriations Committee, he has
clearly made drug control a Senate priority.

No threat strikes America's children -as deeply and relentlessly as narcotics abuse.
Young people have always experienced insecurity; great needs, curiosity,and pres-
sure to challenge authority. These conditions last for along time They were part of
growing up.

This generation's growing paths, however, are experienced in an atmosphere
where drugs are widely accepted. The cbnsequences for tho§e who stumble are far
more severe. In today's schools and communities, drugs await the curious and the
confused. It is a nationwide problem experienced in every city, in every state. The
effects of drug abuse are devastating._ They thieaten our educational system and
they have paralyzed the American famil

In the last 15 years, drug abuse among schuol age children has reached epidemic
proportions. The problem is more widespread in this country than in any other
nation in the world. .

According to the 44, ationaL Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) survey, nearly two
thirds of this nation's-high school seniors have used an illicit drug, and two in five
have used an illicit drug other than marihuana. More than half the marihuana
smokers first tried it between the ages of 11 and 15. Investigations have also re-
vealed _that an alarming'number of these children have also used cocaine, PCP,
ouaaludes, Lsr), or heroin. The Drug Enforcement Adminiatration estimates that
there are up to 10 times more LSD overdoses today than during the 1970s. New
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York City has more heroin addicts- than any city in Me developed world: an estimat-
ed. 200;000. That's an average of I in every 40 adult residents of New York City.

The impact on our children has been tragic and severe:

IMPACT OF DRUGS ON AMERICAN YOUTH

While the health of all other Americans has been improving, the de* rate for
young Americans between the ages of 15 and 24 is higher than it was 20/years ago.
Medical experts are convinced that drug abuse has been the ma or factor in this
frightening trend.

Researchers_ at the National Institute on Drug 4buse found that 243 addicts had
committed 500;000 crimes over an 11-year period.

During the past 15 years, there has -been an unbroken decline in the Scholastic
Aptitude Test scores. From 1961 to 1983,-years in which high school drug use
soared, average verbal scores f011 over 50 points. Average mathematics scores
dropped nearly 40 points. Chronic marihuana users have short-term memory prob-
lems and are often so lethargic they can't cope with academic demands.

Drug control requires an attack on three fronts: n_Preventio and Rehabilitation,
Law enforcement-and eradication at the source. Because over 90 percent of the $80
billion in illegal drugs consumed in,the US. are _produced abroad, I believe that U.S.
foreign aid must be directly linked to drug-eradication.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES PRODUCItIG ILLEGAL DRUGS

The countries that are the major pr6ducers of heroin, cocaine, and marihuana
continue to collect hundreds of millions of U.S. taxpayers dollars while their export
contributes to the decline of_ our nation. During the past three years, Colombia, the
source of 8 0 percent of the marihudna and_nearly 100 percent_of the Quaaludes, has
received $42.8 Million directly from the U.S. and over $2 billion from the multilater-
al- development banks.

During-the same period, cocaine,cultivation in Colombia has increased over 1000
percenti Pakititan, the source of over 90 percent of heroin to New York City; has
received over $330 million directly from the U.S. and nearly $1 billion in multilater-
al loans during the past three years. Peru, the source of 50 percent Of the-cocaine,
has received ()tier $200 million in U.S. foreign aid and over $1.2 billion frdm the
multilateral development banks.

It etime for the United States to stop Underwriting its own future decline. U.S.
foreign assistance must -be used as a preventive tool for stopping drugs at their
source. While our foreign policy interests with other countries may v_ary, nothing
should supersede our desire for Americans to live free of violent crimeAind drug
abuse. We should consider no nation our friend that contributes to some of the most
serious domestic problems facing -our nation. We must not use taxpayers' dollars to
help nations that make victims of us and our children.

This hearing is an important opportunity to gain a much needed insight into
youth drug abuse. I look forward to the testimony of our witnesses.

NEW YORK CITY BOARD OF EDUCATION

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY ALVARADO, CHANCELLOR

ACCOMPANIED BY:
LEVANDER LILLY, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE CHANCELLOR
ANCELO APONTE, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF PUPIL PERSONNEL SERV-

ICES. NYC BOARD OF EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION OF CHANCELLOR ALVARADO

Senator D'AmAro. Chancellor Alvarado.
Chancellor ALVARADO. Thank you.
Senator D'Amato, Senator Hawkins and members of the commit.

tee, before anything else; Senator, I wish to express my apprecia-
tion for 4,1ye wisdom and concern yott have manifested in calling
this meefflig and turning to the matter now at hand.

If there are questions; I would be glad to have staff; Angelo
Aponte, director of the office of pupil personnel services and Le-
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)**----vliiider Lilly, special assistant to the chancellor and former director
of the substance abuse program in the board of education, re=
spond.

-,-NI thank you for this opportunity of being with you.

RECOGNITION OF REPRESENTATIVE GILMAN

Senator D'AmATo. Chancellor, _just commenting; .Congressman
Gilman, who is the ranking minority Member in the House on the
Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and COntrcil, has joined us
today, and I am certainly delighted that he can give us his input.

Speaking both for the Congressman and for Senator Hawkins,
your testimony is, by far; in my 3 :pars as a Senater the fineSt
presentation, the most candid. It may even bring about some 'politi-
cal consequences.

People might challenge you for being so outspoken,, but I
think it is about time that leader§ such as yourself speak out and
speak to us about the problems that challenge us, as you have
done. You have spelled out the problems, you have also laid out
what has and has not been done, Where deficiencies are and what
course of action should beundertaken.

Indeed, so many times we find the challenge§ put -forth but the
people who do that do not come forth with concrete suggestions
and propoSals ds you have. Let me commend you and let me kis,
that I am going to see to it that this is put into the Congressional
Record as well as our committee- record, and is circulated to all of
our colleagues in the Congress. I shall ask them if they thihk this is
just a situation that is indigenous to Ne* York or whether it is not
something that is prevalent in their own communities. I shall ask
them whether or not they are willing to step up and to help combat
this menace.

I simply want to commend you for being here, or participating,
and for making a most thoughtful presentation.

FUNDING TO FIGHT ILLEGAL DRUG TRAFFIC

I might note one fact, Which you_gave: the fund ng_in New York
City in the past decade has gone from $18 million t $13 Million. The
cost of inflation, the number of studentS, the growth of the problem
are factors that argue for an increase not a decreaseAhat speaks for
itself Somehow we have just,put this to the side and we had better
reorder our priorities.-

If there must be other areas where we must curtail the eicpendi-
tures; why; then; so be it. I do not believe that this area should be
swept to the side.

I thank you foi your partictation.
Congressman Gilman, Would you like to make an opening

remark and ask the chancellor questions?
Congressman GILMAN; Yes.
Senator D'AMATO. The chancellor is under very tight time loh=

straints, we understand.
Senator Hawkins; any questions?
Senator HAWKINg. Chancellor, if you prefer that the staff answer

the questions, I will put questions-to them.

0i



;.; Chancellor ALVAlotho. I think it is probably best, but I did Want
to thank the Senator for creating this opportunity, this forum for
discussion of an issue of such importance; and for always being the
supporter of youth in schools that he has been and has continued
to be.

Senator HAWUINS. r would like4ou to know, Chancellor, that I
got $10 million reinstated for NIDA that was taken out in _last
year's- budget. It is an annual battle and I was just alarmed that it
wasn't h unanimous vote on the committee to put it back in, be-
cause as your testimony points out, it is the best money we can
spend.

I would like to thank you for' the drive we are commencing upon.

FUNDING FOR NARCOTICS EDUCATION
I

Congressman GiLmari. Chancellor; before you leave; if the Sena-
tor will yield, with regarrto the funding, have you made a request
to both the city and the State for, additional funding for narcotics
education?

4liancellor Atimaauo. The answer is yes. It is an unequivocal
yes.

It is; of course, a question of pgiorities; and the problem is that
for a long time edueationi has not been a priority.

Within that context also is the question of prevention and
vention within that; which has not been a priority. New York Cit
has been moving away from what was a major fiscal crisis in this
past mid-decade, and our economic base has increased funding f
education, but we are not yet within the frame 1 education Itself
providing the kinds of services that we would lik to offer our stu-
dents. War n. that context, drug abuse has not en seen as a pri-
ority and it is something where we cannot see dru .abuse as a com-
peting source of funding_ for the-very major purpose, against the
major purpose of educating students.

Drug abuse is something that deserves attention on_ its own
merits, and the school system, and every other agency that is pre-
pared to deal with it; must receive funds for that \particular pur-
pose.. \

One cannot take away from Peter to pay Paul when; in fact,
Peter and Paul are both fairly indigent. \

FUNDING AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

Congressman Gii,MAisi. I know you are certainly aware of the fact
that there is an assistant secretary of education; commissioner of
education in the State education department, who devotes his time
and effort to develop a currieralum \to end drug abuse through pre-
vention.

Fl*ve you conferred with him about the necessity, for example, in
the kind of educational terms you are talking about; and the kind
of funding you are talking about?

Chancellor ALvAttAao. The answer is "yes." The city board of
education and the New York \State Education- Department work
hand in hand in addition with the State authorities in the separate
area itself. . .

We are; however; fighting an uphill battle;
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It Sia attempt to.try to fight a major battle with a peashobter,
and While we talk, while our commitment is maintained and our
energy level perhaps increases, it is, quite frankfy, an almost im-
possible task given the kinds of support -that we- get both from the
Public in_ view of how they see this problem, and from the point of .

view of funding and from the point' of view of the school system
being given the resources to deal with this.

Senator D'AMATO. Just on that point; I know that they are pull-.
ing the chancellor away, but let me tell you isomething. I dqn't
think there is anything more important. He has just come right to
the core of the problem.

You said something ahout the public. What did you say?

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

Chancellor ALVARADO. Before anything changes; the public has
to recoknize there is a problent This is a public issue; they must be
mobilized and when in the ferment of public debate, peoplt 'recog:
nize that there is a problem aslinassive as this one, it is the first
and necessary step to takilig the kinds of major action that is re-quired

Senator D'Amato, it is the first and necessary step to taking the
kinds of major action that is required.

Senator D'Atitik.To. 'Mr. Chancellor; you have put your finger on
it. If the public isn't going to be concerned and demand of their Of- ,

ficials at every single level that there be a major effort not only in
terms of addiction, but in terms of dealing with those who are
pushers, in tenni, of education, in terms of seeing td it that tie
priorities and goals necessary to achieve success are undertaken,
then it is not just going to be. \

I thank you. I

If my colleagues have any questions; we will address them to
your associates:

-Thank ' you for being here and thank you for your time.
Chantellor ALVARADO. Thank you, Senator, and thank you, mem-

bers of the committee.
aenater D'AMATO. Senator Hawkins, do"you have any questions,

or Corigessman Gilman, if you would like to make a statement

PRINCIPAL DRUGS OF ABUSE

SenlitOr HAWKINS. Could you tell me from your experience in the
schoo system, what are the principal drugs of abuse?l

Mr. LILLY. Basically; it depends on th? drug of abuse wiihin that
particular 'ommunity.

Senator HAWKINS. It differs from community to community?
Mr. LIMY. Yes; indeed it does; In your inner city; for example,

you find quitea bit of hard drugs. In your suburban areas, you find
quite a b4 of PCP, angel dust.

Also; in your affluent areas, cocaine is back on the rise.

INCREASE IN HEROIN USE

Senator HAWKINS. Heroin, is heroin use increasing in the city?

12
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Mr. LILLY. Absolutely. The Senator put it out in the press confer-
ence, and it is exactly correct.

We are finding hard_drugs back on the streets. .

Senator HAWKINS. Children, like adulth, I think are influenced
by television and movies, heroes, heroines, that they have.
--Qo you feel in your experience as are- educator that these indus-
tries have been responsible_ in their healing of the drug issue?

Mr. LILLY. Senator Hawkins, I couldn't. agree with' you more on
that point. We were talking not so long ago in terms of role models.
Ten years ago; for example; children had role models that they
could look tip to and they would internalize those role models and
they would/inimic those role models.

But the role models today are in -the headlines tomorrow as
using drugs, and I Wiitild agree also that a lot of the information
and media events are directly related or you can see causative fac-
tors between ;vhat we see on the tube in many instances and the
use of, drugs.

Our youngsters are trying to experiment with Vitatthey see on
V. In many instances we see that, we see gi close connection be-
een your comment and the actual experimentation of drugs by

many of our young people.
Senator HAWKINS. As you pointed but, drug abuse is the leading

cause of death in this age group, 15 to 24f which is on the rise.
(Every other age group is living longer except those children.

DRUG ABUSE LINKED T') SUICIDE

I have also learned some of these statistics that drug abuse is
linked to the number of suicides..Do yOu haVe any figures or infor-
mation on that?

Mr. LILLY. don't have any hard statistics between the connec-
tion of suicides and drug abuse, but observation on the part of
many who work in the field of drugprevention and drug abuse in
our treatment programs are beginning to look at it in terms of
seeing somewhat of/Mi unproven connection between some suicides
and drug abuse.:

I think as we_ really do ore research in this area, it would be
my hypothesis that t would be some connection.

At the present date, I wouldn't go yn record to say there is a
hard connection today; but I think the jury is still out on that

WARNING SIGNS OF DRUG ABUSE

Senator HAWKINS. What would you tell parents are the warping
signs of their child being on drugs?

Mr. LILLY. We do a lot of parent workshops and training se 1-

nars with parents and teachers. -
We try and Stay away from waving _a red flag, so to speak, if

see youngsters alee-Ping they may be on drugs; That cool
danger sign, it could be a danger sign warning parents against

certain symptoms, but a child could have a common cold, for exam-
ple; and could be accused of using hard drugs;

However, my advice-and our advice to the parents, No. 1, if they
have ongqing communication with their children, if there are any
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telltale Signs, if there are-any-betavforp-att6riflopt of the ordinary, I
think a red flag should go up. _

I think a house that communicates together will stay together. I
think the chances of youngsters resorting to-drugs in a house that
communicates will be lessened, that the children will use drugs.
drugs.

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you:
I

BLOCK GRANT FUNDING

CoDgFesstriall GILMAN; Thank you; Senator.
I am-Interested in your request that Federal funds should be ear-

MaikedSpecifically/ foc local school districts for drug education:
Are you able to work out a favorable balanCe with the state for the
block grant program?

Mk. LILLY. Sir, ourfunds have been dwindling ce 1971;
Congressman GILMAN; When you say your;_funds; are you refer=

ringtto_the drug education funds?
Mr. LILLY. We are allowed 100 percent on the State to receive

funds. We have not-received any direct funds to provide direct St-TV;
ices in the schoulS.Ne work on 4toontinuuni.

'Let Me_ make it clear that/it is very important to have that
continuum:: continuum consists of prevention_pro_grams and treat-
ment Prdgrams. Prevention' programs are the first line of defensei
and for those we miss or cannot service, of course we haNie treatment
programs;

What the State has done, however; over the years; is that since all
Of us are suffering_financially; in order to try and make thepot large
enough to service both prevention_and treatment; oftentimes the pot
haS been diverted from prevention to treatment programs.

But I think the bottom line is that- we do not nave enough fund-.
ing for prevention or treatment.

STATE FUNDING FOR PREVENTION AIsID TREATMENT_
Congressman GILMAN. How much do yOu receive in prevention

and treatment funds from -the State?' I/
_Mr; LILLY. I can only Calk about prevention: I understand this

afternoon you will have someone testifying from the State division
of substance abuse services:

Congressman GILMAN, Do you do that or does the State do that?
Mr. LILLY. The State has that responSibility. 1

Congressman GILMAN: You get a specific amount of funds for
prevention? /

Mr. LILLY. Absolutely: *
Congressman GILMAN.,How much are you getting for prevention?
4F, LILLY. This current fiscal year 19 3-84, we will get an actual

sum of $13.1 million in actual money for service to elementary; in-
--- termediate,_and_high schools '

Congressman GILMAN. Does the local area provide funds to you?
-

Congressman GILMAN. ItFill comes from the Ste?Mr: LILLY. No.

Mr. LILLY. Correct: - ,

Congressinan GILMAN. How does it compa to last year?

;
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Mr. LILLY. We have received the same dollar amount over the
last 3 consecutive years.

Congressman GILMAN. What was your request last year to this
date?

Mr. LILLY: Our request last year in actual money was $14.9 mil-.
lion and that was jugt,to maintain what we had the previous year
Being realistic, we felt, although the Chancellor pointed out so
clearly, we need scimething to the tune of $45 or $50 million, we
felt that in light of the fiscal climate, if we could maintain what we
had last year, that we could possibly be ahead of the game; and
that was $14.9 million, which we did not get.

ASSISTANCE FROM NIDA

Congressman GILMAN. Is .NIDA a consultant with you with
regard to any of their educational programs or any of their materi-
al?

Mr. LILLY. As the formalized regional coordinator for New York
City-based _programs for the school board of education, _I have been
in constant contact with _NIDA over the last 6 years; and we have
worked very closely together. Hoivever, the most we have been able
to get from NIDA has been the resources, the drug education pam-
phlets.

They are gOod, in and of themselves. As the chancellor pointed
out, information dissemination, giving out information in and of
itself; without the humanistic. effect of approaching and working
with youngsters, without that latter piece, giving information can
be 'counterproductive, because we have discovered that drugs; of
course, are a problem but not the underlying problem.

The goal of our prevention 'program is to work with the underly-
ing causative factors and try and increase to coping skills of young-
sters to do individual counseling, group counseling, family counsel-

We recognize thNspartaece of connecting that child with his or

counsel-
ing.

her total milieu, the home, the school, the family. Without' those
connections, programs cannot be effective

But as far as NIDA is concerned, we have been in communica-
tion with NIDA over the years, but because of thei funding, I
would imagine; the most we have been able to get has be
sources to go along with the ongoing servicg activitiev that we r
as programs.

ASSISTANCE FROM STATE OFFICE OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE

Congressman GILMAN: Has the State 'office: of substance abuse
been of any assistance to you in your educatiohal programs?

Mr. LILLY. Yes; they have
Congressman GILMAN. ID what manner?

. Mr. LILLY. They provide technical assistance. We have worked
very_closely with that agency over the years, but by the same
token,they have the purse strings, they don't control it.

We get what we4can from that agency. We recognize the impor-
tance of ongoing relationshiPs and we communicate almost on a
daily basis.

Congressman GILMAN: Thank you.
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AREAS FOR POSSIBLE FUNDIV INCREASE

aenator D'AmATo. I would just like to ask one question. If you-
were given an increase of funding, let's say $10 million next year
obviously it would be a very substantial increase in the area of pre-
vention and education, what would you do with those funds; would
you disburse them throughout or would you target. them to a pre-
ventive education program in the elementary schools?

Mr.- -LILLY. &natal., we would do several things; Of course $10
million is not buying as much as it did;

The first we would do is try'and.restore some of the services that
were taken out of the elementary schools back in 1974.

MAJOR SERVICES ADDRESSED

senator D'AmATo. What service-do you think is most important
to address?

Mr. LILLY. The type of services would be in the form of humanis-
tic educational kinds of counseling activities.

One thing we are finding out, unlike a decade or so ago when
parents had support systems in, the form of grandparents living
next door and siblings really being good role models, we- don't have
that now. We are finding out that the schools, especially the drug
programs, are becoming surrogate parents. ,/

Children-need to communicate with one another and we can do
that through structured, ongoing group types of activitio, a struc-
tured program of well-trained counselors providing this type of
service.

We have found-out, and evaluation repart7s have clearly indicat-
ed, that over a 16- to 20-week session involving children in struc-
tured group activities around specific pieces of subject areas, get-
ting at pieces of that (unction, and behavior, to get at certain eco-
nomic behavior, one is truancy and the other is hanging out with
the wrong group, to get those children talking and serving to rein-
force each- other under the leadership of a trained counselor, will
change attitudes and ultimately change behavior.

We have discovered that.

REEDUCATION OF TEACHERS AND INSTRUCTORS

Seqator D'AmATo. Wouldn't you have to get into reeducation of
the teachers themselves; do you find that that is a need also?

Mr. LILLY. Absolutely. w

Sepaaor D'AmATo. How many teachers do you think are qualified
too in and talk about drug prevention instead of showing silly old
films where they say,_"If you take this and smoke this, you are
going to turn green"? That's the way kids perceive it.

Kids know more today than the average teacher. They could tell
them what's going to happen; what isn't going to happen.

Isn!Lthat a problem,Aoo?
Mr. LILLY. Yes..I didn't make myself clear.
When I said a teacher, I was referring to a drug counselor, our

I drug teachers and counselors that have beer trained who are now
working with our school-based intervention and, prevention pro-
gram.

16
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I ,7So the Classroom teachers; yes; our districts are engaged in train-
ing classroom teachers because I don't care how much money we
are able to get, we won't get enough to do everything, so we are
trainpng.

HUMANISTIC ePUNSELING

Mn APONTE: Senator; I might add_as part of the record, as part of
that humaniStic counseling, which Levander had pretty rrfuch out-
lined, there was a major portion that I think cuts into the core of
some of the major problems we are dealing with; with youth.

In the issue of values and values clarification, we are into a soci
, ety right now which deals specifically with immediate gratification.

The honest to goodness value of delayed gratification has to be
reinstilled into our youthand-korking toward a goal has a reward
at the end of it. 1- ----

1

At this point we see throughout society immediate rewards for
mediocre attacks, and whether it be in the area of s- port or in the

1 area of high society or.-government or whatever it may be, the
issues Are very- clear th5t we are as a society bent on..immediate
gratification, whether it be drugs or sexpr other kinds of self-pleas-
ing kinds of activiti s. :I .L

The most import t part is that aspect which involves . young-
sters who are into aft 'ohol and drug abuse and into truancy and
failing and the like. It isciike that child who grew up where every-

timAtime

d as the most pleasing 'kind of thing
trellild cried; you stuck a bottle in his mouth. He learned toide-

It is much the same way in the issue of what we are deAling
with; with children in the sense that theiSsues of standards and_of
values have eroded so much in the last 10, 15 years, that the fiAt
process that we'begin. with, with our youngsters, is teaching them
something about delayed gratification; that there is a need to work
toward a goal, that that work is honorable, that that work is good,
that that sacrifice is a -major portion of what makes up character
in terms of sticking tb things and sticking them out.

That has been an issue that has, -I- feel, become the most signifi-
cant societal value that has to be reinstilled in our country today;
and in our country's schools.

Mr. LILLY. Senator, if I may, may I conclude on how the balance
of-that $10 million be spent.

That is, we hayen't really flushed out the situation involving the
high schools. Many of our high schools today can only service the
high schools with only one counselor as opposed to. 1971, 1972, and
1973, when we had at least two counselors in most of our high
schools.

But can you imagine one counselor Oaring compelled to service as
many youngsters as we have in the average high school?

Senator D'AMATO; Let me again thank you and the chancellor
_ for your Etppearance today. We have so many-other-we-St-ions. As a

matter off fact, we may submit some of those questions to you; and
ask if you wouldn't respond in writing, but the time constraints
simply don't permit that at this time.---:,

I thank both of you and also the chancellor for your appearances
0 and for your testimony.

25-522 O- 81 - -.'2 1
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Mr. LILLY. Thartk you very much.
Mr. APONTE. Thank you very much.
[The statement of Chancellor Alvarado follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANTHONY J. ALVARADO, CHANCELLOR, NEW YORK CITY

BOARD OF EDUCATION

ILLEGAL DRUGS ON THE JOB

Thank you Senator D'Ariiatti and nieinbers of _tile committee: Before anything
else Senator, I wish to express my appreciation for the wisdom and concern you
have manifested_incalling_this meeting and turning to the matter now at hand.

Our focus here today is on youth and schools. But drug abuse knows no Bounds -of
age -or avocation. Its shadow falls across American sooiety at large. Regarding the
adult work of private enterprise, for example; Newsweek's August 22 cover story
noted that

"Joint by joint _line by line, by pill, the use of illegal drugs on the job has
become a crisi&for Americ n business

". " ' drugs ha moved into airline hangers and -cheiiii-caLphinta, textile mills
and construction Bias; boardrooms, courtroom. newsrooms, and-.nuclear plants ',"

" _ Companies of all size _all around the country . ... are being,icdted by a
dramatic-amount of drug -use among perfectly respectable. well-dressed AeoPle** *
Most of them are not addict-a but executives who take a toot of cocaine in the _morn!
ing secretaries who share a joint-at lunchtime and night-shift workerewho swallow
amphetamin -to keepgoing

ing $16.6 billion i lost producivity alone
" ." 4' The - t to the American economy is enormous: nearly $26 bi 'ofi0-includ-

,

....

Some experts even suggest that one reason_ the- United States is I ing its indii& r.

trial leadership-to Japan-is that America's work force,is_Ao stoned."
ShadeS of Aldbiit }Wiley. His grim vision of a "Bra_ 6 New _World"with a citi=

zenry spaced-ou on "soma"-=-is no- longer quite the fantasy it once seemed.__
Asyouth ten* to mirror the veld& of its elders --or- their lackthese problems

clearlyare refleaed in the nation's school populations. And they are exacerbated by
other social pressures an_d_trendl. among them:.

influence of religio institutions on _daily_life a withering away of the support
Soaring riunfbers4 working mothers and single-parent householdi; declins.4n the

system provided by grandparents and older brothers and sisters that was so common
in the p ..-r.,..3

To an ev -grcilking extent, thiii is becoming a land of latch-key_childivn=a_new
kind of "I tgeneration" whose inetiibera get out of school at -3 o'clock. and have no
whereto . *- ' who attempt to make thebours pass in front of TV soap operas or
in video-game arcades. Little wonder that the prospect of turning on and dropping
but may have appeal. . .

As guidance and support for the Nation's youthfrom other directions wanes, i...tlu7
cation has been increasingly called on to fill the void.

Functions- and concerns of the Nation's - schools have come to extend far beyond
the "three R's.' 'In weo parentio; once a catchphrase; now can be all too. literal.

DRUG PROBLEM IN Maw YORK SCHOOLS

For_the_Nation's schools, the task is vast. And such is especially -the casein this
city Enrollment in the_New _York City publicschool system, largeat in the U.S., now
stands at more-that 910;000 greater than the total population of Oklahoma City
and just below that of Kansas City, Missouri:

Regarding icliticil=age_tibiiie of drugs,, including alcohol,_ an indication of the scope
of tbe problem is provided by these recent data- from -the New York State Divblionof
Subatance.Abuse Services, the Division of Alcohol'Abase Services, and the National
Institute onDrug Abuse:

One of el;ery_four people age 14 and older in New York State has taken an illegal
drug or used a_legal_drug_ without_ a presCription.

Mere than 950:,000 of New YorkStateethighachool students have-used marijuana.
More than 220,000- of these studentli have used_hashish,_glue_, solvents or PCP, or

have made non-Medi-cal use of tranquilizers: Fifty-one percent of New York State
students have used at least one substance,
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'weParticularly notable, and alarming, it that there has been a significant increase in

This is the consistent view of authorities across the board: coun ors, teachers,
New York State in substance abuse among younger children in elemsrtary schools.

principles, PTA, law enforcement.
An estimated 3.3 million teenagers nationwide between the ages of 14 and 27 are

considered problem drinkers.
The overall problem is not, of course, new. This city's public school system hes

been combatting it, on a formal and concertOci basis, for well over ten years.
Initially, our efforts depended_primarily on "scare techniques." Children were told

the devastating effects of _drugs on the body; audio-visual materials_depicted the
sordid life styles; and deaths; of addicts: Guest speakeirs; many of them ex-addicts;
recounted experiences to assemblies and classes.

White this approach was not without merit, it eventually came to be judged not
whorl), satisfactory. On the one hand, some children's interest became piqueil te an
extent actually leading to their own drug experinientation.

PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO REACH DFII ORIENTED YOUTH

On the otherand more importantly, it hemme ear that an effective program for
:preventing substance abuie could not be himplisti , but woul,d have to be compre-
hensive, affective, and humanistic,---viewing substa ce abuse, iot as the entire prob-
lem per se, but es a sympton otother_mentathealt _problems. This was the genesis
of today's School-Based Drug and Alcohol Abuse P evention and Intervention Pro-
grams. As the name indicates; efforts are directed a two areas:

Prevention measures include helping youngste develop sound decision-making
skills, coping skills, and communication skills, as 11 ail providing factnal informa-
tion on harmful effects of drug and alcohol abuse.

Intervention services include individual, group, and familY counseling to studente
and their parents.

With New York City's public elementary and junior-high schools organized_on_a
basis of Community School Districts, their programs under the two headings are tai-
lored to the needs of the particular target population. High schools have the sepa-
rate "SPARK" program. Staff members are trained in detheting symptoms in young-
sters which may lead to alcohol and drUp. Manifestations of SelPdestructive behav-
ior _repilarly _encountered include truarmi street crime, involvement in street
gangs; poor family and peer relationships7promiscuity, and poor academic achieve-
ment:

Are these programs aimed in the right directIon? We believe they are: It may be
useful to note these estimated per-capita yearly service costs within various typos of
drug-related programs:
Incarceration_ $30,660.00
Treatment programs (e.g., Phoenix 1_ 2,100 00.
New York City's school-bithed drug prevention prograins 51.90

Do these school-based programs deliver? We believe they doand .so de authorita-
tive independent observers.

In 1978, an extensive state-wide evaluation of sc ool-baSed programs by the New
York State Division of Substanee Abuse Services fo nd such programs result in:

Decreased druginage and_ truancy; increased ab' ity to relate with others.
With specific regard to New York-City; a deore 121W cif hard drup was found.
In 1981; in its "Report to the New York State gislature on ool-Based Preven-

tion and Education Programs," the DSAS attested to these results:*
'Wore positive attitudes toward parents, schools, and selves:
"&tter decision-making skills.
"General agreement that the intervention programs are beneficial."
In 1R82, Joseph A. Califano Jr., special counselor to Governor Carey, commented

as follows in the "Report sai Drug Abuse And Alcoholism":
"New York ia a national leader in developing sChoo144ased eady in_tervention pro-

grarrl. School districts across the nation should follow this lead.and establish pro-
grama "

Are these progTams of New York City's public schools getting the support they
merit and need? Emphatically not.

In 1971, under the aegis of Governor RoCkefeller, New York State first iiridert(xik
funding of You_thful Drug Abuser Programs. Monies made available to New York
City!s_public_s_chaols_tataled $18.6 million in State funding.

Today; 12 years later, the_budgeted_figure for_1983 stands at $1" 1 million-30 per-
cent lower than in 1971; leaving to one side such factors as infl a and salary ad-
justmenth.

What are the consequences?

19)
.
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In 1971; drug prevention counselors in New York City's public schools numhered
1,200hardly an over-supply, in view of the scope and importance of-the problem.

In 1983, we find that figure has dropped by more than halfto just 580. In_pro-,.
grams such as ours, the loss of just one counselor can be tremendousand we have
lost 620.

Junior high schools=which service a particularly significant segment of the
school population with regard to potential for drug abusehad 2 or 3 counselors per
school in 1971: Now in 1983, the picture has been reversedand 1 counselor must
service 2 or even 3 junior highs. In 1971; almost all elementary schools in the city's
32 Community Schaol Dittricts had at least 1 counselor. Just three years laW, mas-
sive budget cuts -led to a wholesale pull-out. Today, notwithstanding the nfounting
reports of drug abuse at younger and younger ages, thev great majority of our ele-
mentary schools have no_resident counselors at all. Counselors are made available
only on an as needed" basis, when sc.nesRecific individual problem comes to light:
By then; for far too many of our elementary school children, it may be alreadp trio
late.

In overall term:Ielementary, junior high, highschoolour preven ion and i n t e r -
v e n t i o n programs today can service roughly__250,000 students out of a t o t a l enroll-
ment of more than 910,000 -5 §hade s h o v e 27 percent . . . barely more than 1 stu-
dent in 4.

With specific regard to interventionntervention component, the picture is even more
bleak-. Available funds permit_sertice on an ongoing basis to only 40,000 young-
sters less than 5 percent of total enrollmentless than 1 child in 20.

King Canute of England, Legend has it; was given to standing on the shore and
commanding the waves -to cease. There seems a painful parallel in the situation of
our drug prevention and intervention programs today.

ASSISTANCE FOR CURBING ILLEGAL DRUG USE

IS there a way to turn the tide? We believe there is, and that it warrants the corn-
mittee's earnest consideration. _

First, there seems a clear need for direct Federal funding; in a substantial way
and presumably via the National Institute on Drug Abuse, of school-based drug pre-
vention programs.

Although_a portion of Federal block grants to New York State may eventually
reach such programs; the state may elect to direct the funds to other areas, such as
treatment activities:

To date, the sole -direct manifestation of Federal support for drug prevention pro-
griim§ in New York City't -public schools has been via_supplies_of_a_cornic book
featuring "The NeW Teen Titans"for distribution in the fourth, and fifth grades.
Some help, of course, but hardly enough.

How much do New York City's public schools need to do a proper job in the drug-
prevention area, including reinstitution of adequate coverage in Ainior high and ele-
mentaryischools? A preliminary estimate as to an adequate total annual budget; on
an overall basis and regardless of source of func6i is in the rangeof $4045 million.
That compares witp the current level of $13.1 million=and $18.6 million in 1971.

&bend, and again in relation to NIDA; there h a need_for_the Federal govern7
meet to take on a leadership role in the on-going evaluation; coordination, and ad-
vocacy of drug prevention programa

New York City's public school system has learned, through experience, what
works. We know how to do the fob. Even in the face of woeful- under - financing; New
York City today_has theinost comprehensive model of schael=briaed prevention/in-
tervention programs fanctioning within grades 1-12 in the U.S.

But we believe our skills could be sharper stilL_Bythe same token, programs and
ichoo1 systems elsewhere in the/ country could benefit from what we have learned

ordina ion, nationwide. .z

arid dirleped. Thus, the hood fbr an enhanced role by NIDA in evaluation and co-

After identifying effective programs, for example; NIDA could create mobile tec_h-

nical- istance teams. These would be utilized throughout the country; focusing on
in-dept training and workshops, and providing specialized assistance at any point
from pr proposal writing to on-going supervision and evaluation.

Than you Senator D'Amato, for the opportunity to share theSe thoughts.
The p blem of rug abuse loorns_lamer__eacit day for all Americansnot only

educators but -wen%fita-, stockholders; taxpayers, and more. It won't go awayand we
can't wal away from it

I hope ay s meeting will prove a useful and productive step in a healthy direc-
tion.

20
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I hope, too, that it Will serve as part of a larger national movement . . . of a basic
reshaping of value structures. American society, it seems to me, must come to act
on the basis that drug use is not to be tondo! ed . . . that it is not chic . . . that the
path of sophistication is not that of the joint; the line,_ or_the pill, Something_ is
rotten not in Deurriark; but right here at home. The time to start turning that
around is now.

If there are questions, I shall hi glad to respond. Thank you.

PHOENIX HOUSE FOUNDATION

STATEMENT _OF DR._ MITCHELL _ROSENTHALi PRESIDENT; PHOENIX
HOUSE FOUNDATION, AND REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL FEDFTZ-
ATION__OF PARENTS FOR DRUG-FREE YOUTH & THERAPEUTIC COM
MUNITIES OF AMERICA

\.
STUDENT PANEL

Sailator D'AMATO. At this time, I would like to call Dr./Mitchell
Rosenthal; representing Phoenix Mouse Foundatiori;_also_represent-
ing the National Federation of Parents for Drug-Free ,Youth an
Therapeutic Communities of America.

,Dr. Rosenthal has with him three youngsters who can and_will
give testimony regarding theif experience with drugs/ what effects
it has had, what they have done.

For the purposes .of tigs hearing, we will just refer to them as
Kenneth, Margaret; and 1ton,

Before Dr. Rosenthal gives his testimony, one of the things I'M
going tci ask Ken, Margaret, and Ron to foeus in on, is: Did you
find that the drugs led -to a new set of friends; what has happened
to your friends who kept taking drugs after you/gave them up; and
have any of them died.

Just think about that. ,

Doctor, would you pie open the testimony and let's hear from
the youngsters.

Dr. ROSENTHAL. Senator Amato, Senatpr Hawkins, Congress -
man Gilman, I am very pleds-ed to be here' today_and I am especial-
ly pleased by the tone and the emphasiS and focus that you are
giving to this problem. -4-,

I am a _psychiatrist. I am the president of the Phoenix House
Foundation; which is the largest multiService drug abuse agency in
the country. I want to thank you for/giving me this opportunity to
say a few words about drug abuse, as it is perceived by drug abuse
professionals and as it is perceived/by parents and to introduce the
young people that are here with me today, ,

I am chairman of New York regional chapter of TCA, Therapeu-
tic Communities of America, -which represents the major drug-free
community-based treatment prOgrams in the State.

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF PARENTS FOR DRUG-FREE YOUTH

I have also been asked to' testify on behalf of the National Feder-
akin Of ParantS for-Drug-Free Youth and-its-network of 4,000 par-
ents and community groups throughout the United States.

This coalition is organized to 'combat youthful drug abuse and
they recognize it as the single greatest threat to the young people
of America,
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I canrpt claim that all the people I represent agree about every
aspect the- problemthey certainly don'tor that they all
concur with what I have to say.

But they do -agree more than they disagree and they have drawn
closer together in recent years as parents and they have come to
recognize the dimensions of the problem. .

As communities have revonded to their demands for action and
as professionals have been able to develop and implement new
strategies on parent involvement and broad community support,
the problems we confront tan be traced through the numbers that
show how many youngsters have used or are using-What kind of
drugs, some of the questions that you have asked.

REDUCING AVAILABILITY OF DRUGS

But I think it is' best gaged in terms of availability, how many
kids in how many communities have access to drugs. It is interest-
ing to note that while there has been some decline in youthful drug
abuse in recent years, there has been no drop in availability or in
young people's perception of availability. Indeed, kids perceive that
certain drugs like amphetamines, or barbituates, and even heroin
are more available now than they were before.

This subcommittee has already looked into the question of avail-
ability and the efforts to reduce availability through moreeffective
law enforcement efforts, and it has learned that whatever reduc-
tion in youthful drug abuse has occurred in recent years, probably
cannot be credited to law enforcement. What has been effective has
been a new awareness by parents,not of drug probleins, but of.so-
lutions.

The di§covery that they can crush youthful drug abuie by taking
a united stand against its by putting demands on their Icids by
making a no-drug standard explicit and by articulating it clearly; a
no-drug standard in schools; a no-drug standard in the community;
a no-drug standard by the courts and by local law enforcement
agencieS; parents -and drug abuse professionals are also coming to
realize that old questions of strategy are most likely the wrong
questions.

We need no longer ask what Works' best to arrest youthful drug
abuse, preyention in drug education, intervention that deal8 with
youngsters When they move past experimentation and are just be-
ginning to abuse drugs or treatment that can rehabilitate kids
whose drug abuse renders dysfunctional; we need all of these, we
need a comprehensive response to the problem, a continuum of
services that can meet the needs of all kids; kids wh6 have never
used drUgS, those who cannot conform to a community standard of
no drugs, and those whose drug use has not only disruPted their
lives, but has made them a threat to their peers.

PREVENTION ACTIVITIES AT PHOENIX HOUSE

At Phoenix_ House_ we operate such a continuum. Our prevention
teams bring drug education into the cl srooms of public and pri-
vate schools throughout the New York%, tropolitan area. Our in-
tervention program, Impact, deals with ids who are starting to '

abuse drugs and with their families.
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Our step 1 day school provides an alternative for youngsters who
cannot be helped in_their regular environment

I am glad to see Congressman Rangel, who has been in the fore-
front of this fight.

In_ addition to our regular treatment facilities, we _operate Phoe-
nix House's John F. Kennedy High School with the New York City
Board of Education. This is a special residential high school, where
young, former drug abusers can make up the education they lost
and -catch up with their contemporaries and regain the education4
and' career options they lost

PANEL OF YOUNG PEOPLE

INTRODUCTION OF PANEL

I would like to introduce you to some of the young people from
the John F. Kennedy School and from the Impact program.

First, I would like -to introduce Ken. Ken has been at the Phoe-
nix House John F. Kennedy School for 10 months. Re comes- from
the South Bronx and wai3- a ktudent at the,High School of Music
and Art when his drug trouble became obvious.

Ken.

STATEMENT OF KEN

KEN. Good morning. My _name is Kenny. I'm 17 years old. I live
in the South Bronx, which nas a very high crime rate.

odI started using drugs when I was 15 year old because everybody
around me was doing it I didn't know nobody who didn't use
drugs, and I wanted to be part of the crowd.

I attended Music and Art High Schobl, which is -a very hard high
school to get into You have to have talent in either art or music,
and I blew that, I got kicked out because of my drug problem, also
followed by another school which I went to, which'I found that
drugs were easy toget,_ you know.

You could almost get any- drugs yoif want
. I moved to cocaine, which. I had to steal from people to support

my drug habit. My mother saw what was going on and we sat and
we talked, and I decided to come to Phoenix House.

I came, they sent me to John F. Kennedy High School in York
town Heights. I have been there now for X10 months. I have been
drug free for 10 months.

- There, they teach you how to talky to people' without saying,
"Come on, let's get high." They teach y,ou how tb trust people, they
teach you how to, you know, put your self-esteem up.

Schoolwise, I care for my schoolwork,nir because, as every day
goes on I am getting More into it, and n w I don't have drugs in
m_y system and I'm gettingsny diploma thi year coming up. And I
am looking forward to the future.

Dr. ROSENTHAL. Thank you, Ken.
I would -next- like- tcrintro -duce- Ron, -Wsh /has been a -part of:our

Impact program_ for more than 1 year He at nds a large, parochial
hh ig school in the New York community an comes to our Impact
program after -school;

\i
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STATEMENT OF RON

RoN. Good morning. I'd like to explain_ tc5 you about my drug
problem and my involvement in the Phoenix House;

My drug problems began when I was 7 years old after my par-
ents divorced.

Senator HAWKINS. Seven?
' RON. Seven; and it was hard for me to make° friends because I
was moving around all the time from State to State and changirt
schools. So I found it much easier to get friends throtigh drugs.

Senator D'AMATO. Ron; when you started, what kind of drugs
were they; did you start with Marihuana?

RON. Yes.
Senator D'AMATO. You actually started smoking marihuana when

you were 7? -

RON. Yes.
Senator D'AMATO. Was there anyone you smoked with?
RON. My brother and friends of_mine.
&rater D'AMATO How old;were they? _
RoN. They were older than me, 11- or 12.
Senatg D'AMATO. Other_ words, you were following the big

brother Tvati some of his friends?
RON. Yes.
Senator D'AmATo. Please continue.
RON. After a while I decided to move back to New York with my

father, to live with him; and 'it was very stable. We didn't move
from State to State or wherever, I didn't change schools; so I had
more friends there I could .keep for a while

But it started; my drug use started to increase again, because I
started to hang out with the wrong _people. And it became so much
that my father finally noticed it and he noticed it because r_was
stealing and I wte; failing! out of school, I was getting in trouble all
over the place.

Senator D'Amiao. Did there come a point where you started to
steal things from yoUr poP, too ?_

RoN. Yes, from thy parents, from 4riends; from anYbOdy I could.
Senator D'AMATO. Did you ever stPal jewelry or whatnot and try

to sell it?
RON. Yes.
Senator D'A.itAin. Where would you sell it?
RON. To frieids of mine, take it to _pawn shops.
Senator D'AmATo. So you might steal something of value.. You

didn't get much lzEstfk, did you?
RON. No.
Senator D'AMATO. And it all went, into drugs?
RON. Yes,
Senator D'AMATO. You- started with marihuana. What other

kinds of_drugs did you get into?
Ili*. &laically it was mostly marihuana-. I had thine drugs like

cocaine and peyote andl-cliank.
Senator D'ikmAtd. Drinking also, a combination?
°RON. Yes. _
Senator D'AMATO. Did you find the same kind of p ttern; Ken;

emerging as you got into drugs?

24
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K.N.,Yes; I did.
_ Senator D!AmAm The same kind of thing; you began stealing
from hien& and neighbors!

KEN. Yes.
Senator D'Ammp; You were 15 -when.you started?,
KEN. Yes.
Senator D'AmAro. That was a need because all your friends were

involvedin it?
KEN. Yesi everybody in my area was getting high, BO I wanted to

be .part of it.
Senator_ D'AmKro; Excuse me; Ron,- why don't you continue_
RON; When I came into _Phoenix _Howie; it was a whole different

lifestyle, I stopped using drugs and after a while I learned how to
make friends without drugs. I learned how to live better with my
family; how to comtnunicate with them; _

And I'm.- going to be graduating' from the Impact program soon.
Dr. ROSENTHAL. I just want-to clarify for the moment; Senator;

that_ Ron _comes to Phoenix HouSe after school; He is not in _ our
residential program; 'he liyes at home, goes to a parochial sclnol
and every afternoon after school, he comes.

- Senator D'AmAro; .Let's let the youngstersrmish, because I know
there are so many queStions that Senator Hawkins; Congressman
Gilman, Congressman Rangel, and I want to ask, becauSe this is
the meat of it; this is what We_ are talking about: .

Let me ask-you something. A youngster in the Sixth grade tati me
yest was shockedgood looking young boy; and I asked,
"Hof, old are you?" he said;_"Eleven;"

"Are you on drugs?" _

And I believed hiM. And I said, to him, "What about your
friends?" And he looked at me.

And.I said, "How many kids in the-c lass?" He said_33._
I said; "How many are using drugs?" He said about 20.
Have you seen similar situations in your travels that there is

such-a high numberof young people involved in drugs?
RoN. Definitely. When I was 11, everyone in my class, everyone

in my schobt that was my age; the people that .I hung out with
were getting high;

Senator D'AmATo. That is the same for you, Ken?
KEN. Yes; I didn't know nobody who wasn't getting high;
Senator D'AmArro; _I _think The American public_ should begin to

understand what is taking Place; and we are kidding ourselves, if
we- think- it is not

There_ is a real mix with alcohol alSo, isn't there?
KEN. Yes. ti.
EON: Year
Senator_ D'AmATo; It would be a youngster's party that people

would go to where you would see the 'combination. of the marihua-
na-and the alcohol; Is that a_fair staterrient?._ \.

Ro.N. .-sOme-Iteses,-:--yes;--btit-SOMetirtieS thereiare; like, parerits
and they kind of watch, over everyone. Most of the time it is true;
though, that is true.
.._ Dr. ROSENTHAL._Let me introeuce Margaret _Margaret has been
at the Phoenix House John F. Kennedy School in Yorktown
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Heights :for 9 months; She comes from liedkaway Park and came

intket.rhk°earentix.
House through our Queens Outreach Center.

e i.

STATEMENT OF. MARGARET

ARGARET. Good morning. My name is Margaret. I'm 18.
I'll tall you what drug abuse has done to me I started drinking

at the age of 10 and at that time I was going to Catholic School and
my grades just dropped a great deal. The teachers never really sus-
pected we getting high,.butbasically my mind was always on going

thuintOgn, you know.
weekends or maybe I would get high this afternoon some-

Senater D'AmAto. When did You really start getting high, Mar-
garet-what age?

141,1_ARGARET. On drugs?
Senator D'AmATo. Did you actually start getting high at 10?
MARGARET. Ten; yes, I was getting high every weekend:
Senator HAWKINS, What were you drinking?
MARGARET. At that time it was basically just beer.
Senater-1:1=AwKiNs. Where did you get it?
MARGARET:I hung out with older people_ meetly about 15, and

they Just would get it, and older, and they would go to the beer die;
tributors and ask a person who was Older enough to buy beer and
maybe go in_ and get a six-pack or a case.

Senator HAWkirls. Did you go to somebody's house?
MARGARET. I lived by the beach and we went basically on the

bOardtvalk or underneath the boardwalk 6r down by the water,
anYPlace we could go where the cops wouldn't find us; behind d
building.

Senator liAwicors. Did the teachers say anything to your parents
or to you?

. MARGARET. They always called them in_and at that time my
_mother wasn't realizing I was-getting high. They just thought _I was
a lazy person. They thought I was too young to be getting high at
that titre.

But after a while when I was about 12 or 13, my mother noticed
a big change in my attitude; ins, my appearance, the way I was
walking around, moiling.

She would let the 'out of,the house and I was very hapPy about
that. So she weuldb talk to ine a few times, asking me if I was
taking drugs and drinking and I denied it.

And f started rebelling against her; I didn't want her fin4 out.
"All You're doing is nagging you know, and. I sterted_going
out a lot and not really coming home and staying out overnight at
a friend's house and never tellZher where I was;

And I was going to a business high school and I never got to
finish the-busiries§ Scheel becatiee I was setting highs at school_ all
the tinge. I Was-even-bringing-in-little-bottles-of-liquer- - _

started using hard _drugs; PCP, angel dust: .

etiaLt.Or HAWKINS. Mixed with the alcohol?
MARGARET._ Mixed, with the alcohol; marihuana,; LSD, ups, ye-

HUMS; anything I could batiicallY get, I was mixing with the
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alcohol too; And my pother was getting very disgusted because I had
stopped going to sch6ol.

I ,wasn't working, and at one point of my life, I started stealinga
lot because I wasn't making -any money -to support- any of my
habits. And I had got in trouble in a few times with the copsar-
rested.

And my mother was very disgusted with me and she told me if I
don't get any help; that she 4idn't want me living in the house any-
more. And,that's when I decided to go to the Queens Outreach Pro-
gram. And they suggested Phoenix House to me.

And I have been at Phoenix House for 9 months now I am a stu-
dent at the John Kennedhool in Yorktown Heights and I have

-been drug free for-9 Mohtlia.
nil a straight A student. I love my school work, which I am

eally surprised; I am really getting into my schoolwork and I plan
n sticking it out until I feel I am well enough to go outside again.

t Senator HAWKINS. You are 18 now?
MARGARET. Yes.
Senator HAvirxiNs. You started so young on such a terrible path.

There is a feeling out in society among some of the citizens that
maybe we' should legalize marihuana and then we wouldn't have
this problem.

LEGALIZATION OF MARIHUANA

Everyone; I guess; agreed that alcohol was no problem after they
legaliied that. I would just like to know individually from each of
you, Ken, Ron, and Margaret, if you feel we should legalize mari-
huana.

Would that solve the problem?
MARGARET. No; that would make it so much worse because what

would happen is people would be, like, walking into a store and
buying a pack of cigarettes; let me, get a pack of joints; And little
babies, little kids, they haven't even started growing, will be get-
ting hooked on this.

And after a while; you smoke marihuana; your tolerance gets
real low, you are addictecl to the habit of getting high. You'll need
another drug to substitute fOr that because you're not getting high
from the pot anymore.

That would be the worst mistake I feel you could make,
Senator HAWKINS. What do you think about that, Ken?
KEN. I feel somewhat the same way as Margaret because -it

seems like. it's legalized already because everybody is using it frdm
all ages. I think it would be a big mistake if it is legalized.

It's rough.
Senator HAWKINS; Ron, what do you think?.
RON. I think that would be a terrible mistake because it would

be much more available and as Margaret said, people would have
to go to more powerful drugs; And I just think it would be a terri-

' ble mistake.
Dr. ROSENTHAL. Legalization implies_ that there is in some wal

either a possibility of controlling it or that maybe it is safe and not
annful.
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One of the reasons that we see kids here of this age who have
gotten into such trouble is that we have come through 10
years or 15 years of mythology in believing that people can smoke
marihuana without ill effects, either psychological or biological. It
is only in the paSt 5 years that we begin to see an overwhelming
amount of evidence that we are having the great American tragedy
because of this nonsense that marihuana is a relatively benign
drug. _

I think that what Ken, Ron, and Margaret experiencedis really
not unique to New York City or other large cities. It exists
throughout the entire country in every community, large or Small,
rural or urban, and in every kind of school.

It is probably hard to find a drug-free school in the United
States, and while there has been some decline in the amount of
youthful drug abuse that persists; the amount of drug abuse that
does persist is awesome..

I know you are familiar with the NIDA studies that show nearly
65 percent of high school seniors have used drugs at sometime and
close to 45 percent are current users and hav used drugs within
the laSt year I know that you have studied, looked at studies that
have shown the age of onset countinues to dry and how young=
sters are being intrauced to drugs at lower and lower grades each
year.

The question is, What is the effect of all this drug use among
adolescents? We-know the cost to the individual, but what is the
cost to society? We can't look at crime alone, although the relation-
Ship between crime and drugs is very well documented but less
well documented, and I think one of the reasons for this hearing is
the impact of drug use on schools and on colleges and on universi-
ties and in the workplace.

DRUG USE BEGETS DRUG USE

Senator VAMAto. Dottor, let me ask you something: You have
heard' the three youngsters who indicated they got involved in
drinking; marihuana; a combination, and the young lady indicated
that she could not get- enough of a high from marihuana and
moved on.

How many have had that experience, how many cases have_come
to your attention. Is that pretty much the norm, that there is a
pattern with attleast a certain percentage that moves from the high
that comes from marihuana and finds that at some point that is
not enough, and then moves into more addictive or additional.
kinds of drugs?. .

Dr. ROSENTHAL. Senator D'Amatoi there is no question that drug
use begets drug use I think Senator Hawkins'indicated in her re-
marks; that what happens in the normal4rowing pains of adoles-
cence that we have come to; our kids have come to medicate with
the drugs of adolescence, mainly marihuana and alcohol and other
drugs in the same *ay that the adult population medicates and
Self-medicates with tranquilizing drugs;_

We have-this then at all ages, both illegal drugs and legal drugs.
There is a stepping stone.
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Kids today drink beer differently thin yoti drank beer when you
started to drink because kids who have learned to expect a certain
kind of high with marihuana when they then go and drink beer,
they try and get the same kind of high with beer. In addition to
marihuana, most kids who smoke it use another drug other than
alcohol, so multiple drug use is really more the rule than the ex-
ception. ,

As the kids here said this morning, they didn't know anyone in
their schools who was drug-free.

NO DRUG-FREE SCHOOL SYSTEMS

Senator D'AmATo. Let me ask you this: Again, as someone who
has been involved for so many years in this area, do you find that
pattern not just in inner cities, but suburban schools, and private
schools?

Dr. ROSENTHAL. Senator, I have traveled all over the United
States in the last 10 years as part of the work that we do, and I
have been to small towns in Texas and Iowa and Minnesota and in
Maine and in California.,

There is no town, there is no school that I have seen that is d
free. It is a national problem and I agree with your remarks t
morning, it is the worst national problem we have.

PREVENTION SOLUTION IN SCHOOL

Senator D'AmATo. I want to recognize Congressman Rangel who
has done so much work in this area and created a public perception
and awareness: It was always known az a ghetto problem. Now that
it is a national problem, it still seems to me, the people want to sweep
it under the rug. Congressman, we have kids dropping out of School,
and parents who don't want to believe it, and don't want to see it.

Public officials don't admit there is any problem in their school
or their community or their town because maybe they are stigma-
tized.

That's all nonsense. What w uld you do in the area of prevention?
I am not talking about locki them up and cutting them off in the
criminal justice system, but a t schools and other programs. What
would you do, what do you think we should be doing first and
foremost; how would you attack this problem?

DRUG USE NOT TOLERATED IN MILITARY SERVICES

Dr. ROSENTHAL. I think that we have to be giving a bigger and
more united message that we mean business.

The U.S. Army was plagued with the problem of drug abuse and
in other branches of the service. I don't mean to single out the
Army, but they and other branches of the- service have made it
clear now that if you use drugs, the? will either throw you out, you
won't get promoted, you won't get special schooling_or special as-
signments, mid they have made it clear that they mean business.

I think that our schools can do the same thing. I think that for
instance colleges which are very particular about who they take in
their freshmen class, they look at SAT scores and they look at
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health records; they ignbre the issue of drugs. They don't make
drug abuse one of the criteria for admission.

Colleges and college recruiters could go into our high schools and
Say. "You know what, if you use drugs, we will not accept you. If
you use drugs, we Will throw you out" -

I think that businesses can do the same thing I think industry is
going to have to do that Industry is going to have to go into our
college& and go into our high schools and ssy, "You know what, we
are no longer going to tolerate drug abuse in the industrial work
place."

We have had a lot of businesses which have suggested and very
maliciously relay that if people_use drugs, somehow it increases
productivity, so that it is swept under the rug a bit.

DRUG USE IN ENTERTAINMENT BUSINESS
_

This is terribly true in the entertainment business and in fields
where they get_a great deal of amplification. As a result, there
an unconscious conspiracy of creative people not to minimize the
amount of drug dysfunction that is caused throughout the country
and to maximiz,e_pleasure.

So we see movies that mythologize the fun that people are
having with drugs and we don't see films that adequately portray
the amount of family anguish that occurs throughout this country
because of drug use

Congressman RANGEL. I might add, Senator, in may.
Senator D'Amgro. Of course.
Congressman RANGEL. Somehow we _haven't been able to get

through on an emotional basis, The families and communities seem
to be unable over the last decade to get any sense of national prior-
ity, but if Somewhere in our_ communities we can just accumulate
the amount of American taxpayers dollars that are going into our
jails, our court systems, not even to talk about the crimes that are
being committed; if we can't get on the humane agenda, maybe we
can get on the economic recovery agenda.

Senator D'AlitATO. That is not a bad idea, given that people are
just going to simply talk &out the hard core dollars and cents,
that that might be the answer to accumulate those.

Mr. Congressman, I know you would like to make a statement
and ask questions,

. Congressman RANGEL. I appreciate the courtesy that has been
extended to my dear_friend and colleague, Ben Gilman, and cer-
tainly with Phoenix House that has provided the leadership and
shown that our young people can be served.

It is- more important for the lives of our young people not just forr
ourselves but for the future of the city and country. Ben Gilman',
and I do hope to have an opportunity to share with 3 ou our experi-
ences in South America, but it is_ encouraging for the people on the
front line, our youngsters and thoie that are supporting their ef-
forts to be drug free, to know that even though the Congress has
not responded, there are many people who are concerned. We are
not %giving up the fight because it is very difficult for you to tell
your family, your peers and your friends that, you found a new way
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of life, to find, the older people and the politicians turning their
backs on you.

So I think these hearings are so important, not just for the
people to participate, but so the official people who cannot find a
way down here, that their country still feels. Thank you for the job
you are doing. It make§ my job a lot easier.

Dr. ROSENTHAL. We are doing what we can.

SMOKE SHOP

Senator HAwmNs. While we are in New York, let me ask Ken:
Do yen know what a smoke shop is?

KEN. Smoke shop?
Senator HAWKINS. I have read a lot of articles about how many

are in New York City and how available they are Do you know
what a smoke shop is?

KEN. My definition is, it is a place where people go behind soci-
ety or wherever to sell drugs to other people.

Senator HAWKINS. Are they close to the school?
KEN. Close to everything; they are _everywhere. Like I said

before, you can get drugs everywhere. I don't know nobody that
has not smoked, that does not get high.

Dr. ROSENTHAL. You don!_t have -to look at smoke shops. It is
11:20, Out on the steps of Federal Plaza here we can find people
smoking marihuana right here and selling it in trade.

Senator HAWKINS. Some adults would not know where to start if
they wanted to start on any kind of drugs, and yet like tou say, the
young people are so experienced and it is a new field tntirely for
the parents to relate -to this.

I am told I can walk outside, like you just said, Einctor,.down the
street, Wall Street, wherever I want to at noontime and that is pre-
vailing, and indeed the pot can be absorbed in your skin while you
walk down there.

I just think to accept this for citizens of New York City; of the
State of New York or American citizens to accept that these shops
are available, that they are open; we argue about whether there
are 2;000 or 800. I am outraged as a- parent and as a citizen and as
an elected official that anyone would tolerate smoke shops in the
city of New York.

I cannot accept it I think until we raise that priority, if the par-
ents themselves with those young people who seem to have a better

----uTidCading than the parents have to band together and go
downtown and shut them up one at a time without a law enfor
ment official, but just go shut them 'up unofficially and stand gu d
like the old posses used to, that's what they should do

Dr. ROSENTHAL. That's the only thing that's going to bring a t
the public pressure, because behind the smoke shop and this partic-
ular kind of outrageousness, you have lots of small dealers who are
peddling, in addition to marihuana, they are dealing every drug
that we know about and unfortunately our police and our special
narcotics forces do not have the resources to go out and arrest and
get quality arrests on all of these cases.

It is going to take a change in public, attitude and where towns
and parents ve come.together around the schools, that is why I

31
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think the school is such a good place for this to start where parents
have taken a stand. They have closed down smoke shops;_they haVe
changed laws relating to head shops and over the hitt 5 years we
have seen a growth of the parent movement across .the country
that now represents thousands and thousands of people;

Ten years ago we didn't have one parent group in the United
States.

Senatcir HAWKINS. No, and you are 'to be commended; Doctor. I
do appreciate it.

Thank you an behalf of the Senate, and mothers, a0 fathers,
and children everywhere for your work with the parent groups. My
friends the Bartons from Florida, we Can't thank you enough for
being on that front line long before it became a national priority.

FINAL COMMENTS OF PANEL

Thank you, kid& for coming and 8hering. If each one of you had
one thing to tell a young person out there who was thinking about
joining her peers on drugs, what advice would you give them?

Rom One thing?
Senator HAWKINS. Yes.
Roil. Don't do it.
Senator HAWKINS. It's not worth it
RON. I can't do it right now; but I would tell them what hapr

pened about myself and what happe ed to me.
Senator HAWKINS. Like a missions
Margaret; was it worth it?
MARGARET. I'd tell them, you know, that they better think twice

about what they want in the futurtoo. It wasn't worth it
Senator HAWKINS.- You . kids are_ really luoky-that you became

aware of what was happening, and you corrected your lives; and
had help, because you are just a modest' number, Most kids are still
out_there _

Ken, what advice would you _eve your fciends?
KEN. It is not worth it, the same thing;
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you so much.
Congressman GILMAN. Dr. Rosenthal, I want to _commend Phoe-

nix House and commend Ron; Margaret, and Ken for their willing-
ness to come forward to describe their involvement with narcotics;

Phoenix House has been doing an outstanding job; I just wish we g;
had more narcotics rehabilitation centers like Phoenix House to
underscore the need kir drug education and preventive programs;
Particularly I am very much pleased with the statement you made
showing the need not just for intervention and not just drug educa-
tion and not just rehabilitation, but a combination of all of these
important factors in our _war against narcotics.

OfOf course, we add to that in the eradication of the illicit produc-
tiim of drugs at its source and all of the other portions of the battle
that make a complete picture in our war against narcotics,

I alSo welcoine your underscoring the need for the Private sector
to get involved, and I hope that that message is clear out there. It
needs the best of all of us to make it mit*:

Dt. RogENTHAL. Thank you, Congressman. Gilman; There are; un-,'
fortunately; many other very fine treatment and prevention agen-
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cies here in this city and State and across the United States. They
are all suffering now from trouble and that is one of the reasons
we are so pleased you are bringing this to the right focus.

Thank you.

RECESS

Senator D'AmATo. We will take a short recess at this time
[Whereupon, at 11:25 a.m., a 20-minute recess was taken.]
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CONGRESSIONAL WITNESSES

STATEMENT OF -"()N. CHARLES 13. RAI1GEL, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM
NEW YORK

SELECT COMMITTEE ON NARCOTIC ABUSE AND CONTROL

Senator D'AmAro. This committee hearinwill come back to
order.

At this time I am going to ask Senator Hawkins if she would con-
tinue to chair this hearing for me.

Two of our distinguished colleagues have apressing engaiemen
and we will call upon them, but I am going to ask that Congress-
man Gilman and Congressman Rangel make available your report
to the committee. Then we will hear from the witnesses.

Congressman RANGEL. Senators; Ben Gilman and I welcome this
opportunity to report to you briefly the findings of. the &lect Com-
mittee on Narcotic Abuse and Control and our study of Latin
America and Jamaica from August 6 to August 21.

We are in the process of drawing up our committee report, but
because of some of our findings, we are meeting with the State De-
partment in order to assure that the report has a positive rather
than a_ damaging effect on the relationships with the countries that
we had an opportunity to visit.

efforts .and resources in seeing whether or not -can focus the
We look forward to working with your committ.,in joining our

proper attention on this as a domestic issue, but just as important-
ly to make certain that it has high priority on our foreign policy
agenda as well. .

We knew before we left that 80 percent, of all the marihuana
that is being consumed and all_ the cocaine entering the United
States is coming from this part of the world, and so we were able to
meet with the heads of government jn-four of the five countries
that we visited. We met with all-Of the ministers and attorneys
general that were responsible for the criminal justice systems.

aome of us left thinking that we were dealing with farmers that
were 'scrapping for a wa of life, and that marihuana and coca
plants were really just something that they needed in order to sur-
vive.

We were shocked to see the sophistication of the cultivation in
all of the countries that we visited. We were shocked to see that
many of the -so- called farmers were hired hands, making more than
the public officials and certainly more than the police.

It was incredible to see the advanced equipment thaNt_ was being
flown into certain of these areas by helicopter, which is not a
small, peasant, farmer-type of operation. And we have seen how -in
every democratic country that we have visited, how the narcotics
traffickers with the enormous amounts of money that are involved,
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have formed coalitions to erode the very foundations of the govern-
mentS that we are supporting.

Whether in one country they are called terrorists and in another
country they are called Communists, the fact is that they contrib-
ute heavily toward the political structure of these countries to such
an extent that in one of the countries, two of the Members of Con-
gress were actually drug traffickers as opposed to -any number of
public officials that were elected as a result of drug trafficking
money.

In one country we were shoe.ked to hear the head of that state
point out that they were not prepared to' eradicate any crops be-
cause of the political implication of the impact it would have In
this very same country the _head of state/shared with the commit-
tee that even where the cultivation Was. on government property,
riven where the illegal airstrips; tlitit-iii,7the-Piekups mid dropoffS,
were on government property also; andi notwithstanding the vast
amount of moneys we are sending in foreign assistance to this very
same country, that they would not retaliate against thib c iminal
behavior for fear that the criminal element would re ilia

4bring down the government;
The committee pointed out, and Ben: Gilman attende an pro-

vided leadership in all of these meeting*, that each one of the na-
tions had -an international obligation to the Single Convention mi
Narcotic Drugs of 1961 that the Congress has spoken with one
single voice in the House and Senate, and not only the Foreign As-
sistance Act which Congressman Gilman helped to draft; but cer-
tainly in the Caribbean Basin InitiatiVe, where language was put
in 'by the Senate; these countries said that no matter what we
wanted to do; this particular country; they did not want to be iden-
tified as being a puppet of the United States in eradicating narcot-
ics. .

Senator, I tell you that the corruption that exists from local
police to the national police was shocking to see. The corruption
and erosion of justice in the political system is something that I
think frightens the free world;

MEXICO

There was good news in the report that MeXico had expanded
the technology that has been used to eradicate the opium plants,
and they are now providing 75_percent,at least they are down now
to the one-third figure and they are open now to accept other re-
sources and technology in order to improve that.

PERU

In -Peru they have been hit by drought and flood, but the Govern-
ment has no commitment -to the single convention; and we are
hopeful that our emluissy there will assist Peru to draft a plan to
bring the enormous production under control.

BOLIVIA

In Bolivia, under the leadership_tof a mbassador Corr, we were
pleasantly surprised to see that 4-program agreements have been
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siped by our Government with the government of Bolivia providing
assistance and technology and hopefully we will see a first, step in
bringing the production of coca under control

COLOMBIA

In Colombia, which is the most sensitive_part_of our report, and
in Jamaica, we hope to meet next week, Ben Gilman and _L with
the representative of the Secretary of State where they have indi-
cated, because they -have known the result of our mission by cable,
to find out what we can do collectively without just breaking the
relationships that we enjoy with these c3untries.

The abocking thing is that in many_of_these cases there is no
plan for eradication; they are receiving U.S.-assistance, wad we just
hope - chat -by next week We Will be able t6- write-a-report-that we
can Share with our colleagues and to see what we can do about it. '

I would ask Ben Gilman who was the ranking minority member
but who has been with the Select Committee since its inception
and worked on the drug problem when we didn't have a committee,
we are really not Republicans and Democrataarid_without him the
mission could not have been as successful as it actually wasto
Aare in the presentation,

STATEMENT OF HON. BENJAMIN A. OILMAN; U.S. REPRESENTXIVE FROM

NEW YORK
Congressman GitmAN4Thank you, Chairman Rarigeel, and Sena-

'for Hawkins. I want to first of all commend Senator Hawkins andli
Senator D'Amato for holding this hearing here in the metropolitan ri
area and for your efforts in helping to focus attention on the drug
problem not only in our region but nationwide.

We know that you are both highly committed to combating this/
evergrowing problem of drug abuse and drug traffic. We certain
skrelsme joining you or_this panel and the opportunity for our two
comMittees to work together on this terrible problem that has been
underniiiiing not only the youth in our own Nation but govern-
ments throughout the world, as Chairman Rangel _pointed out. -/

The Select Committee's hearings on drug trafficking and abuse
in the northeast that were held in this very hearing room on June
20 helped to underscore the growing problem in our area and some
of the needs for law enforcement and for education and lot reha-
bilitation. I Welcome hearing the panelists today that further
expand upon these needs for our own area.

FACTFINDING MISSION TO LATIN AMERICA

I want to note that our factfinding mission to Latin America
gave us all reason to expand our efforth in the Congress. We went
to the Latin American region, we regretted that Senator Hawkins
was not able to join us because of her recent diaability, but we
went to Latin America knowing that we were going to find a prob-
lem area.

We went to the drug producing areas of Mexico, to Peru, to Bo-
liVia, to Colombia, to Jamaica. We knew they were; problem areas,
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but we were appalled at how ex_pansive and how massive that prob-
lem was upon our return; as eongressman Rangel has pointed out.

We met with a number of high officialsth four presi-
dents; a number of cabinet ministers, foreign ministers and attor-
neys general and local taw enforcement officials. We flew over the
drugproducing areas. We went into the jungles and into the area
of Jamaica where there was a substantial growing area.

CULTIVATION ON INCREASE ip LATIN AMERICA

We went into the Colombian areas Of marihuana prOduction and
coca leaf production and we found irotjust large fields but massive
fields. It was expanding rather than diminishing.

No one really knows how much marihuana and coca is being cul-
tivated or exported from those areas, but we tlo know_that the coca
production in Bolivia exceeds the export of tin in Bolivia, their
major production; and it exceeds the coffee exports in Colombia
and it is a substantial part of the economy in Jamaim

Contrary to, reports of marihuana and cocaine production de-
creasing; as a result of our mission, we recognize that the cultiva-
tion of these dangerous substances is on the increase; The conce
tion of marihuana and cocaine are derived from 1981 data and I
think that we have got to- do a lot more in bringing our data up to
date and having a better handle on just how extensive this export-

,.ing is.
I know that our committee is going to endeavor to do that when

we get back to work in mid-September. We look forward to working
with, your committee; Senator Hawkins, in trying to get a more ac-
curate analysis of just what we are confronted with the enormous
profits from this trafficking measured in billions of dollars, not mil-
lions of dollars;

CORRUPTION IN HIGH LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT

It is corrupting the highest levels of government throughout
Latiri, America.

We- were appalled for example, to have had a very fine meeting
with the Minister of Justice in one of the countries and we were
impressed with his program and what he was planning to do. Just
several days after we left that country we were shocked to read
that he had offered his resignation because he was being charged
with having received substantial contributions from drug traffick-
erS.

That was a typical problem that we met throughout Latin Amer-
ica. There is a growing recognition, we are pleased to report,
amongcertain drug producing nations that they are no longer iso-
lated in the,problem. They used to point the finger to the consumer
nation as, you know, if it wasn't for the great demand in the
United States, there wouldn't, be a problem here.

There is a growing inner recognition that they have aproblem at
homei-and I think that that recognition is underscored not only by
the political corruption of the drug_traffickers being involved in the
politics of their government, hut the fact that they have a growing
number of consumers among their own young people and there is
also the growing relationship between terrorism and narcotics
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trafficking. A great deal of the terrorist activity today is b' ,Ing fi-
nanced by the profits from drug trafficking; so it is these factors
that are beginning to awaken some of the Latin American adminis-
trations, that they have to do more than they have done in the
past, in attempting to join in an outright war against the traffick-
ers.

ANDEAN INITIATIVE

We found, too, that there is an awakening for a need for a re-
gional Latin American strategy, and they are beginning to talk
about an Andearilbitiative.

There was a resolution at a recent Andean meeting to combat
drug trafficking. As a result of our mission to Latin America, we
developed with our colleagties,_ our varliamentarians from those
countries; a proposal that they initiated, to have an interparlia-
mentary Andean group work on narcotics.

The Stato Department has already had some interest in it. We
hope our colleagues in the Senate will join with us in fostering that
proposal. I think some good can come out of that cooperative effort.

So I think that as we look back on our recent mission, we find
that the problem is not diminishing; it is ever-growing and it needs
a great deal more attention from our own administration in trying
to eradicate narcotics at the source, which is probably one of the
more effective methOdS, but so too we can't neglect the need for
education, rehabilitation and interdiction in our own country in
order to, as one of our former panelists pointed _out; wage. war
against narcotics. This requires attention froth all of us because the
victims of that war are our young people and we are all concerned r
about trying to limit the number of casualties from that war; (

ILLEGAL DRUG PRODUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES

I might add that after traveling to Latin America; I was appalled
when I came back to find in my own township that they had a
growth of some 'several millions of dollars in marihuana that the
State police were engaged in destroying. This morning I picked up
a newspaper; in our own good New York State they reported some
further growth of marihuana crops, and out in California another

.$46 million in marihuana was found in a coin field.
So our own Nation has become not only a consumer nation but a

producing nation; underkoring the need for even greater efforts in
that direction.

Thank you, Senator Hawkins.
Congressman RANGEL. Thank you; Senator: No one_lmows better

than you what can happen to one of our sovereign States, and it
can happen to nations.

Senator HAWKINS 'presiding]. I thankyou gentlemen for leading
that delegation: That is a long trip, I know it was hot, and it is a
tremendous service to the citizens of this country.

As you know, I have an amendment on a foreign aid bill which
denies any aid to any country that is involved in producing illegal
drubs: It has caused a lot of tension.
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We have had to __have_ it translated into _Spanish and distributed
everyday at my office to visiting Latin American countries that
want to know if I am serious.. It has caused a lot of tension.

I told them yes; I ant serious, I am_ a supporter for _it. That is the
only way we are going to get their attention, and that is one impor-
tant point.

But it -is like putting your _finger in the dike.' Everyone at this
table understands how many fingers _you need.

They are growing it in barns and in your neigborhood and my
neighborhood.
_ I had hearings in Mississippi last month where_the_State narcote
ics division leader said that the domestic production in Mississippi
had increased 37 percent last year. 'He can give me a statistic how
domestic . production_ in_Mississippi;is7going,:_and_. we_are_. holding
hearings with parents and children trying to stop all this. The
State of Mississippi, can't get its own problem under control, just
like I am incensed really with the smoke shops that I read about;
_ All of this is the tip of the iceberg, and it takes such a constant
focus and attention.

Our attention as elected representatives, as you see today; has
been diverted by the Soviet shooting down of a Korean airliner and
being involved in that, and we will get involved in something else ;_
tomorrow. It is my devoted attention that I must require that I
never. lose sight that drugs is the number one problem;

I may _be diverted;_but I am devoted and dedicated_ to misiking_it
the number one problem in the United_ States._ When I am with the
President I bring it up, when I am with the Vice President I bring
it up. _I am getting to be the. Senate nag. .

_ In Congress, many are . willing_ tango down there to Latin Amer-
ica. I read it is called a junket. I tell you, it is a lot of ,work and you
bring back good information.

All the people_who have testified here todayi kids especially who
are willing to adMit their downfall and also their turning 'around
that there is hope, this panel is very important today.

We appreciate your patience while we had the report from the
congressional committee. This panel is very important.

We need to hear from Inspector ItYan. I understand he has an
appOintment We all are operating on a time clock:



NONDEPARTMENTAL WITNESSESc'iSTATEMENT OFANSPECTOR DENNIS RYAN, COMMXiii NG OFFICER, NAR=
COTICS DIVISI, NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT

, OPERATION 3R'S PROGRAM
i.

Senator HAWKINS. inspector Dennis; Ryan is the commanding of
ficer of the Narcotics Divisfon of the New York City 'Police Depart-
ment, and we would like, to hear= from you at this tune. , t.

InSpector RYAN. Good ruing, Senator; members of the panel. _I
thank you for coraing to ew York to address this problem of nar-
cotics, which has bten a s rious situation in the city for a while.

The _problem of narcOtics base is something we have been sitb
dressing in working cidaelY 'th the school people and other city
offidialS at the office of substaice abuse. We have been_in the proc-
ess the last few years of running an operation aimed directly at
problems in and around schools in the city of New York.

In the 2 years that we have been naming this program; Called
Op-eration 3 R's, we have arrested, almost 8,000 people for selling
narcotics to students of schools throughout the city of New York:

The vast majority of those people are not students in those
schools; _they are people who hang around in the school yards and
streets that children take going to school. .

It is _a serious situation and we have been addressing it. But -the
problem continues; The situation in terms of availability of drugs is
absolutely scary

I am happy to hear that both Congressman Gilman and Gen=
gressman Rangel had some positive things to report about maybe
some Of the source countries being able to dry up the flow of nary
cotics into this country; What we are doing here is a holding
action. ,

We are doing what_we can -do to solne the situation, the visible
situation in the city. The real solution to the entire problem is to
prevent the drugs from coming into the country:

We work very closely with customs and the NeW York task
forces that have been established_ by_ Vice President Bush and Chief
Murphy: We are working very closely in getting tke narcotics from
coming in;

ILLEGAL DRUGS IN-SCHOOLS WIDESPREAD

As I say, the schools are a problem. There is probably not one
school in New York City that we can put our finger on that has no
drug problem whatsoever. Some are more serious than others, as
we indicated thiS morning The pe of drug use that the school in
many cases has depends upon the neighborhood that the school is
located in, and we see in certain sections of the city where the chil-
dren will be involved with either heroin or cocaine and in other
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places we find them using marihuana or angel dust, but there are
no schools that we are aware of that have no drug problem. .

Our problem with it is that we have to continually recruit young
police officers to act as undercovers to make buys at these loca-
tions.

We are trvinK all the time to look for young police officers who
can fit in and around the school and will not look obviously suspi-
cious.

FINANCML DRAIN ON CITIES TO FIGHT DRUG PROBLEMS

So far we have been very successful.
One of the serious problems we face iikprobably with every major

city in the country; a tremendous financial drain on the city to sup-
port our narcotics effortS. In terms of personnel, money to make
buys and prosecutions is becoming Scarce. .

We talked considerably about it and hopefully we will be able to
receive some financial aid from the Federal Government in order
to support this situation:

SMOKE SHOPS

We addressed earlier somewhat the smoke shop situation that
people ask about. 'We anticipate that, we know that throughout
New York City there are approximately 700 to 800 of these smoke
shops, the vast majority of them being in Brooklyn; 400 to 500-_

What they are sunplyi are stores and many in abandoned
buildings and many in neighborheods where the business has left
and the stores are not being used.

People Will then take over the store, build' up the inside fortifica-
tions either with very thick _plexiglass, steel or concrete walls.

We have some photographs here if you would like to see what .a
smoke shop looks like. They will go in there and sell marihuana
mostly.

There are a number of reasons for the fortifications. Primarily,
they are to prevent the police from getting in very quickly. What,
in essence; happens 4s we have to break our way through' the walls
to get in there to arrest the people selling the marihuana or what;
ever they have, and by the time they get in, they have a tremen
dous opportunity to_destroy that ievidence that's in there. So we
have a very, very difficult time with smoke shops.

We have been very fortunate recently in New York City in that
we have beeri able to use civil action, the public nuisance law and
Nuisance Abatement Act to begin civil actions against the people
who Arent or use these stories and the landlords where there are
substantial fines anal a civil penalty beyon-d penalty; be=
cause almost without a doubt, erhnIfial penalty in terms of
marihuana and smoke _s is nil.

There is a small fine, $50 to $100 for selling marihuana. Even
where we make felony arrests; they are reduced-to misdemeanors
in the courts and you pay a fine of $50 or $1001 it's just the cost of
doing business. It is something similar to paying your light bill;

So we, have gone into a civil action with the city Administrator
and corporation counsel where we are going civilly angling civil
suits against these peopla
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iitr happens -is
.-,

essence, what the city becomes the landlord of the
b ding and forces the landlord to evict these tenanta

it doesn't happen, there are substantial fines on the landlord.
In addition to that, dependin-g upon the circumstances; what hap-
pens is we, in the city, can prevent the landlord from renting that
space for a period of 1 year.

So we are now entailing the cooperation of the landlords in clos-
ing up these smoke shops.

-Our initial indication is that the first 100 cases that we have put
through the civil court, we have beenvery successful in getting the
cooperation of the landlordb and having the places closed; but to do
it simply through criminal action, we have not been very success-
ful.
_ For the 21/2 years starting in Jativary 1981' to the end of June
1983, we have made 8,400 arrests in smoke shops and not one
closed until we 'went into civil action.

Senator ilawicrivs. I didn't hear you.
Inspector RYAN. We made 8,400 arrests in the smoke shops but

up until now,we did not have the power to actually go in and elose
up a place until we went into civil action. From January 1981 to
June 1983, there were 8,400 arrests concerning smoke shops.

AS a result of those, not one smoke shop actually closed.
Despite the continual arrest activity, some of these smoke shops

are raided 15, 20 times a year; what they do is go to court, and I
can virtually. .guarantee you of those 8,400 people arrested, not one
went to jail.

They pay a small_fmel_We estimate that smoke shops can dp be-
tween $20,000 and $25,000 a day in badness. If you watch smoke
shops, you will see that they bperate somewhat like a bank.

Because of the constant pressure we put on them, they do not
keep too much marihuana handy. They may keep 200 $5 envelo
Once they sell thok things, they close down for 10 minutes an a
delivery man will bring them 200 more envelopes and take away
the money.

It's like Brink's. They are a lot of independent business people.
There are some grouped together, we know of people who own 6 or
8 or 10 smoke shops, but generally there are a lot of independent
people who are involved in this business.

Senator HAWKINS. Do you know who duty are now?
Inspector RYAN. We have known who they are for along time
Senator HAWKINS. But you could not get to them because of the

lack or the law. The judge is the one who puts them back on the
street.

Inspector RYAN. The criminal justice system in New York is so
overwhelmed, that when we bring in marihuana arrests, which is a
serious problem on the streets of the city, it is not considered aSe-
riGus problem in the judicial aspect of it, and most of the cases are
reduced to misdemeanors. The people plead guilty and in turn they
pay a fine.

PENALTIES FOR SMOKE SHOP OPERATORS

Senator HAWKINS. What would you recommend as a penalty?
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Inspector RYAN. The primmy solution, as we discussed, would be
to prevent as much as possible; the flow of marihuana into the
country and other drugs;

One of the situations that we have seen with marihuana, as Con-
gressman Gilman mentioned we are now becoming a producing
country.

We are finding marihuana growing n6t only in the forests in
California, we have found it growing in the Bronx and in other
parts of the city of New York.

One of the things that we can do at the local level, if jail is not a
viable alternative because of the overcrowding of jail spaces, the
fines have to be substantial, to fine people in the marihuana busi-
ness, the man in the smoke Shop. To fine him $100 or $200 for sell-
ing marihuana while he is making $10,000, $12,000 a week or more,
is useless because he is going to go right back.

There have to be stronger penalties involved for sale or posses-
sion of marihuana.

Senator HAWKINS; Thank you; Inspector; we appreciate that. We
are all strong believers in what you are trying to do.

Congressman RANGEL. I must leave now Thank you for this op-
portunity to be here; and I look forward to our committees working
closer together.

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you, Congressman.

NEW YORK STATE DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES.

STATEMENT OF JOHN GUSTAFSON, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, NEW YORK
STATE DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES

ACCOMPANIED BY:
JOSEPH GRANDE, CHIEF OF Purcg, ROME, N.Y.
FATHER TERRENCE ATTRIDGE, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF THE SUB-

STANCE ABUSE MINISTRY; ARCHDIOCESE OF NEW YORK
DR. EDWARD PIZZO, PRACTICING DENTIST; AND MEMBER; NEW YORK

STATE CAPDA ORGANIZATION

AGENCY ACTIVITIES

The next witness on my list is John Gustafson, deputy clirector;
New York 'State Division of Substance Abuse Service.

Mr. GCSTAFSON. Good morning; Senator.
The agency that I represent, the New York State Division of Sub-

stance. Abuse &rvices, is a central agency desIgnated by both Fed-
eral and State law to oversee a network of community-based treat-
ment and rehabilitation programs of which there are some 300;
plus, and about 150 school=based community prevention programs.

It is the largest State agency set out for these purposes. I
would like to abbreviate my testimony _considerably and just high-
light some of the major points and would ask with your permission
that my formal written remarks be entered into the record;

Senator HAWKINS. I appreciate all the witnesses d9ig that in
the_interest of time.

[The statement of John Gustafson follows:1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN GUSTAFSON

DEPUTY DIRECTOR
!

NEW YORK STATE DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE.SERVICES

I am John Gustafson, Deputy Director of the New York State Division of

Substance Abuse Services. I would like to provide youkdth some information

on the impact of drug abUse on communitiesacro'is the Skate and also describe

some program effortS designed to address the prOblem. will begin, however,

With some background information on our funding situation.

With the implementation of block grants and reduEtion in Federal suppoo t

for human service programs over the past several/Years, New York State/has

L/ //
suffered a,significant'and disproportionate Cutpack in funding for drug/treat-

ment and prevention programs. In Federal Figeal Year 1982 When bigot grant

programs were initiated, the Division receihed only $19.1'million/through the

Alcohol; Drug Abuse and Mental Health Blggk Grant, a 32 percent decrease from

the preldous year. In fact, the Federal: share of fisc4/support for drug

treatment and prevention has always been very small in comparison to the New

York State share. Our agency,with a total operating' budget of about $160

million, receives less than $20 million annually in-ADM BIOCk Grant funds.

Therefore, the less the'Federal government provides in support of drug treat-

ment and prevention, the more Victims and costs there are to be dealt with at

the state and local levels.

.
Despite our efforts to maintain effective levels of'all needed services,

our system continues to operate at or above 100 percent of its capacity, and.

extensive waiting lists remain. Many of the FFY 84 budget proposals now being

considered would further aggravate, or at a minimum perpetuate, this unaccep-

table situation. Even if the full amount a4norized for the ADM Block'Grant

in FFY 1984 - $532 million - is appropriated, this would still translate into

a 23 percent cutback for drug abuse services from FFY 1980 (see chart);

Adjusted for inflation, the level of decrease would'be over 30 percent.

If the current funding level of $469 million is maintained, the Division's

unmet needs for services will total almost $12 million. Should the full,

authorized amount be appropriated, we will receive an increase of $3 million

44
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which will still faIl far short Of our minimum needs for.1 reased drug-free,

rilethOope treatment and other services. The worst alterr4tive would be the

appropriation of the Administration's ($430 million) recommendation. This

would result in a reduction of up to $2 million from last year. In'essence-,

this will expand our'Eunding gap for essential services t0 almost $14 mil-

lion. Therefore, I,urge you,.Senator p'Amato, to adopt as a top priority the

appropriation of the full, authorized amount of $532 million for the 1984 A1

Block Grant.

During this same period; the drug problem throughout New York State has

been escalating. We estimate that more than three million persons

(3;231;200 -- 22% of the'Population) are recent substance abusers. 'Of these

recent users, more than one million (1,470;000 -- 10% of the population) are

regular users of narcotic and non-narcotic drugs. More than three - quarters of

a million (832i400 more than 5% of the population) of the regular users are

heavy substance abusers. We project that the number of non-narcotic users

will increase almost 208 by 1988, while the number of narcotic abusers will

increase abnIst 10%.

Of the almost one and a half million regular substance users in the State-,

the overwhelming majority: are youth and young adults (see Chart). Of

patticular concern is the increase among the 12 to 17 year old age group.

Despite the declining trend in the total number of 12 to 17 year olds; there

is a rapidly rising rate of substance use in thi., age cohort.: This trend is
0

also expected to Increase over the next several year.

.Over the past five yeersr we in New York ha e n facing the greatest

influx of heroin since the late 1960's and the uncoptr klable spread of co-

Caine sales and use This significant increase in heroin activity became ap-

parent in 1979 when a new supply of high quality frOm Southweit Asia became

available. DEA estimates that about 8,800 pounds of heroin are smuggled into

the United States annually. Of this amount, one-half enters through Kennedy

Airport or New York City's waterfront. As a result, the numben of narcotic

abusers in the State in early 1982 (241,500) exceeds the figure reported just

prior to the 1979 heroin influx; (213i900) by 13%.* This 'figure represents

one-third to one-half of all narcotic abusers in the United States; Other
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indicators show increased hetbih related heroin related emergency room epi-

sodes, up 107% since 1979, heroin/cocaine-related felony arrests up 85%; Mit-

' demeanor arrests upr124% since 1980, and increased adMissions to treatment

programs or requests for treatment services. Currently, heroin admissions

account fot 72% Of all admissibns to treatment programs in New. York City.

Unfortunately, we estimate that we are only able to treat 15% of tne narcotic

abusers in need of services.

with/regard to5pcaine; the problem is running rampant nationwide and par-.

tiCOlarly in New York State; DEA estimates 48 tons of cocaine were smuggled

into the U.S. id41982; an increase Of 8 fOhS 1981; A 1981 .Household Sur-

vey, conducted by the Division, shoWs t:-.at the number of hOusehold residents

. utilizing cocaine and stimulants has tripled since 1976. In the Oadt five

years; there, has been a 300% increase in the number of persons entering or

seeking treatment for cocaine abuse; Also; the number of cocaine emergency

room episodes has gone from a ranking below 50th in ,1973 to the sixth most

ftequehtly observed type of incident in 1981. Cocaine is truly the new drug

of abUse.

Other alarming trends were revealed thtough a recent Division study on

drug trafficking within a two block radius of 36 randomly selected elementry,

intermediate; and senior high schools in New York City. Findings, by school

type,,included:

. Elementary Schools - Thete was a progressive Increase in the availabil-

ity of heroin and marijuana, and a continued availability Of cocaine and

pills, in the areas surrounding these schools. For the first time, hal-

lucinogens such as LSD and PCP were reported available in the areas of

two elementary schools;

IntetMediate Schools - There' was an increased availability of cocaine;

pillt and h-alludihOgeht;and a continued availability of beroini in the' 4

vicinities of these schools. Marijuana activity was found in the areas

around all of the' intermediate schools.

HighSdhools - Heroin, cocaine; pills and hallucinogens were observed or

said to be available in all the areas surrounding these schools. A

great deal of marijuana activity was consistently foUnd in all the sur-

veyed high school vicinities.

46 6'
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Obviously, New York needs to do much with dwindling resources, and con-

siderable efforts have been made. During the first two years of block grant'

operations, for example; the Division has been able to minimize the impact of
i, .

cutbackS on our treatment/prevention network by utiIiZing remaining categori-

/cal funding, increasing third-party revenue and implementing various cost

containment measures. We have also been forded to cut fending for certain

ancillary services and, in some instances, have reduced the treatment capaci-

ties of programs. Any Federal dollars added to the ADM Block Grant, there-

fore. such as the FFY 1983 Emergency Jobs Appropriation; are sorely needed in

New York and have been quickly utilized to meet sane of this tremendous need

tor services. Still, more streamlined, cost-effective and innovative programs

and approaches need to be developed.

Reductions in support for drug abuse treatment are particularly short

sighted considering the cost-effectiveness of such services. In New York

State, the average annual cost to governMent in direct 'welfare payment and

lost taxes for a single, unemployed male, subsMnce abuser is over $7,000.

Also, the cost of crimes committed by an active heroin &User not in treatment

is estimated 4t. over $26,000 per year. For those drug-involved offenders that

are apprehended" law enfordement costs in the State average $3,200 per arrest,

including policei judicial and legal'costs: And should the arrestee be incar-

cerated, the costs per inmate average about $19000 per year.

Substance abuse treatment offers an alternative,that is considerable less

costly to society and offers the opportunity for rehabilitation. The average

cost of treating a heroin addict is only $2,840 per client annually.
o
Preven-.

tion services cost even less per person reached.

A Odd example of a new program effort - geared to increase services at a

minimal cost to State taxpayers - was recently initiated by the DiViSiOh; In

October of 1980, we in New York convened a statewide group of representatives

from the private sector to analyze the heroin problem in the State and make

recommendations on the private sector can be involved in drug abuse pre-:

vention. In 1981, we expanded the membership; of the group; then named the

CititehS Alliance tC went Drug Abuse: (CAPDA), to reflect a broadened role in

the prevention area. In march 1982 with the assistance of CAPDA, the Divi-
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sion initiated;a statewide media campaign entitled "Open Your Eyes"., The cam-

paign consists of PSA's, posters, brochures and other printed materials which

contain a toll -free number that individuals can call for additional infOnta-.

tiOn and assistance; For almost three yearsi'we have been providing technical

assistance to interested parent and community groups to help them develop ef-

fective local prevention strategies. With the assistance of CAPDA members, we

are also working to.access private sector support for these activities;

The major thrust of the Division's community prevention effort invoives a

comprehensive training and technical assistance system developed to assist new

and existing community groups; The system is geared to meet the needs of

groUps and solidify their COMMUnity prevention efforts within the limits of

mailable resources. Training.and assistance packages are designed to help

groups assess their own needs, identify the type' of resources needed at 6

given point in group development, and match appropriate local, Division or

other resources to the needs of the particular group.

This" technical assistance and.training is provided to groups in the fol-

lowing ways:

Preliminary Assistance - Staff are: available to assist new groups in the

development of a cohesive structure, an awareness of community re-

sources, And provide a general,franework for the undertaking of commun-

ity prevention activi' 2s.

Organizational Devel anent Training - Thid series Of five programs will

help groups define specific goals, objectives and action strategies. It
,

can be delivered in a multitude of formats depending on the specific

needs of the groups.

. Information and - Group training is provided to assist in

the development of skills needed to implement defined action strate-

gies. Content will depend on the projects selected by groups, and the

skills and knOWledge needed to effectively implement the project.

The Division has also develOped SOH* informational materials to assist

groups in their development. The self-help bOOkIets entitled "Community Or-

ganizational Guide: A Framework for Community Involvement in brag Abuse Pre-

vention;" and "Planning and Organizing a Drug Abuse Event in Your Community"

25-522 0 -83 - -4 48
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were ptedUced a\ provide detailed information about organizing community in-

volvement and awarness activities.

To date; the Div ion has provided assistance to over 10Q volunteer com-

munity groups located . n 30 counties and each borough of New York City (see

chart); These groups haveconducted over 600 activities involving more than

-110,000 participants. Activities inclUde drug abuse awareness events and

local fund raising efforts. In addition, agency staff have participated in'24

conferences and local health fairs reaching another 19,000 community residents.
.

Two examples of community action groups are .the Glen Cove citizens COMMit-

tee_ Against Drug Abuse and the Clinton Parents Support Group. Glen Cove

group has been conducting prevention activities for over two year!, now. One

major effort has been the.development of a parents support network. This net-

work has been conducting informational and educational workshops, developing

alternative activities; such as bike trips for kids and setting up a help Tine

that parents can call to talk to someone, who has experienced similar problems

with a drug-involved son or daughter.

The Clinton group develoPed from a single effort to have drug Abese inter-

vention counseling services instituted in the Clinton High School. The con-

cerned citizens presented a petition with over 400 signatures requesting ser-

vices; The effort was a success. They now have an on-going information -.

series, they are developing a resource directory; they have worked with the

Roue Mayor's CAPDA group and have linked with the Oneida County Youth Coali-

tion.

In order,to explain the statewide CAPDA group effort and some local pro-

jects in greater detail-, three CAPDA members have joined me on this panel

toby:

. Rev. Terence Attridge, Director, Offic: of SUbstance Abuse Ministry

Mr. Joseph Grande, Chief of Police, Rome, New York

. Dr. Edward Pizzo, Staten Island, NY

I'll now yield the floor to the other panelists, afterOhich we will be

pleased to answer any questions.',
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VOLUNTEER CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

Mr. GurrApsoN. On this map of New York State, there are some
109 groups that are currently in operation, and they are providing
services to thousands and thensands of people in our communities
throughout the State, but I think you may be able to see how-Will
It shows up over on the dais, there are still many areas of The State
that don't have vohmteer citizen participation.

We, certainly, want to outreach to those areas as well.
I don't want to take up any more time, because you have a

number of others on the panel. think they could speak specifically
to activities that they have volunteered for, and are actively par-
ticipating in, in the State.

INTRODUCTION OF PANEL. MEMBERS

I would like to introduce some of the other members of the
panel.

To my right on the end is Chief Joseph Grande, chief of ppolice
from the city of Rome; Father Terrence Attridge., who is the ec-
tor_of the office of the substance abuse ministry in the Archdiocese
of New' York; Dr. Edward Pizzo; a practicing_ dentist from Staten
Island, father of six, extremely active Member, of our statewide
CAPDA organization.

As with both Fr. Attridge and Mr. Grande, Alice Riddell, who is
president of the New York State Association of- School- Based Pre-
vention Professionals; and with. her also is Mr. John Blaneardo, a
member of the statewide citizens alliance group and also represent-
ing the statewide coalition.

At this time, I would like to ask what the pleasure of the Chair
is and how ou would like-to proceed from here.

Senator I vramrs. Mr. Grande next, and down the row, if that is
all right.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH GRANDE

Chief GRANDE, Thank_you, sir. I probably play a dual role here-as
police chief of the city of Rome- and also a member of the CAPDA
group that is statewide.

Rome is a small community* 48,000 people and about 10,000 of
those *ple are school -aged children. I have heard a lot of the fig-
ures in the millions going back rd forth here this morning, and I
feel quite insignificant, but I c assure you that the people in the
small communities have a genuine care and love for their children
that you experienced and heard about here from the metropolian
areas.

As a result of this concern, I have &Tome involved with CAPDA
-and during the past couple of years, we have done some work in
our own community regarding drug abuse.

Our mayor back in 1982, in the early _part of the year, called a
g_meetin of some of the city officials and some interested citizens

and started a citizens group calling it the Mayor's Citizens Group
for the Prevention of Drug Abuse.
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We became very ambitious; We started: a program last May that
involved_ the entire community. It involved also a lot of school-aged
kids that had an awful lot of input into the program that- we put
forth for the entire community and took it in _a 3-day period. _ _ _

There were all kiiids of displays, counseling services, exhibits,
speakers that were renowned in the area of drug abuse; and we
also had an- awful lot of assistance from the Division for Sub-stance
Abuse Services in New York _State;:

.
Their technical advice and assistance was very beneficial to our

program.
The community accepted_the program very;_ very well, and we

were so _encouraged by it, that during this last summer we spent
most of the summer develop a program for this coming October;

I would be quick _to_ say ti ,:the young people in the community
had a major part of the_input into the program, and they are func-
tioning well to get the October program off the ground and put it
in place so we can again show the _community that there is a genu-
ine concern for drug abuse that exists in our community.

I sat here and listened to Dennis Ryan and I kind ofsympathized
with the gentleman .because I realized being a law_ enforcement _of=
ficer myself for 35 years; they were trying to bail out the ocean
with a teaspoon.

I have had a close association with our school _district over the
past 2 or- 3 years and I have worked very clotely with them on

-structured programs in the school regarding drug abuse.
,

MORE FUNDING FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT NOT RIGHT ANSWER

I am totally convinced after this experience that throwing more
money into the law enforcement end is just putting money down a
rathole to a degree;

We in law enforcement have a very, very definite responsibility
and as long as drug abuse and illegal drug trafficking is a violation
of the law, we-have to respond to that; but it is certainly not the
total panacea for what we can do as regards drug use.

We are talking about a_situation of supply and demand, and I
re say that if the_lla Government cracked down on the Amy,

Navy; and Marine Corps they will go after drugs wherever they
are, especially when we are talking. abouta $90-plus billion a year
business; probably second or third only to Exxon.

We certainly aren't going to make an impression on them; how-
ever, with the sling-shot effect that we are taking:

think we have to get into _another area and I think the.. area is
prevention and education. I think that much more funding has to
begiven to organizations such as the Division for ,Substance Abuse
Services; and we have to _start at an early age to educate xoun_g
children the same as we do in fire prevention programs; saying _if
you play with fire; -you're going to get burned; If you play with
drugs, you're going to get burned.

I think this is the messagettve have toget across;
We have been very; very much exposed to our MadiSon Avenue

techniques_ in : advertising and our subliiiiinal messages to _youtig
people that we have turned out. We have .got-the moneyS to buy
certain cereals; to play with certain toys; _Why can't we;_ as a
nationi de this very same thing as regards drug abuse why' can't
we have this type of oriented program regarding drug abuse to fi-
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nance these programs to do something that will turn around the
young people in thig Country?

I am very, very much concerned about what is happening; and
for the very first time in a very great Nation such as ours; I see us
engaged in a war that we are losing. We are not usually fighting a
war on our own turf, but we are at this time and that war is defi-
nitely drug abuse.

If we do not put the ax to those areas; where we can teach peoPle
at a very young age, that drug abuse is a very serious cOnsideration
and get these prograrris into the schools that are augmented by the
Division of Substance Abuse Services organizations; I think that we
are going to be very; very sorry.

There is no way in God's world giollarwise that we are going to
be able to judge how much it cost in the destruction in this Nation
to our young people, the anguish that the parents and the commu-
nity as a whole has experienced.

I myself personally ask this committee today to go into an in-depth
study into all these submissions that you will find from this group
today regarding the activities going on across thiffgreat State of
New York and assess these.

I am sure you can apply these very same statistics and informa-
tion you get across this whole Nation to give you some insight to
turn around this very lecherous type of operation of drug traffidk-
ifig.

I thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Joseph Grande followik]

4
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPH 5. GRANDE

CHIEF,OF OLICE

ROME, NEW YORK

CENTLEMEN:

I AM JUSLPH GRANDE - I Am.PuLICL CHIEF OF THE "CITY

THAT CARIS" ALSO KNOWN AS lomr; NEW YORK. ROME IS A CITY OF

ABOUT ;!:3,000 POPULATIoN; AND APPROXIMATELY 10,000 OF THESE

RESIDENI'. ARE SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN. ROME IS LIKE OTHER COM-

MuNITIT; LARGE AND SMALL, AMISS OUR STATE AND NAT IN AND
WE SHAR THE SAME PROBLEMS TAXES UNEMPLOYMENT, INFLATION,
AND YE : SUBSTANCE ABUSE, NOT UNLIKE OTHER COMMUNITIES, THE

ILLEGAL )RUG PROBLEM IS A MAJOR CONCERN OF OURS, ROME DIFFERS

PROM THE METROPOLITAN AREAS ONLY IN THAT THE NAMES AND NUMBERS

(TIANGE OUR PRODLiMc ARE PRTITY MUCH THE SAME.

HANK YOU F(W AELowIN6 ML TO APPEAR HERE THIS MORNING

AND PPoVIDINC ME wIlH THE OPPORTUNITY TO TALK WITH YOU ABOUT

OUR PRoBLEMs wITH ,,uBsTANCL ARUSE AND THE EFFECTS THAT FEDERAL
CUTBACK I N E UNDIN( HAVE HAD ON oUR ABILITY TO EFFECTIVELY DEAL

WITH nip, PROI;LEM COMMUNITIES OF EVERY SIZE HAVE A GENUINE

LOVE ANP CONCERN FoR THEIR AND IN OUR ATTEMPTS TO MAKE

FOR THEM A BETTER LIFE WE RUN INTO MAO IMPEDIMENTS AND

FRUSTRATIONS LAtK OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT NOT BEING THE LEAST
OF THESE PROBLEMS;

I HAVE BEEN A MEMBER OF CAPDA, THE CITIZENS ALLIANCE FOR

THE PREVENTIO0 OF DRUG ABUSE IN THE STATE OF NEW YORK :SINCE

1981. (.V MEMBERSHIP IN CAPDA RISOLTED FROM MY ATTENDING THE

AuELPHI UNIVERSITY NATIONAL IRAININc, INSTITUTE IN SOUJHHAMPTON,.

LONG ISLAND.; IN MO. I WAS '.LLECTED TO BE THE COMMUNITY
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REPRESENTATIVE WHO WOULD IRAIN IN. THAI INSTITUTION WITH

IwENTY-TLvEN.HITM T',CHOOL
ItAcolPT AND ADMINI1TIRATORS. WE

PARTICPATED IN -AN INTINsivT. 1LN-nAy
TRAINING PROGRAM THAI

DEALT WITH SUBSTANCE ABUSis IN THE SCHOOLS. IT WAS BY FAR

ONE OF THE BEST AND MOST PaTUrE[vE TRAINING SESSIONS I HAVE

EVER PARTICIPATED IN. WE WERT TRAtNeU-IN A PROBLEM-SOLVING

TECHNIQUE WHICH WE PUT TO US( UPON OUR
RETURN TO ROME AS WE AT-

ILHPIL) 10 DIAL WI HT SUBSIANd ABUSE IN OUR SCHOOLS.

As THE COMMUNITY
REPRESENTATIvE,I WAS INVITED TO SERVE

ON THE PRINCIPAL'S THINK TANK AT ROME FREE ACADEMY AND ON THE

DISTRICT
SUPERINTENDENT'S THENK TANK IN OUR SCHOOL DISTRICT.

slOcE THAT TIME I
HAVE WORKLD VERY

CLOSELY WITH OUR SCHOOL

DISTRICT ON POLICE-SCHOOL-RELATED
CONCERNS.

Thr, INVOLVEMENT WITH SuBIANCE ABUSE PRO,.;RAMS IN OUR .

SCHOOL. LISTRICT EARNED
ME AN INVITATION' TO JOIN CAPDA IN 1981.

SINCE THEN I HAVE BEEN PRIVILEGED
TO WORK CLOSELY WITH SOME

VERY DEDICATED AND KNOWLEDGEABLE
LAY PERSONS AND PROFESSIONALS

FROM ACROSS THIS STATE AND ALSO WITH THE DSAS STAFF MEMBERS

AS WE ATTEMPT TO DEVELOP AND PROMOTE DRUG PREVENTION AND

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS; A GOAL OF CAPDA IS TO STIMULATE

ITS MEMBERSHIP TO ESTABLISH LOCAL
CAPDA CHAPTERS IN THE

DISTRICTS OF OUR STATE THAT THEY REPRESENT.

IN LATE 1982 IkrAD MY
FIRST OPPORTUNITY TO PUSH THE

CAPDA PROGRAM IN OUR CITY. OUR MAYOR; CARL ETLENBERG; MET

WITH THE PUBLIC SAFETY COMMISSIONER; THE DISTRCM:SUPERIN-

TENDENT OF SCHOOLS; 140 STAFF MEMBERS OF DSAS AND MC'TO

DISCUSS OUR LOCAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS.

UPON IDENTIFYING THE PROBLEMS. WE
EXPLORED MANY AVENUES OF

__N

APPROACH TO ADDRESS OUR CONCERN. WE AGREED AS ONE THAT

SUBSTANCE ABUSE IN OUR CITY OR IN ANY CITY IS NOT THE SOLE

RESPONSIBILITY OF LAW
ENFORCEMENT, BUT INSTEAD IT I A TOTAL

COMMUNITY PROBLEM.
IT WAS Al SO AGREED THAT ALL ARBAS\OF OUR

COMMUNITY LIFE SHOULD SHOULDER THEIR.FAIR
SHARE OF THE 7Gyo,

PROBLEM IF SUBSTANCE ABUSE IN ROME WOULD BE TURNED AROUND;:

57
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THE MAYOR INVITED REPRI.!;ENIAilvIt. FROM ALL AREAS TO SERVE ON

HIS COMMITTEE TO PREVENT-DRUG ABUSE. REPRESENTATIVES OF

GOVERNMENT; THE AIR FORCE; TWMEDIcAL PROFESSION; CLERGY,

PARENTS, STUDENTS; SCHOOL AND ADMINISTRATORS AND LAW

ENFORCEWNT JOINED IHE MAYoR'. COMMITTEE; AS YOU CAN SEE

WE HAD A REAL CROSS SECTION OF OUR COMMUNITY ON BOARD, AND

OUR FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS WAS TO PROBLEM SOLVE WHAT WE; AS A

GROUP, IDENTIFIED AS A SERIOUS COMMUNITY PROBLEM SUBSTANCE

ABUSE. STRATEGIES WERE DEVELOPED TO ADDRESS OUR CONCERN; AND

AFTER MANY MONTHS OF PLANNING; WE FINALIZED PLANS FOR A THREE-

DAY, CIE' WIDE DRUG AWARENESS PT,OGRAM. WE UTILIZED THE SLOGAN

"ROME A COMMUNITY THAT CARES." OUR PROGRAM INCLUDED DISPLAYS;

INFORMATION BOOTHS, COUNSELLING SERVICES, EMERCENCY ROOM TECH-

NIQUES coR OVERDOSE AND HEALTH-RELATED PROGRAMS THAT ACCENTED

POSITIVE ALTERNATIVES TO SUBSTANCE ABUSE. A FEATURE FOR THE

YOUNG PEOPLE WAS A "SUPER STAR" ATHLETIC COMPETITION THAT WAS

DEVELOPED TO IMPRESS THESE YOUTHS WITH THE TRUE VALUE OF A

HEALTHY BODY. PRIZES AND CERTIFICATES WERE AWARDED TO THE

PARTICIPANTS. PARTICIPATION BY VOLUNTEER GROUPS FROM THE

CENTRAL NEW YORK AREA WHO WERE RESOURCE PROVIDERS WAS VERY

OUTSTANDING, AND THE COMMUNITY WAS ENCOURAGED WITH THE RESULTS

OF OUR FIRST VENTURE. ALCOHOL ABUSE.WAS ALSO HIGHLIGHTED DURING

THE THREE-DAY AFFAIR, AND I WOULD BE REMISS IF I DIDN'T INDICATE

THAT THE BODYBUILDING TEAM REPRESENTING THE ROME POLICE DEPART-

MENT WAS A POPULAR HIGHLIGHT.

WE WERE SO ENCOURAGED WI1H THE MAY PROGRAM THAT WE HAVE

SPENT MCST OF THIS SUMMER PUTTING TOGETHER PLANS FOR A SECOND

COMMUNITY WIDE PROGRAM IN OCTOBER WHICH WILL RUN ON THE 20TH,

21st AND 22ND. THE THEME OF THE EVENTS WILL RE PRETTY MUCH

THE SAME AS THE MAY ACTIVITIES, EXCEPTING THAT ON THE 28TH OF

OCTOBER; WE ARE SPONSORING A ROCK CONCERT FOR ALL STUDENTS IN

OUR COMMUNITY IN GRADES SIX THROUGH TWELVE. THE PARTICIPANTS

WILL INCLUDE ALL PUBLIC SCHOOLS; PRIVATE AND PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS

AND THE NE-YORK STATE SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF. ADMISSION TO THE



CONCERT WILL BE EARNED BY.-ATTENDING AT LEA. THREE OF THE

PRESENTATIONS DURING THE THREE DAYS OF ACTIVITIES. TICKETS

INDICATING THIS PARTICliAliON WILL BE REDEEMED FOR ADMISSION

TO THE CONCERT WHICH WILL FEATURE TWO OF THE OUTSTANDING ROCK

BANDS IN OUR AREA; THAT WERE tsiLECTED BY THE STUDENTS.

INCIDENTALLY; THESE STUDENTS foRELIIED MUCH OF THEIR VACATION

DUE TO RELIGIOUSLY ATTENDING Al( OF iHE PLANNING SESSIONS DURING

THE suMMER. ON THE DAY OF THE cONCERT THERE WILL BE GUEST AP-

PEARANCES THAT AT THIS TIME INDICATE THE PRESENCE OF A NEW YORK

JET RUNNING BACK AND EITHER. ONE OR TWO OF THE NEW YORK YANKEES'

STARTING INFIELD. ALSO THE NATIONAL PRESIDENT OF SAAR, STUDENTS

AGAINsT DRUNK DRIVING; WILL ADDRESS A JOINT ASSEMBLY Or ALL

SCHOOLS. I EMPHASIZE THAT OUR KIDS HAVE BEEN IN THE VERY, THICK

OF PLANNING AND DEcI:-,ION MAKING, AND A MOST HEALTHY RESPECT HAS

i;RDwN OUT OF THIS REEAfloNsHIP. WE ARE HOPING FOR A MOST sUC-

cEsSFUE AND FRUITFUL PROGRAM [HAi wILI BRING'MORE STRENGTH OF

PURPOSE TO OUR COMMUNITY;

THE EXPERIENCE WE HAVE GAINED IN PLANNING THESE TWO EVENTS

HAS VIVIDLY POINTED OUT IHL DIRE NU-Jo FOR ADDITIONAL PROFESSIONAL

TRAINING AND DIRECTION IN THE AREA OF THESE ABUSES. SCHOOL

STAFFS; POLICE; PARENTS AND STUDENTS COLLECTIVELY NEED THIS

KIND OF EDUCATION. WE FIND THAT RESOURCES ON THE STATE LEVEL

ARE VERY LIMITED AS A DIRECT RESULT OF THE FUNDING CUTBACK BY

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO OUR STATE PROGRAM; MINUS THE EXPERTISE

AND MATERIAL RESOURCES OF OUR STATE SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES;

WE WILL CONTINUALLY FALL SHORT.EIF OUR GOALS REGARDLESS OF THE

EFFORTS WE PUT FORTH. DEDICATION AND INITIATIVES ALONE WILL

NOT OVERCOME THE VOID CAUSED BY THE LACK OF TRAINED PROFESSIONAL

RESOURCE PEOPLE WHOSE SUPPORT WI NEED fN ORDER'TO REGISTER ANY

DEGREE -OF SUCCESS.

AS A POLICE OFFICER WITH fHE ROME POLICE DEPARTMENT FOR

THIRTY-FIVE YEARS I CAN READILY IDENTIFY AND ACCEPT THE ROLE

AND RESPONSIBILITIES iF THE POLICE IN THE TOTAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE

:PICTURE INCLUDING ILLEGAL TRAFFICKING. PRIMARILY, THE POLICE
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FUNCTION IS THAT 01 iNvujiwinN; DETECTION AND ARREST OF

THE CRIMINAL DEALERS AND POSSPsuRS; WE DO VERY LITTLE IN THE

AREA OF PREVENTION, NOR ARE WL TRAINED IN THAT DIMENSION OF

SUBSTANCE ABUSE. THE PAST TW1NTY-FIVE YEARS HAVL EVIDENCED

AN ALARMING RATE OF ESCALATION IN ILLEGAL DRUG TRAFFIC. I AM

OF THE OPINION THAT IT IS A REAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR LAW ENFORCE-

MENT TO KEEP PACE WITH THI'l ;IriNov RISE IN ILLEGAL DRUG ACTIVITY.

EXCEPTING FOR SOME FEDERAL AGENCIES, POLICE ON THE LOCAL

LEVEL CANNOT COMPETE WITH THIS BIG BUSINESS IN ANY CONSISTENT

Ti(PE OF PROGRAM DUE TO THE LIMITATIONS OF MANPOWER, EQUIPMENT

AND FUNDS. FEDERAL ESTIMATES PLACE THE ANNUAL ILLEGAL DRUG'

TRAFFICKING INCOME AT OVER $90 BLLION TRAILING ONLY SUCH

LARGE CORPORATIONS AS EXXON; FEDFRA:J STATE AND LOCAL POLICE

AGENCIES HAVE REGULARLY CONDUCTED PROFE3SIONAL; SUCCESSFUL

INVESTIGATIONS AND HAVE CONFISCATED MILLIONS OF DOLLARS WORTH

OF CONTRABAND DRUGS AND PROPERTY, AND STILL THE ROTTEN BUSINESS'

CONTINUES TO FLOURISH. AS I SIT HERE IN MY COUNTY OF RESIDENCE,

POLICE AGENCIES WORKING JOINTLY ARE TYING TOGETHER THE LOOSE

ENDS OF AN ESTIMATED $20 MILLION PER YEAR COCAINE NETWORK IN OUR

AREA;° THE PROFITS MADE BY THESE CRIMINALS EVIDENTLY FAR OUT-

WEIGH THEIR FEAR OF ARREST AND PROSECUTION AS ,THEY ENGAGE IN

THIS ACTIVITY BASED ON THE LAW OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND; AND AS

LONG AS THAT DEMAND PERSISTS; THE TRAFFICKER WILL RUN THAT RISK

OF ARREST.

.BASED ON iMUCH PERSONAL RESEARCH AND CONSIDERATION OF THE

PRESSING DEMANDS ON POLICE RESOURCES IN THE WAR ON DRUGS, I AM

NOW OF THE OPINION THAT THE ARMY, NAVY AND THE MARINE CORPS

JOINTLY COULD NOT SUCCESSFULLY TURN BACK THE TIDE OF ILLEGAL

DRUG TRAFFIC. I AM FURTHER CONVINCED THAT A MAJOR PART OF A

FEASIBLE SOLUTION RESTS IN THE ABILITY OF THIS NATION TO DECREASE

THE DEMAND THAT SHOULD THEN REFLECT ON THE AVAILABILITY OF SUPPLY.

I
WOULD SUGGEST THAT THE NEUTRALIZING AGENT TO CUTBACK ON

SOCIETY'S DEMAND RESTS FIRMLY IN THE AREA OF EDUCATION THAT

WILL HIGHLIGHT PREVENTION AND AWARENESS. IF WE CAN SUCCESS-

o



FULLY; PN AN ON-GOING BASIS; DECREASE THE NUMBER OF ACCIDENTAL

FIRES 1N A GIVEN COMMUNITY THROUGH THE EMPLOYMENT OF FIRE

PREVENTION PROGRAMS THAT TEACH OUR YOUNG PEOPLE THAT FIRE

"HURTS AND KILLS", I THINK THAT WE CAN ALSO TRANSMIT THIS
_

SAME MESSAGE TO OUR CHILDREN AT AN EARLY AGE THAT PLAYING

WITH DRUGS ALSO "HURTS AND KILLS." OUR PROVEN MADISON AVENUE

ADVERTISING TECHNIQUES, WHETHER THROUGH SUBLIMINAL OR OtHER

TRANSMISSION METHODS) HAVE. AROUSED THE FANCIES OF OUR CHILDREN

TOWARD CERTAIN PRODUCTS AND COMMODITIES. AS' AN OBSERVER OF

THESE SUCCESSES I WONDER WHY THESE SAME CONVINCING MESSAGES

CANNOT 31`_- DESIGNED AND DISSEMINATED TO TEACH OUR YOUNG TO

DEPLORE. AND AVOID THE USE OF ILLEGAL DRUGS. I FURTHER BELIEVE

THAT DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAMS STARTED IN THE EARLY FORMATIVE

YEARS OF OUR CHILDREN COULD DO MUCH TO DECREASE THE DESIRE AND

CURIOSITY THAT CONTINUALLY HOOKS OUR YOUNGSTERS INTO THE DRUG

CULTURE. BEING FROM A SMALL COMMUNITY, EVENTS TEND TO IMPRINT

VERY FORCEFULLY ON US IN AN ATMOSPHERE WHERE EVERYONE KNOWS

EVERYONE ELSE, MOSTLY BY FIRST NAMES. THE IMPACT OF THIS

WAS VERY OBVIOUS IN RECENT MONTHS WHEN OUR INVESTIGATORS

RESPONDED TO A "DEAD ON ARRIVAL" CALL; THEIR INVESTIGATION
ti

REVEALED -THAT A NORMAL, HEALTHY, BEAUTIFUL; FIFTEEN-YEAR-OLD

CHILD WAS DEAD IN HER HOME AS ARESULT OF THE INGESTION OF A

LETHAL DOSE OF MILLTOWN. AT THE TIME I COMMENTED:, AND I REPEAT

TODAY, "IT IS A SAD COMMENTARY WHEN OUR COMMUNITY WAS NOT EQUIPPED

TO RESPOND TO THE OBVIOUS NEEDS OF THIS CHILD.1! I PERSONALLY

DO NOT LOOK FORWARD TO A REPLAY OF THAT SCENARIO; AND I HOPE

THAT THOSE IN ATTENDANCE HERE TODAY CAN BE SPARED SUCH A .

SHOCKING EXPERIENCE. HOW DO YOU EQUATE A LIFE WITH DOLLARS

AND CENTS? IN NO WAY CAN WE PLACE A DOLLAR VALUE ON THE

TREMENDOUS DAMAGE) HEARTBREAKS AND WASTE OF HUMAN LIFE THAT HAS

ALREADY BEEN HEAPED ON SOCIETY THROUGH DRUG ABUSE. WHATEVER THE

COST MAY BE TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE EDUCATIONAL AND PREVENTIVE

PROGRAMS TO. THIS COUNTRY; THE FEDERAL LAW MAKERS, IN GOOD CON-

SCIENCE, MUST RESPOND TO THIS HAUNTING AND DEVASTATING SPECTER
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OF HUMAN DESTRUCTION. ILLEGAL DRUG ABUSE AND TRAFFICKING IN

THIS COUNTRY IS A WR BEING FOUGHT FOR THE FIRST TIME ON OUR

OWN SOIL.; AND FOR THE FIRST TIME WE ARE LOSING A WAR;

AGAIN; I EXPRESSMY THANKS TO YOU FOR ALLOWING ME TO TALK

WITH YOU TODAY, ANU I HOPE THAI IN SOME SMALL WAY I HAVE HELPED

YOU TO GAIN A BETTER INSIGHT INTO THE DRUG PROBLEMS AS THEY

AFFECT SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZE COMMUNITIES WHICH ARE COLLECTIVELY

A MOST VITAL PART OF THE SUCCESS OF OUR GREAT NAT ON:

THANK YOU.

STATEMENT OF FATHER TERRY ATTRIDGE

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you so much.
Reverend.
Reverend ATTRIDGE. Thank you, Senator..

I My name is Father Terry Attridge of the Office of Substance .

Abuse Ministry in the Archdiocese here in New York.
Back in 1979, Cardinal Cooke was very concerned about .the

extent of the problem and he wanted to see actually what is the
extent, so he set up a commission and we came .out with a book
explaining it and the commission had hearings very similar to this.

As a result of the hearings, I was taken out of my previous job
and given this job. When the Cardinal first announced it; I said to
myself, I feel sorry for the poor slob who got the job, and 9 months
later I recognized him in the mirror.

PREVENTION PROGRAMS

My particular task, just to _piggyback on what Joe is sa_ying, is
basically in the area of prevention. That is not to put down treat-
ment; treatment is important, but it is too late.

My approach from various experiences that I have had before is,
if you take people, already out there working with young people,
make them more informed, more intelligent in the area of alcohol
and drugs, that's basically the approach that I had; because once
the Cardinal gave me the job, he gave me free rein to do whatever
I wanted.

The models that we have to offer since we started are urban, sub-
urban, and rural. As brought out earlier, that sign says before us,
"Equal justice under law." What we are dealing with is the equal
opportunity to destroy.

Drugs will take anyone and it crosses all socioeconomic levels.
What we do is we take those individuals and we make them

more proficient in the areas of alcohol and drugs, and we put them
right back into the area that we are coming from.

The way we do that, in the last 2 years now, I had 13 centers and
we now have 23.
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DARE PROGRAM .

We have been able to train over 900 people in our program,
DARE, Drug Mcohol Rehabilitation Education. We have been able
to generate over 6,000 people working in this particular ministry
right now.

VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS

I just had to write up a report for the Federal Government, so to
give you an idea of what has happened in the last 2 years; we have
been able to generate 616,197 volunteer hours.

There's a lot of _people out there, I think it's been brought out
several times this morning; who really want to do something, but
they need guidance, support and education. And I think we have
come up with a possible solution.

Everyone is talking about funding and haw much we need fund-
ing I just sort of fooled around with a few figures and I would like
to share with you what these volunteers, if you take that 616,197
and if you figure that 80 percent of themit will be inexpensive, but
not cheap-80 percent are working off the minimum wage of $3.35,
and then take 20 percent because we train professionals, psychia-
trists, psychologist% health care professionals, teachers, social work-
ers, recovered alcoholics and drug addicts, and put professional
people at a $10 an hour-thing, we have been able to service the
people to the tune of $2,883,798.

We would like a little bit back now from the Federal Govern-
ment to be able to continue to do that, and I think it is important
to be able to do that.

So we have been successful in doing that.
Once we get that person trained, you need a regional coordina-

tor.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN REGIONAL OFFICES

On the formal statement I gave you, you will see a green sheet
there depicting examples of what we have been able to accomplish
in the eight regional offices I have now We will have nine of them
beginning in September. This is being aired around the country:

In fact, in your own area in Florida, in the archdiocese of Miami,
a program is being developed down there. I could go on and explain
what we do with the substance abuse program in the region, but it
is so important what Dennis Ryan and Joe had mentioned earlier,
the school-based program is important, we just can't isolate and
say law enforcement. We have to stop throwing racks at each
other, be able to work together.

The task of our coordinators is to organize a total community. If
my primary target group is youth, they are out there by them-
selves, and as soon as you open your front door, it is called commu-
nity. We involve youth, adults, all the churches, synEvogues, all the
schools, the public; the law enforcement people, the health carR
agencies and the Chamber of Commerce.

If we are going to be at all effective, we have to follow that policy
throughout the- whole country._

Again, I would be available for any questions.
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Senator HAWKINS. Thank you so much.
We are thrilled that you are coming to Miami.
We are a fertile field there for you.
We have been blesski by the Federal attention on the entry

point there and are also disturbed that it is spreading to other
areas out of our State. We want to work together, like you say, not
throw rocks at each other.

This really is a survival drill, I feel, and it is a No. .1 problem in
a No 1 war which we are losing.

[The prepared statement of Father Attridge followsj
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF FATHER TERRENCE ATTRIDGE

OFFICE OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE MINISTRY

ARCHDIOCESE OF NEW YORK

11.A-.R;E;

The New Vorth Stony

1919: Tehence CanCarfi.itaY Coate e6tabti4he4 a Cortinisaion on YOeW

chdrtged wan ioeuzing_on alcohol and other pinny abuSt;
The Cominisavin waz_headed by T. Vincent Leamon,
hetbied o6 1614-the Executive &nem& cute MoneignortMatiam
S. 0!_134;ten; Phezidcnt oi_Daytop Vittage, Included -on

the Coorni6.34on were other ouiztanding Yaizi., rtetigiouts and eteAgy.

1980: 066iee 06 substance Abase Minatky (444 cztailfizned as a di/met
rteputz 06 tne policy hiciniMiendatiow as the .'onnttzzion on Youth-.

the tithectoh 45 Rev. Tehence Atthidga As/we-lace Wheaton
SA. 134.614 roan. The 066iet. Ls _changed Ruth t:Le hezponsib:XitY to
coordinate, Otaii and ut.rtect the muttilfacetec. pug/Icons -o6 the_ __
Artehdloee.6e 06 New Yank in its e66ohtz againzt cacAT.a.tatd °then

mug abuse.

1981: Imptementation 66 D. A; R; _ (Tkug4/AtcohottRehabititation/
EdueaUoia aCtio-it Imo fet with adult and youti component6
geated to _the utilization o6 votunteem in phevention,-
cation and catty intehvention e.66ortt4 thrtoughout the Rehr Vorth

Melutioce4e. P
To date - we have thained 900+ -Subatalice. AbE-cat.

12 .trtaining centeA V-83'214 - welt have 23 centehs
involved the-WO-a 6000*
genertating 616,197 Votunteeh howus *

1982-83 Regional OiiiPeP aabii:`41ted to goo/ablate Poeta teaming,
peanning and total community involvement (i. e. youth, --achitti;
achootz, eh-cache:5; ynogog u ea heatth- cate griati.W.0.4lajOidiu ;
taw en6Urctintnt, service organizations and todil thomboi 06
commence);

These oiiice.s arte tocated

van County South and East Btonz
ilhweat Bronx (ciiVe/C.6 paaC 06 Sc.fix.1 Staten 1aand

Rocktand County_ LOWCIL Manhattan- _

PatnaM/N-. lietWiteZtch__ (ate zo.06-74th St-.1
LltsteA County (in Sept. '82) Lower WeZtehezieA -

{cat ZO; oil at 2811

The Atobtem_e4mtect by alcohol and othert drtu9a Within_Ourt

society apitating around u4 in an ever: -tuening circle with
ourt youth 04 the .tartget.

Ilya:Ugh the cheatian o 6 an -0 6 6idt o _Subs .tance Abase_ Mitu.stAy, we
are saying that we one taating _to_asawne_zpeciat he4ponsibitity-6Oft.
the welt-being o6 -our young peopt particularly the '-'shadow'-'shadow ,.

chitdhen" Whole tive.A_an4 toyed one4 Me wetted by the daity.pait
o6 z ubz Wie.; A necesawuj beginnind involve& uOdatag
;:;etiie.4 iiiid_tIot moving .into action. Prtevaitbry apathy, Coniu.s.bn_
4613

Kilundertotanding breed addiction as much -as awirieheased
zocidt_ acceptance. The tact -o6 _an -0 66ice o 6 sas tance_Ablu4e__

Minizt/of is to hap-, wheAeveA pas-Pibte; in at areas _oi_prtevention,
education and eartty inteAvention.- -To be:COme_invotved went the
p/tobtem at the point o6 .theati'n t i3 much too late.

6
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The_action pAogiuun otf the Nelu York Oblice 06 Sub4-tance Abuse Minietny
D.A.R. -E. ay.,94 htteohat/ReitabilZtationaducation) and inetudes

adat and youth components. 11,A,12.E chattenges young people to
"done .to be di66enent", .to buied peen support groups 06 youth who do
not e-Yout to become invotved with atcohot and othen &tugs and to neitth
out and nes-tone -those who atneadymay have become invotved.

" This equivatettt in `dollars would amount o6 $2,883,198.00

The elements 06 the Youth Component alter tnainingivier 1) speaking
to youth on an cement:x/1.y tevet, 21 -pecA support, 31 tea/rang with
adults in pteaentationa and 4) develop toad/ 'reams to achieve "Natiotat
Highs" va..citerraca2 dependenCy.

The Adult Component ccnaa-ts is6 an intensive training prtogruun 604
aetected v_otuntems_ who indicate_inteAest and a wittingnes4 Aoh
contra-trent. This twining mognam mitt be able to pnepane tocat, on-
the-acene_pen.sonnet a4 substance abase resource pe.opte who coat
6 aattitate Coca needs as a eaament and who witt help develop positive
auppont groups and prtoytama 6oa patents and youth.

This approach invotves smartenesa o6 the prtobtema that.erciSt,
eanty int enventioq,- -pita/enter:on, neteriin.W and en6onconent.

Success in the changing Ili attitudes and vatue3 are co)Ltaimed_in_the_
int/oft/went o 6 _and xntetaction among 6amity; _comnunity..._Young_ipeopte
and their 6anu7.ies _iteed_to be diattenged_to o66aet the negative
ptes,sute.s in society with poaitive auppott.

Who id this "wonder person" - .this Substance- Aimee Ministet (SAAVen)?

. Teacheits_ &mita Waltham
Counsetons Heath Plc° kaaiondts
AdminiatAatort4 Commwitt- y Leadens
Panen-ts Vocal& leaves
C.tengy Law En6oncement Persona

Att concenned, adoZts a close conttet wi.ds youth; patents and
6amities. Demons nho neate caV-ty with_otheAs; who have aood rapport-2
Louth young peop-.".L, and who diced a conviction o6 the worth urd dignity
06 ate peAsom.

what can Subs.tance Abuse MiasistuLa Do-?

Won't tosnand teduc.ing Monica use and abuse among the young .. hetp pertsona
cAiLicat.4 examine attitudes and vatuea pnevatent in today's aoc.icty

mobilize community action againat aates o6 chugs and atcohot to tits
young .-._help devetop atteAnativea to &tug use ..organ patent/
youth zupporut groups... educate otneia...inenease pub4ic awarteneas about-
the extent o6 -the drug abuse thitoughou.t the State...mcr4e dected
aware o6 the impact 06 &tug abuse .in -loCert-contrulialea...hetp conniunitto
id; iti6y the scope o6 the proi;tem anil develop pt its to addnus it...be on-
ihe-scene resource peA.sona in theiA convanitia.

Notice; '11.4.iniatity': this context_meana_any_hetp6ut activity which has,
its pvApo-se 4eAvice:to _youth; patents; 6amitiesi and communitiea in an
e66ott to neduce,cheru.:cat. aubatance use among the young. The "minister."

d is thc concerned, eating pen-son votunteening his/hen time and e66cm.t, in
conjunction with othens, .0400.46 e6Sectin' g this goat.

'Tow have we prceparted SAN'Oa?

Tile - program provides 10 floats 06 education and_tnaining uumenti
6actwit in6qrunat ou_subs Lance abuse and o.then issues netative to
ptevention- identi6icatiok;_ intervention and neicAtat....it pnovidea pat-
tiei,panty ioith a rtesounce mantrait helps begin a pkocetta oi
watching, :fitppont,, and positive r.o.tion among membens...prtovides on-

. going peniodie wonlalwpa on netevant Newstettena keep
SAM' ma in touch with new devetopments and with each OtherRegional
Cuondina-torts save Liaisons and -nesounce petsons -to provide continuity
and communication with the SAM 066ice and shaking 06 /woo/tees.



How do we accomptiAh th-is &hiking?

The OttoWing ia a b/cit6 outline (36 what takes peace in trout

.tea and one-hue6 Swot AUSDHA:

I: Ovmview: _Societat_attitudes and vaeues tegatdcng
chemicat substance use and abuse. ..pattana o6 youthgut uee/
abuae..ovetview o6 substances..:Aote o6 the Substahee Abuse
Ainistet...the Ttaining Manual as a kesoutee...guest apeakeA4...
gkoup discusaion

11: Yoativ-4Nugsand AlcOhot: SoMe arideAtyi-dg_eauez o6_chemtuat

uependency...peeA pteAauxe: _myth ot_teatity?..achoot4ased
pteventitin pug/tams...ea/ay iitite-A-oention. ;some counSeUng
techmvea...tathA by 6o/unet adolescent substance abusers...
gAaap diacuAAtb)t

III: Pteventjon_Poweic Paaents: imp/Loving pment/chied conmuni-

catcon..W4.7ng Losits...s.ecitistie expectqions...devetoping.
decision-making skietzi ptobtem-aotving skittA...buLeding 4026-
eateem...tatk4 by Touehtove patents

\IV: Sttate ties trot Action: The ptocess 66 guiPithg iefl_atti6h;;;

ovetuiew o a cps in pugnam-ptanninv...settmg goaCA
objectives...becoMing a AdSohAee 00li6on to one's atec;-.0oup
discussionpug/Lam evaeuatZah

Catilitxtia 66 partt.i.o.Cpatibh/Pbui

ExahWs the titings accompeished with the Coolulinatoica, SAM'eAs and

Youth sAM'ets:

-Drug Awareness Week within achools and communities
-Communities ortganized and invotved - pa.AMCS support glu,dps Sotmed

-Mini Marathon
-Pkezentatotm.to many grtoups 06 peoge - youth/adatt3
-Radio/TV Apt!. _ _ _ _ - -

CBS AM/FM and-otheAS - Chaiine 2;4;5;9 and 11

-Famaiez ata-itt_&/ adAt46 pabtema
-Vaath Await out-to theiA peess_g_acluttS_
-Adutts /Leach out .to thet peens and youth

Pot mote detiat 4.n1oIMatiOn we have a papeddek coming out-in___
Septembet -183-de,Saxtbiq_tht DARE pritiodm_dnd encoutaging_othet4 to
make the New1134k Stoty-theit_atoty; We ataa_have a_30 mimte
(video Cassette). donanItiaMg_ohat one emmmusity did to help their
youth expeAtence a "Natural High"..

How do people evaluate ocw-e6iott4/

The Sottowing atm a 6ew exempts oS what .nine Oeopte have.Sda and a_tettelE
itom Tom rauhen, the ditectot o6 ACTION, Whiah PAesentty_iuna o6 out

istognam and Amentty-gtanted-us (lint 1983)--tight VISTA .tots out__

o6-10 kequested. DARE 4:4 being picked up both Nattomety and Intexnation-

day:

T. Vaddia teduan; RetiAed IBM: "Thete 4:4 no question but that

youA DARE pAogAaw 4.$ bang acatauned throughout the State aa the most
compuhensive and suceess6ut educational eilcoAt'in the Substance Abuse a/Lea."

Fathct James C. Finlay, Rtezident, Foluiham Umixasity: "The uoik you have

accomplished has kestmcd my con6idence that zometkbig constsuctive can

be done.'/'

BiotheA gt-ehaet vezahty; meiiimuut; cotpegAchtietien_saotheA4:_Me
program has not only tained_kiecoluata in_te . que4_6ot combat4ng_the

scout3e o6 dAug _abuse diAectey bat .it has 4mattized /aloe zeros& o6 out
you.Ct to theze dangeAz"

Amatia Betanzoa, Pusidenti Wildcat Cow/WA:on: "The wotiz that DARE does 24
education and tnaining w abaatatety mueeat."

7
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Aion449nox Witttam 8; 0 ' Skiett; Executive Dixec-t04 and Pheaident o6 D tops
"Since .suba tance abil.se ia_eszentiatty a hwnan growth ilatitvc than a chemical
mobtein-, you hove Wi4e.ty-tooted-up youn axaenat 06 ata6kteadexslu:p tiot

putpusea o6 lasting impact. "

Atthut Levitt, J. Chairman o6 the Boartd-Amertican Stock Exchange: "Yowl.
e.66atts axe crucial becauae o6 your 4ocite on prtevention; educa.tu' In and eartty
intexvention by involving the felinity and by emphasiein' e atrtongert convnanicatAiln."

Pieta. Shatze,speaxe, 172e.sident o6 RKO GeneAat: "New Yortk hitA tong - needed- _

teddertekip in The diCug abuse area whia. Cardinal Cooke and you ate now helping
to ptovide."

Flied Gotdbeng; _ Commou:ty_Schoot Supenintendent o6 School Vistiu:ct 10: "01e

took 6o/neand to conanwing out worth with DARE Fort the heath and zadety o6
'at the youngstens in the School Dist/act 10 Community ".

Srt. Agnes Connolly, Prtesident o6 Sistens og Charity Centex: "16 curt counthy
t.0 move 6ortwartd in ba.ttte against chugs and atcohot and 604 the grteeing

and/ort meventiotz o6 otut youth 6nosn'auch addictions we need morte p.rtogrtame
ake DARE throughout the nation."

srt. Al. Yaleeney, _PiLeaident, St. Vincent 'a 'HOZpiat: "Requently ut the hoar:Lag'
we see the rteeat0 c16 youngstem who oveae on da; I auppott any eiloittS
that ate made i-n ortde" to avoid audt oemrtatrices";

S'. Ataxy Linehan Prteeident o6 St. Joseph's Medczat Centex: "It .i.6

onty .t.lvtough eduCationat ;Aogrtama and hande-on tiLeatment o6 incidents
which come to yowt attention that enables you to brtirvg this majort prtobtem
both into 6ocuS and unde4 control:."

FinanCiatty. How ate we making it?

ft is toughL_The_Cartdiwzt_Artchbishop 06 liee_Yo4k;_HiA_Eminencei Terence_
Caldinai_Cooke; has_been_vehy_auppoktive kohl the beginning.
ACTIVN_Itke votunteeh elan ot the Fedexat Govertnmentl gave ua a pant with
Ig corning kom the FedexatGoveument and 20 coning 64om the Von-Fedmat
funds- The ledea04.0hau amounted to $51-,700. In year two, we continued
to gww and werte tecognized as being vety successful in accomptishino
out goats and objectives expecting 4C.M12 pexcentage 6o4 year tWO;
We UNAC in6oxmed when we aubmitted out -budgetto-PTIOR, it woad not be
76%, and we wcae Zed to believe probably 501 would be the Fedeka ahaAt:_
The actuat.gunt came -t at -18% - the dame a4 yeah one ort S5t,700. _Needteba

t0 bay tAx4 left ta With a tot o6 concern axl fold FAA to movi_6ast_to
.involve .the ptivate aec62; Vuxing thls_pea04; the Candiwat was vem
ondcastanding_and aappohtive and doatanatety.wewelte_aganded in June
at 10 VISTAlatotai_wkichitetped_uaPte4cntly we have applied Got thhee
Youth Votuntea 604 Action gxanta amounting to'a potentiat $60,000. They
hemeaent thace distinct and needy contnumitie4: Suttivan County, the Notth-
weA Monx, which coveto the pant 06 the south 84onx up along themest
aide o6 the Manx to the Yonkens bolder and the third area covets the other
aide o6 the Bisonx south and east. These axe exeettent meana'and °ppm,
tunitie4 gm young people to get "Hatultat Highs" by 4eaCh2Ag-out to theAA
bitothem and 4tAteAA both young and not So young vs.. Chemidat dependency
and being no good 604 themselves 04 other - now and in the foots:

Now can we be 06 help?

-Netp ws get "the New Yortk Stony" to those people who need it - you.th,
6con4 ties, communt.ttez

-flap put "the New Yortk Stony" in 6rton.t o6 -those people who de.teimine
where mania go 1 Trteatnent cs .important but too late. Education, Prevention,
atong with totat involvement o6 commatu:ties id a ALIS,Ti

-Nap by Laing your contact to ateAt the pttvate aectox ti 6-inanc-atly and
by use o6- outer -means support and encourage wools Cde..gARE and what
New Yorth Stift toying to do with CAM

-Help by .inortoving the quality 06 TV purantz cy7A inoveto ettmtnate
gain:mg-lotion o6 atcobt and other dtgs; Encouagge the media .to prtoduce_
quati.4 mpg/La-ma h.igh,,tighting the gxeat wank youth have done and could do,
eapeciatty during thoae hams youth arte wateJling IV.

-Move to eliminate beex,wine, champaign comneac,iati tom radio and t.v._

Ze- 522 6 -83 -6
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as was ddit!. w th .tobacco Ictgato and e.t.a-ant-NM; EtOntnate tJfoae tOwyt-
, zkVilie conmeAciaa on theat Straiona _

-Hetp Aaise -the dranh-ing.age aeito44_ the count/Ey to at teast,2.I yeake og age
and _en6o4ce the_taitts atteady_exi4ting.__ Move on -DWI Plying white Intoxicated)
ei6oxt4 and cuntinue _to get tough On tja..6.

-Hap-by doing aometking _about cm. judi_c-i.at and penat aotem. AtcohoP and
other dio.go ate destitog4ng ow; loo-th/6cunities and comunitieb.

Ig on commits a v./Lime and ateahoP and °then. cpiass pgay a =jolt /mitt,
istobate-them to a titcatment ptogrtam icathot than iiiCaAtvtati.rig
them. TIE-ey_hatfie to deaf with -the "why" and they edet because
they _ate w4../hon.t teabilent._ It seems they ME just "toasti-tg
away" in picaoit; (60; t-a 703 oil Awe .incatecitated_alle-titexe
b ulnas e _o 6 alcohol_ and .atlieit thug's . and _o_ney _43 get titeatzentl._ _
ilefp gzt the_patapheitnatia.Zaats _en4oecced along to.th those places
-that sett and/ot give atcohot to mcnou.
This is a Vie

-114p -initiate a i_vtogitam whctc cash and mateit-iat ideins Ecitich
ate cont;iseated in &tug busts ate tanned into 'funds bon.educotion
and prevention.

-Consuet ardinvoeve those o6 as who ate trIttang on the Zocat
Z:,.veU. in the ateaa o6 education, ptever_-',..)n, in-I:MA/eh:Von and

Some v6 the c.66otts tha,t_ati :rein made; atong wCti
the R.t-bads; Suggest drat tlEiTs :isn't 1z :/.-pc.tittitg;

iCTION
DC 20525

February 22; 1983

V:1:7,r Terence Attridge, Director
Ote at Substance Abuse Ministry
\r,.:-.1toe(.:ne of New York

Firnt Avenue
York, New York 10022

Re: Drug/AleOhOI/Rehabilit:tioninducation (D.A.R.E.)
VOlUtite-er Program- -Youth Substance Abuse

r:it-he..e Attridge:

oue of D.A.R.F. program activitir,3 and achievements through

the :.aniversary of ACTION fdnding proMptS this Ietter_of_

ndors.nt and continuing support. I hope it will prove_useful

:n t!J: nldnned expansion of your successfUI program_in_keePing_with
'Reachout and Restore" theme in the Archdiocese of New York and
dioceses which have expe(.Sted Interest in the D.A.R.E. model and

,-,tstanding work.

hit.G: House has ;issigmed ACTIUN71-Lhe Federal agency which supports

primary responsibility for implementing the

/,ra! .11,1 abuse prevention_effort Consonant which this mandate,

age-6.2 SpenShrs drug use education and prevention activities

--tic,olat Volunteer ani pri,ate sector particiption through the

cTldN P..1 Prevention Prog' ;ADPP). D.A.R.E. has Merited special
cx - ^.I ary ADPP program supportiVe of the

..3idrit'!; anti strategy. .

:,ient ,:h.,racte Ales the D.A-.11-.E. non - sectarian

roach, effective networking with community /eaders and private
invo'vement of concerned parentgroups; a compre

.31'7;1V, and sustained training program_for_volucts community
and a youth componen designed to gar:er pee..-support
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and- participation -- provide nound 51,se;3 for program.success. The
upshot has been total community involvement in the eduCationi
prevention, intervention and treatment referral_servioes provided
by D.A.R.E. Thi-S-total involvement is the hallmark of effective and
enduring volunteer programs.

The D.A.R.E. program is indeed worthy of special support and
recognition. I am grateful for this opportunity to recommend
"enlistment" of concerned persons and groups in the D.A.R.E.
"Army" which, I aminformed, now numbers in the thousands and is
growing daily.

On behalf of the President, the First Lady and for ACTION, I extend
heartfelt thanks and a_wish for continuing success in your
important work on behalf -of the youth of our nation.

Sincerely,_

Thomas W. Pauken
Director



SUBSTANCE ABUSE
MINISTRY EXPANDS

The Archdiocese of New York
comprises the Boroughs of Manhattan,
Bronx and Richmond in the City of New
York; and the Counties of Dutchess,
Putnam, Rockland. Orange,
Ulster and Westchester in the State of
New York.

Within this area are some 349 Catholic
cnools and 407 parishes. Since the est-

ablishment_ by His Eminence Terence
Cardinal Cooke of the Office of Sub-
Stance Abuse Ministry in late 1980, there
have been 27 Training Programs in SubL
stance Abuse Ministry offered over the
past two ye.:rs in Most Of the vicariates
of the Archdiocese; and 19 more will be
offered between Fall, -1983 and Summer,
1984.

The number of Substance Abuse
Ministers ("SAM'ers ") Who haVe part=
icipated in these Training Programs is
steadily increasing; and their work of
SAM ministry continues to expand. Per-
iodically, as circumstances permit, Reg-
ional Coordinators are appointed to facil-
tate and encourage the work of these
dedicated volunteer SAM'ers in the var-
ious areas.

A partial review of some of the good
work being accomplished by Substance
Abuse Ministers.throughout the Arch- 1
diocese follows, as reported by the Re-
gional Coordinators.

Sullivan County:
-In conjunction with the parochial and
public school districts of the county, the
SAM-sponsored "Sullivan County Cares
Coalition" organized an Awareness Day
in celebration of Family, featuring Floyd
Eddings, artist Morris Katz, and Jack
Kermer. Booths and demonstrations
were set up and theatre offerings were
provided. Included were the Performing
'lance Arts, Puppet Show, Mental

zalth Players mime group, vocalists,
and the DAYTOP Band. A lecture/
discussion series on drug and alcOhol

awareness was also offered. Local press
coverage reported "...amid the clowns;
balloons; puppets and dance routines the
message came through loud and cle.ar for
More than 300 Sullivan County rest -
dents who attended an anti-drug and
alcohol rally last Sunday...the gathcnng
was a celebration of "The Family; Fully
Alive
SAM'ers have met with their county
congressman on the establishment of a
Drug Resource Task Force to compile_
and distribute a referral directory of
counseling, treatment, and other re-
sources tor troubled or drug-involved
youth and their families;

-Plans are being developed for a youth
Center. hopefully to be .:e-,ported by
grant!: and/or private cor-oration funding
and assistance.

- Metitinp were held wiui school repre-
sentativi:s who_ pledge to sponsor
appropriate student programs in their
respective ,f.itc,o1 districts during Dr ug
and Alcohol Awareness Week.

-SAM 'group initiated interest in.Tough-
love self-help Kaaren' groups and helped
in the formation of local greiiti.

- Process of planning has begun, to imple-
ment DWI efforts in a county-wide
Traffic Safety Institute.;

- Young adult SAM'ers work with youth;
as do educators, counselors and parents
to identify, youngsters in trouble with
drugs or alconol and to assist them in
getting help.

Putnam/N. Westchester Co.
- With the cooperation and support of

school officials; a number of informed;
active SAM'ers present _periodic in-
school talks for children of fifth through
eighth grades: They present not merely
drug and alcohol information but also
self=esteetri, coping with stress, peer
pressure and other topics of concern to
youth. Talks are given by both adults and
young people, followed by Q=A and
group discussions. Other schools are
requesting similar presentations.
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-The ^tM group has formed an Advisory
Board composed of industry EAP repre-
sentatives, town council; local media;
police youth division, and the commu-
nity services. hoard. They have also
enlisted the advisory services of an
assistant district attorney.

A prom hot-line was organized by net-
working with a VC r y active parents peer
support group and others. Groups of
adults and teens volunteered to r,:an the
SAM Office hotline and to dispatch
volunteers to give rides home to young
people unwilling to ride with inipaired
drivers. Local press :vas responsive to
requests to publicize the hot-line service.

- A Youth Rally was organized; with
music, sports and talks on drug-free
living. Also. a "Youth Asked for It"
Night provided an opportunity for youth/
adult open discussion forum.

=SAM'ers teamed up with a Parents'
Group and attended a county legislature
meeting to support uniform closi: hours
for bars in neighboring towns, and a is -al
law banning the sale of rolling papers and
other kinds of drug paraphernalia:

-The Parks Commission was supported
by SAM'ers in sponsoring summer rec-
reation programs as positive alternatives
to youth "hanging out and partying"
during the summer months.

- Youth Concert: SAM'ers obtained cost-
free use of an attractive local park by co-
sponsoring the event with the town's
Drug Prevention Councp: Young people
were incluL'.-d in the planning and or-
ganization process of the evening's
activities:

Northwest Bronx:
- Plans are underway fora Fall '83 repeat
of the highly successful '82 DARE/
District 10 Mini-Marathon. Local bus-
iness are again supporting the marathon
along with -a great deal of community
involvement in the project. An excellent
film of last year's events; along, with
commentaries made by yolith participat-
ing in the marathon, was made.

An after-school program at the local
public library has been begun for film
viewing and group discussion.
A SAM Advisory Board of twelve

parsons has been formed, including a
member of the Adolescent Medicine
project of a nearby hospital, the youth
coordinator of community school boards,
a school drug program coordinator; and a
member of the drug education council of
the community mental health office.

- Workshops for local teachers; parent
support groups and youth groups have
been held with staff and young people
from the DAYTOP outreach center.

-SAM'ers have met with a group of neigh-
borhood youths to strategize_for more
youth involveinent in SAM. Suggested
by the young people were areas of con-
cern which they perceive need to be
addressed: dealing with peer pressure ...
the importance of having positive friends

... "recreational" drug _use; etc. Their
slogan Youth Need DARE to Care!
Consequently; a Youth Night was spon-
sored to provide a forum for their con-
cerns, and to examine the questions
related to today's youth drug culture.
Called "What Do You Know About
Drugs?" the program was hosted by
SAM'ers, who were fortunate in getting
the popular Joe Piscopo from NBC's

3aturday Night Live show as special
guest for their event, held in the local
school auditorium and attended by nearly
350 young people. (See "Youth Night7
for details.)

Staten Island:

- A ten-member Teacher Task Force of a
local Catholic High School has: given
drug/alcohol information to other mem-
bers of the faculty ... brought in speakers
for students ... worked to bring about

i changes in school policy relative to
student drug use from purely disciplinary
measures to mandatory attendance at
rehab meetings and follow-up counseling
Future plans call for training in peer-
counseling, informational slideshow
program suitable for elementary school
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presentation, Shopping mall "community
days" and efforts ro enlist the cooperation
of alcoholic beverage merchants in en-

1111111111brcing the minimum age law in liquor
Sa leS.

A program for parents on "Understanding
Teens" was held recently; with a panel of
speakers including a counselor from a A local newspaper has notified SAM
local therapeutic drug rehabilitation that, because of SAM's activities in the
center, the director of an alcoholism area, they have been instrumental in the
services agency; the youth services cci. paper's starting a cottnty-wide HELP
ordinator of the police department, and a line with regular publication in the paper
school-based prevention i,i-ograin coun- of phoue numbers where persons might
selor. Meraber: thC clergy and a_local call for help and referral for a drug
mental health consultant alsojoined SAM problem.
rnewbc:i., 4 the regional coordinator

i

-

for t!pre.,. station. Following the_pro- - SAM'ers, both yOuth and adult; col-
laborated with the Regional Coordinatorpatents spent some time in an

(men discussion. in planning, decorating, and_stafring a
substance abuse awareness booth at the- Staten island SAM'ers; with the cooper-
huge and highly successful 3-day Rock -

resource
of th.:ir clergy, made asailable

land County Fair and ape, attended byresource ad tefettal information to
church members. an estimated 85;000 persons: Adult and

.

The ministry group here also attended a
youth SAM'ers answered, querieS, and
distributed over 35,000 pieces of liter-

Clergy Awareness Day spons.:7-:-4,h, ature permitting to drug and alcohol
Staten Island Drug Abuse Co-Inc;i. ns information;_ dealing with stress, family
which the regin::s1 coordinator of S.;'iM communication and other relevant in-
participated as a panelist. formation.
A highly successfUl and well-attended A special Week training program-for
Youth Rally as held by. SAM'ers last

program-for
youth SAM'ers (dubbed "YSAM'ers")

Spring; otlerilv a wide variety of activi- has been developed by the Regional
Coordinator to teach young volunteers
the basicsofdrugandalcoholinformation;
communication skills, and public Speak:
in techniques prior to the group's giving
awareness talks to area elementary
school children.

= A SAM Advisory Board has been formed;
as well as a special Executive Board,
composed of civic, social. sports, relig-
ious, educational, and business leaders
within the County. The assistance Of
these_ groups is invaluable to the work of
SAM.

that they have offered to be of assistance
to SAM's education and preventioh
efforts in a material way. Thousands of
drug awareness flyers have been spon-
sored by several groups, and have been
distributed throughout the various com-
munities

ties. youth group discussions, films,
musis: ,:ports events.

Rocl, land County:
A county:wide listing of youth job oppor:
'unities and reel-catkin programs was
compiled and distributed to schools,
parent groups, youth gaiiiiatiOnS. eft.
Meetillgs have also been initiated with
area athletic coaches to explore Ways of
incorporating messages from drug -free
Sports figures into the sports programs:
SAM'ers here; both adults and young
people, have_ been active in an ongoing
series of speaking engagements on chern,
leaf substance use at civic, social, school
and church organizations- An unex-
pected bonus of this service is the fact
that many of these organizations litiVe
been so impressed with the work of SAM

7 3

East Bronx & South Bronx:.
Bactly three months old, this SAM

office alreirbdy has made progress in

initiating AM activity and setting up
goals and objectives.

i( 9
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Contact has been initiated with area
SAM'ers and other persons interested
in becoming involved in the work of
SAM.

- School principals; counselors; clergy,
parents. youth workers, civic leaders and
community organizations have begun to
get involved in developing SAM activity
in their local; respective areas.

- Among the SAM goals are: to build a
network of SAM'ers, both youth and
adult...to help people become involak
in Worthwhile existing programs artlier
set up new programs which will comple-
ment but not duplicate existing services...
to provide a working model of SAM
activities for those able and willing to
give considerable volunteer time, as well
as for thoSe alS6 Willing but with less free
time to give..to cosponsor local area
efforts with other active grOWS or in-
dividuals... to haVe the SAM office be
known as a resource and referral center
for youth and families...to develop a
youth; adult speakers bureau...to provide
a incidel fdribeal recreational as well as
community-service oriented groups.

Other Areas:
ThoSe .:real which Jo not yet have a

Rtti:,tird Coordinator are also involved in
the AM/ DARE goals prevention,

education, early identification, rererral
and related efforts. However, because
their activities and work do not have the
organizational leadership of an area cc:
ordinator, their efforts are not as widely
known and recognized; although frequent
mention has been made in previous issues
of this Newsletter as we learned from
individuals and small SAM groups about
the good work they are doing. Our goat is
to have a Regional Coordinator in every
area, and as soon as funding and other
circumstances permit; those regions pre-
sently working without SAM leadership.
will hopefully have an on-the-scene per-

t son in that capacity in the near future.
Meanwhile, SAWt rs in any Of theSe areas
are encouragedlo be in touch with any of
the RegionaLCoo.dinators at their offi
listed here. Thcy will be HAPPY to b
assistance to you in any way they can
Parent Groups: If you have not already

' done so, why not consider joining the
National Federation of Parents for phig-

, Free Youth, Families in Action, Citizens
Alliance To Prevent Drug Abuse;_ local
parent peer support groups, Ideal Totigh:
love parent groups or any recognized
self-help groups in your area including
Al-Anon (and its component Alriteeri) for
spJuses, relatives, children, and others
livin,t with the stress of someone close

in.iy be alcoholic.
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STATEMENT OF DR. PIZZO

Senator HAWKINS. I would like to hear from Dr. Pizzo.
Dr. Pizzo. L am a_ ifiember of _the Citens Alliance in Staten

bland on the Drug Abuse Prevention Council.
Congressman GILMAN. We thank you, Dr. Pizzo for your state-

ment.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Pizzo follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF EDWAO'W, PinJ) D.D.S.

MEMBER; SAiD;A33.C. AND C..P.DA;

As ae Father of six children who are now between the ages

of 17 and 23 and are all healthy; law- abiding citizens involved

in'sducation and constructive activities, I may be able to settle

back now and breathe freely that my children hav_ passed the age

where they are at high risk to develop a problem with drugs.

A few years ago one of my children did become involved with druge;

Although we were spared the heartaches of many parents whose .

drug abusing children become
involved in crimes; we still had

to deal with the nightmarish problem of a drug abusing child and

the need to get help for that child and ourselves: We found that

services in our community were
not'easily available and we were

forced to go outside of our community for treatment services.

In a short period Of time my wife and I became very well

informed about the substance abuse problems in our community.

We felt that we had an obligation to get involved to raiec public

.

consciousness so that .we could have some impact on preventing

others from experiencing the game kind Of problems we had.

Thid is how we came to involved in the efforts of the Citizens

Alliance for The Prevention of Drug Abuse.

We have found that Staten Island is not unlike Meet communities

in our state. In spite o£ the recent media attention to Substance

Abuse. many of our people tend to be "ostriches". Denial id a

mechanism by which many hOpe to Solve or avoid the problem. We

have school officials who say that there is no drug use near our

schools; Most of the time, that is not true, especially around

our interaiddiate.and high schoole-, Public and Private. In every

community on Staten Island there are Drug and A1cOh41 Abuse problems.

in the affluent as Well de the poor areas. We have children as

young as eight years old; adolescents and adults who suffer from

some t'arm of chemical abuse. We have parents who openly nee tocsins

end marijuana at social engagements andin the homektherby influencing

their children t-use these dr12ga. One can travel the Island

in the evening a\ Observeyoungeters in school yards. parking

lots,. shopping areas and theatres who openly use alcohol, marijuana

and other drugs. I..One has a youngster he can communicate with

freely. that youngster Will tell you that drugs are'readily available

within walking distance of his home or school.
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If I've painted a picture of ,Staten Island being a hot bed

of drUga7that WAS not my intent. Most of our people are law-abiding

and dedent citizens who take pride in their: families and community;

but like most communities we have a seriou3 drug abuse problem.

There are three private agencies giving services to ad.adadetit

drug abusers on Staten Island. Daytop Village's program is filled

to capacity and a youngster wishing to get into their program

Must wait. The Y.M.C.A. Adolescent treatment program on the South

Shcre of Staten Is and; a middle and high middle-income area,

is operating at I25X of capacity. A Toughlove group which began

on the South Shore.grew in a two month period to a 160 family

membership. Our agencies are understaffed due to financial constraints

and cannot reach out to help thousands: of drug abusers that need

these programs. There are no residential treatment facilities-
:

in our borough and no treatment programs for adults except one

hospital based Methadone program. There are inadequate dStoxifization

units for alcoholics and none for drug abusere;

Our School Based Program for Substance Abuse PreVention is

understaffed. kiligh school of 5;000 etudents has one person

assigned to work in the field of early intervention and counseling.

Our people are concerned about crime being committed by drug

andaldehel abusers. In the past few years we've had a significant

number of violent crimes, including murder, directly caused by

* soave form of substance abuse. Like most other'communities we

have our share of burglaries,: automobile and industrial accidents

which have some form of substance abuse as a cause.

The Citiiens Alliance to Prevent Drug Abuse, working with

local groups, has made an effort to do something about these problems

in our State. We have organized a statewide Parent Newsikter

which is intended to network the many existing Parents GrOUps

in the state to share information' and provide resources to local

groups through the assistance of Or Division of Substance Abuse

Services.

In January of 1983 through the combined efforts of the Citizens

Alliance to Prevent Drug Abuse and the Staten Island Drug Abuse

Prevention Council we have embarked on a program to raise the

public consciousness and do some positive things to combat Substance

Abu :e. in our community. We called togener a group of community

leaders including Public Officials; Educators;. Clergy; Patentd;
_

young people and representatives of the business community and
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the media. A copy, Of, the minutes of that meeting are available

through the Division.of Substatide Abadd Services.

Of particular importance at that meeting was the fact that

all of the participants agreed that we have a significant drug

and alcohol problem in our community and we'agreed to develop

sotie strategies to combat these problems. During the course of

the meeting New York State Alipelate Division Jtstice Vito Titone

refitted some:of the statistics on,the incidences of Substance

,Abuae'titi Staten Island given by a member of the Division of Substance

Abuse staff as being woefully low. Our family and Criminal courts

ere bIltdefted overy...day'hy offenders whose crime or problem has

some form of'Substands Abuse as its root cause.

As a result of the January Conference; the Staten Island

Drug Abuse Prevention Council has acquired several new members

who are not providers of services in the iiiibatatide abuse field;

such as myself. We are encouraging, private sector involvement

in our efforts: These will include local businesses and service

CIUbs such as Kiwanis; Lions and Rotary. We have made ourselves

available to Parent groups for Drug Prevention education programs

and plan to work Closely with the Substance Abuse Ministry of

the Roman Catholic Church which is very active On Staten Island.

In June Of 1983 a seminar was held for clergy and was well

attended. The fAlloving week most of our churches addresded the

problem of substante abuse from their pulpits at their Sabbath

Services and approximately 40;000 fliers were distributed with

information on available services on Staten Island.

By involving all segments of our comet nity; we hope in the

future to have a: significant'impact on the problem: Substance

Abuse is a Public HealthWroblem. Like most diseases the best

approAch at decreasing the incidence of the disease is most likely__

thrcugh prevention as we have done with immunization for communicable

diseases such aspolio;

Our people should be adamant about bringing about the implementa-

tivn of our State mandated.CurriCUlUM for Drug Prevention Education

in schools. Our families, -dtutaidd; businesses and all civic

grcips must join together in a united f4pilt..

We must all support the whole continuum Of sttvicep to combat
frlArmoWIT

Substance Abuse including research,'intervention4and prevention

if i4d are to avoid an horendous Public Health problem in the future.
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Our Government, Federal; State and local. in order to avoid

the high to in terms of dollars and human misery has a constitution-

ally mandated obligation to provide for the good and welfare of

its people by adequately funding our efforts to protect the health

of our people.

NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL -BASED PREVENTION
PROFESSIONALS

STATEMENT- OP -MITTS RID) 'ELL; PRESIDENT; NEW YORK STATE ASSOCI-
ATION OF SCHOOL-BASED PREVENTION PROFESSIONALS

DRUG PREVENTION INTERVENTION PROGRAMS

Senator HAWKINS. Our next _panelist, Alice Riddell, president,
New York State Association of Sc!...e.,e( Dewed Prevention Profession-
als.

Ms. RIDDELL. Our members_ are persons, professional persons
working in the school systems in drug prevention intervention pro-
grams.

I personally have been somewhat involved in the problem for 18
years.

We have submitted formal testimony and rather than read the
testimony, _I would just like to address a few issues where we possi-
bly differ from some of the other people who have testified today;

Our association advocates a continuum of services for prevention
through rehabilitation and employment. I think it is important to
understand that within each area there is also a continuum- of
services; so that within prevention there is the need for developing
awareness, there is the need for helping parents, teachers to be
able to identify when a' youngster is,getting involved with drugs.

But then there is also the need to do something with the young-
ster, to help that youngster Change the behavior. It is important for
us to understand tharthe reasons why youngsters use drugs is that.,
they want to mitigate their feelings, be they feelings of insecurity
because they _can't make friends; be they insecure feelings in terms
of having to deal with peer group pressure or having to deal with a
divorce or some other crisis in their life.

The misconception that giving 'children information about drugs
is going to keep children from using drugs is one that I am very
concerned about at these hearings, _I _have 113ard over and over
again that there is a need to incorporate in curricula information
about drugs from kindergarten thrugh 12th grade. hi New York
State we have a mandated health &location curriculum required
since 1952 where instruction in alcohol, tobacco, and drugs is re-
quired at the 4th grade level; the 8th grade level and the 11th
grade level.

Obviously when we have 40 _percent of the substance abusers and
substance _dependent persons in New York State, under the age of
18 years, this has had little impact on that behayior.
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ONG9ING PREVENTIOA SERVICES IN SCHOOLS

What is important is havi5g, ongoing prevention services within
the school providing group, individual and family counselling to
children who are in need of this.

In. New York we have multiple problem children; There are -eel-,
tain children who are more susceptible to getting involved with
drugs than others: Children of alcoholics, children whose parents
are using drugs, one-parent familiesthere probably are aboutNO
percent of the families in New York City tWitt, are one-parent fami-
lieS. So that is the kind of prevention, part of the continuing serv-
ices that we are concerned about.

So When we , hear -the- Federal Government taking the position
that interdiction and education, education in terms of providing
drug information is the route io go, we are very concerned.-We are
also concerned that the Federal Government should focus on the
reasons for the demand.

You can tackle the source from now until doomsday and unless
you deal with the reasons why people are using drugs and reduce
the demand; we are not going to be successful, in this battle; Obvi-
ously dollarsis a very important factor.

In New York State, outside of New York City and Nassau
County, there is probably a maximum of $21/2 million being spent
in school-based programs; so that I would support Mr; Gustafson's
position around the need for the Federal Government to vote the
full appropriation of $532 million.

Again; I cannot emphasize more the fact that prevention in
schools is not giving children information; it is giving parents infor-
mation, it is giving teachers information. The role of the volunteer
is very important, the role of the parent is very important. but the
role of the professional is equally as important;

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Alice Riddell follows:]
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New York State Association of School-Based Prevention Professionals

PREPARED STATEMEN'.OF ALICE M. RIDDELL-, PRESIDENT

Senator D'Amito, Senator Hawking, ladies and Gentlemen:

--
On behalf of the N44 Ibik State Msotiation of Stbeol-Based grevention Pro-

fessionals, I would like to thank the senators for conducting this public hearing.

to highlight and reit,* consciousness to an extremely' serious problem - substance

Abuse among Our youth.

OurAssociation is comprised'of professionals in the field of alcohol and

drug abuse prevention and intervention working within school systems throughout

the State. Members include persons from all eight regions of New York State as

identified by the New York State Division of Substance Abuse Services.

The problems inherent in the'process of growing up have never been more

complex and yet more common among our youth.- Drug and aldebbl use is but one

example of the kind of Self-negating option available to our youth that is so

'

alluring in its release and so-daStrectiva to the very process of growth.

To or the allure of substance use requires more gran simply tedling

Children that using substances can hurt you, just as helping !Children to Oitere

requires sore than telling them to grow up. Children need the support of

adulti who hate accurate information, the alteznatIre activities, the counseling

mkt/is - '!',Icee things that encourage the mental'health of the child even as

the; gr4s%. .lon -solutions vf drug Ote;

A3 vxmlei up ii B complex process, 30 also is 4110 substance abuseproblem.,

:It involves the Indi,ddUal'ObC MakeS a decision to try drugs, the family, school

and comMuhlt0 whe are affected by the individual's decision, the criminal justice

eystem, kialeal and legal professions, prevention, il,rvention and troateent

programs who piovla help Sr b the Individuali,governserstet agencies and tholi.

bdreaucracies who have to deel*ith the problem as a system: locally, nations/1y

And intereationalyi --in essence, it involves all of us. :

New York State was and is a leader in facing Lk, to the drug preblen and

probably has spent more state dollars providing services to -the Victifte of dreg

81
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abuse than any other state in the nation'.. New York probably leads the nation in

the number of persons who are drug involved andlor drug dependent. New York also

is a living laboratory which has been developing,programe to Addrise the drug

problem for twenty years. Few programs throughouethe nation did not originate

lh New York or be tested by us in_New Perk, kept or disposed of s.cofdlng to the

'results. Although we de get recognition for having the Most drug abusers-, we

rarely get recognition for the experience and expertise thatowe have in this

field. _

The role of the federal government has been far less responsive and re-

sponsible when compared to New York State. The present administration focuses

on criminal justice and enforcement areas.

However, before Z address the federal government's role or absence of it,

would like to discuss prevention: what it is and why it le needed. Prevention

in school-based drug programs includes: developing an awareness to the problem

among administrators, teachers and parents) working with students to develop

positive self - images, positive decision-Making skills, coping skills, a valdis

system and communication skills) working with substance abusing students,in

school,whe are not sufficiently dpshinctional to require a treatment program

for the purpose of reversing their negative behavior) working with the parents of

these students) making appropriate referrals to a wide range of agencies, accord-

ing to the presenting problem and needs'of the students.

Prevention in school-based drug programs is NOT teaching a student that

heroin is a drug that affects you thus and so. It is NOT throwing a besketba:LI

onto.a basketball court, it 1s NOT distributing pamphlets on drugs to students,

It is NOT conducting assembly presentatiens or shaoing films on drugs to large

groups of students. It is NOT conducting a series of lessons in grades :our;

eight and eleven and Checking off that drug prevention is coMpleted.

It is providing sessions on decision-making, values clarification, coping

skills, contUnieatiOn skills to the general student population, but at the same

time providing ongol:w counseling services - group, individual and family - to

students who are drug experimentors, drug involved or who are experiencing a .

crisis in their lives. One student might require this counseling service in

sixth grade while another might not require it until ninth or eleventh grade.

The developmental proceis of each student is very individual. Prevention is
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a support system for the students who have reversed their drug abus-

Ing behavior, or who have dealt with a crisis, and have returned to the

mainstream'.

Prevention is also giving teachers, studinti and parents a clear-..message

that drugs - possession, use or sale - in school is totally unacceptable.

an attaching heret far your inftirmatiOn a "Handbook For School Staffs"

(Teachers, Cou=nty,-:, and Principals) Pe: Alcohol-, Drugs- Possession, Use,

Abuse and Crisis written by myself along with two colleagues in concert with

'the national Conference c: ristians and Jews, Safety Committee of Queens and

e,.ssau counties, which outlines procedures for eadi of these areas.

. As you can see, the Array of prevention services is extensive. The target

populations run from the general to the very specific, from the not yet using

to the already using too much and in need of treatment. Prevention is the only
-

service modality that respond; to the entire spectrum of users and non-:users -

to adults and children - in a multiplicity of-educative and clinical roles.:

There is an even more basic truth about prevention that has not been fully

ackncwledged: widespread, full-scale prevention prograMeng offers the best

hope to reduce the epideMic levels of subStance use and abuse in this country.

This statement does not mean to deny the valuable and necessary contributions

of colleagUaS in the treatment and enforcement communities, however the truth

of the statement is undeniable from even a brief examination of the present

LMage and interdiction levels.

In New York State for ememple, which As a national leader in the funding

of drug treatment and premention efforts, the current estimate of heroin abusers

numbers 241,000. There are an additiorzal 1.17 million regular users of non-

narcotic drugs. The total treatment population in,thie state however, is 41,000 -

C! which 33,000 are in methadeoe Maintenente progress. Even if treatment services

',ere to be dramatically expanded to assist the people presently most in need,

there .2", even larger niTinDers of people who have used and continue to use

psychoactive substances. What is to stop many of these people from further

progression along the path of addiction? Certainly not a lack of availability

Of illicit substances since enforcement officials admit that their beSt-effortS

reduce the amount of contraband mnterial entering this country by no mare than
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10 or 15 percent. The logic of the matter calls !Or a reduction on the demand

side of the supply and demand equation.

In a word, prevention...preVentiOn that
is ongoing, prevention that is

diversified in its objectiveis.

Although school-based drug programs do not seem to 'be apriority'to anyone

except the children we are serving and Some of their parents, school-based drug

progremmand counselors Mat Continue to exist. Approximately 40%6f substance

abusers and saltine* dependent persons in New York State are under the age of

18. Children Mutt attend school until the age of 16. They are a captive

audience in school; and available to receive the specializedmmuvicei of the

akuo. counselors. This cannot be accomplished by volunteerX or by reside-hts of

drug treatment programs visiting wools. It must be done on a regular baste

by trained professionals. It cannot be done by teasers adjeclareol adminis-

trators who have other full-time m*ponsibilitiel.
Spettalimedymmnseling for

drug experimenters, drag users, drug ibuserl and those at risk of becoming in-

volved, is a fulltime responsibility Jr 1 school district. The counselor
r.

must be able to articulate and Mahal* tr, . entixI school system,provide an

atmosphere of trust and Cafidehtiality to allow change to occur, halm clinlcal

skills of diagnosing, progaiing and counseling as well as the skin E5 identify

when a referral is in'order and the ability to select the approPriate agency.

This does not iiean that there is no role for anyone else in prevention. Teachers

are the fira line of defense in identifying students' bebeOloral changes.

. _

Parents need to be positive role =eels
for their Children and be able to.Set

Zimlts that are reasonable and responsible one 4 Consistent belts. Community men-

members have to contact the police when they see head shops, sales or evidence of

drug use in their communities. All oi the adults must have fhb. ability to read

out and refer someone -in need of help to the professional counselor_

Our Aisociatian advocates continuum of services from preventiOn through

rehabilitation. The Continuum includes prevention, intervetJ=29
. _

: -1 ;

drug-free treatment programs, residential drug-free
treatment pibytemeri meth-

adone Maintenance and treatment programs, detox to drug-Tree; Methadone to drug

free; vocational rehabilitation and employment.

In New York State, School-Cased programs
were Originally funded to the

tune of $23.M in 1971, in New York city. Tdday; they axe funded for $17.N for

25427 0-83--7
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the entire state. 1500 persons are on waiting lists fear treathent prograv,.

It is not a matter of a choice between one mod,alty and another. All modalities

\V-
in the continuum must exist and should exist in ac:mrdance with the need. No

person should be refused help .

Inspired leadership at the federal level is required to recognize L,;r come

ploxity of the issue of substance abuse and to fashion its response. It is most

unfortunate that President Reagen and Mrs. Reagen offer a great deal of lip

service regarding their concern for the problem and for its victims, while at

the save tine the federal government fails to provide adequate.resources to

prevent, treat, rehabilitate and employ the victims of stance abuse. It is

unfOrturiatethat. the President's focus is more on the source and Supply tether

than on ele reasons for the demand. It is unfortunate that the federal govern-
. .

rent is more interested in developing comic books as a means of prevention

rather than providing services. A policy that overemphasizes edecation assumes

that drugs are being used by kids because they are misinformed. Scare tactics

did not work fifteen years ago and will not work today. Reading or hearing about

someone else's experience with the drug scene will not keep a young person from

\IErying drugs or using them. The Federal rovernvent telling youngsters not to

use drugs because they are bad for you is not much better than a parent telling

a Misbehaving Child to grow up or you're going to get into trouble. For the

youth the question reMainss. how am X to grow up, how de I learn new mays of

handling these feelings, these 27,-emring problems - and who is to help me

learn them?

The Federal Government fl s any advantage that might be gained

frcm its ewhasis informative dissect .ation through a rlsgressive formula

for funding prevention services. .2.-; effect, ha . 4, White House has dome

its ADM block grant is to reduce the oppropriati.m level for any dreg_slrvice

and then set aside 20i of the lowered appropriation for prevention. _Snob a

policy has led to the long waiting lists in New vIrk State nor finitiMMt_

Federal Government festers ne concept of vOlunte.erlsm in the,preVentidellUeld

with little attenti.m to the role of the prefeeSional. We do not have vr/on-

teerm taking the place of doctors. lawyers-, judges; and we should nothings

volunteers taking the p1,,,+ of pro.1,14ing counseling services to our needy youth.

In general, there has en a lack of cormitment on the part of the Federal

Government with rega . to funding the continuum of substance abuse services
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from prevention throtegh treatment and chemotherapeutic approaches, whic.

represent a cost effective, interdependent network of services that is arca-

Luang underfLpded ate in need of latiedfate expansion.

I urge you Senatori to t6e vp the cause in the Senate and with the

White Rouse so that adequate services are available to the victims Of istrNstance

abuse, thrOnyhont the nation, but particularly in New York State Where the cm-

..

centration is so heavy. FervIces must be &Venable in all tarts of Nev 'Mork

State, in every sch.101 district a1 coos:unity-

NO inte you to visit any of our Programa, Senator D'AM4t6,.prehmme:

forty keMbere in Our_Alsociation from Nassau Count0. If ion _With to sit,

pleiecontact me and I mill cake the necessary arroPyierWrits

Thank you for the opportunity to teStifY.-.
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New York State Association of school- Based Prevention Professionals

WHD APE WE: The Association membership is cobprised of
professionals in the field of alcohol drug
abuse prevention and intervention.

WHERE: Members include persons foam all eight region:::
identified by the New-York State Division of
Substance Abuse Services.

PHILDSOPHY: The- problems inherent in the process of growing
up have never been rrwe complex and-yet more
omen aTcmg our_youth._ Drug-Aid aleblibI use
is but one example of the kind of self-negatlig
option aVaAlable to our youth that_is so aIItr-
.ihg It itt release and 5:3 adttrudaVe to the
very poxes,: of growth.

lb_offset the_allure of substance use_reguires
ta=e_than_siaply_talling children_that_using -
substances can hurt_ycui justLas helping child-
ren to mature rewires more than telling them
togrcw.m. ChiLdren need the support of
adults who have the accurate information the
alternative activities, the counseling skills -
all those things th.lt encourage -the_ mental
health of the 'Child even as they discourage
the non-solutions of drug usa.

WnY:

The meters cTihis-Asscciatlion are committed
to assisting the children Lbd youth -Of this
stet-2-in grOwing - phySically,_errtIOnally and
sociaaly._ Mbreover, through their work_ in the
Set:CC:15_6f this state,_the_members of this_
Msoclation are_ccmmitted to_helpirmg_ schools- -

be to the needs_of_its_students
and their _families. Finally,-the members of
ttds,Association are oammittod-to-the-pro-----
fessional growth and identity_of each other and
to the-field. of prevention and intervention.
The needs of our south demand no less.

- to establish forum for professional sharing
-bo Identify accomplistoments within the field
- to disseminate information on scool-based
drug programs to the-public, government agencies
and private - corporations

- to create linkages with_tmover-,1?ies fbr research
-to sarve as professior0I resor,m to LEAS

promote additienU furr3ing to ;.1.iderservided
ITLLS-Chi-Oughmat the state . _

- tb_act as an advomte for statide issue. of
schnol-based_substance abure pro,: in pro-
fessional affairs.
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NEW YORK CITY COALITION OF SCHOOL BASED DRUG PREVENTION
AN ) EDUCATION PROGRAMS

STATEMENT OF JOHN BLANGIARDO; VICE CHAIRMAN

CHEMICAL USE BY SCHOOLCHILDREN

atigresstnan GILMAN. Our next panelist is John Blangiardo.
Mr. BtANGIARDO. I_ am John Blangiardo. I direct the in-school

program at district 22 in Brooklyn. I am also vice chairman of the
New York City Coalition of School-Based Drug Prevention and
Education _Programs.

Much of what has been said, I think, has been to the point. I
would like to highlight some factors that I think are important
that come -from my experience as a school-based program director.

We are facing a crisis in the use of chemicals by our children to
cape with the pressures of living in our current-day society. Schools
are the most logical place -to confront the _crisis, but schools are
only the starting pointI have to repeat thatonly the starting
point.

I want to talk for a moment about what we see in school district
22. My district ie a very large district, it ha: many societal and,eco-
nomic groups, a wide variety of nationalities and ethnic races.
What we are finding in our junior highs and elementary schools;
and these- are the types of schools that we service directly, the
junior highs and the elementary schools, is a high use of alcohol,
marihuana, some pill use and now we are being confronted with a
rise in glue sniffing.

USE OF G UE BY STUDENTS

I want to talk for a few ents about the use of glue because it
has been a problem that w have not seen in cur district until the
past year or so.

I had the opportunity to observe-Apecause this is used openly in
the school yards, this is going on in our school yai
staff rer.ct over a weekend, dozens of empty tubes of gluc. ;ninf;
found in the school yards and being used over the weeks .:167 tri:
purposes of students getting high.

Any m age that we see of our informal observations of what is
going of; range from about 10 years old up to about 15 or 16, and
quite a culture is being built up around' this. The glue is bought,
they use the bag that they buy the glue in to make a container in
which to empty the glue. aria --thcli they spend quite a bit of time
just sniffing it

We have confronted the police on the problem. Unfortunately, as
we have heard iii _other areas; the use of drugs, the use of alcohol
and now the use of glue are not E high priority.

It was through the pressure o: t.,ongressman Schumer that we
were able to get police action in our local neighborhood. Again; the
police came in an basically their approach was to scare the kiCs
away, to chase them away. All that did was put them into other
areas where they wouldn't be observed in using It

That was the way they dealt with the problem.
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What can be done with problems likc, this, the use of aid-oho',
marihuana, and glue? There is a need for greater funding from the
Federal Government.

I believe the cutbacks that have been levied against drug abuse
treatment and prevention are -criminal in terms of what we are
seeing happening in the schools. We waste 3' or 4 months of cur
time spuabbling over the few dollars that we get that comes into
the State trying to allocate. and reach working budgets. It wastes

percent of our time and there is a loss of services..

INCREASED FUNDING TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS

Funding should diiiibled to the school districts. If funchag
Were daibled, we would want to s:-.1e. at least one counselor in every
elementary ,.ichool; v:e would Want to see at least two counselors in
every junior high and two to three counselors in even, high
school. I think thiS level of service can meet the types of popula-
tions and the levels of drug use that we are seeing and serve the
children and their families.

While the fun& for the school_ districts I say should be doubled; I
don't *Int to leave the fact that community concern shoUld be in-
creased tenfold. Theie is just apathy on the street. Parent'-atti-
tude is, !`I'll take care of my own and What, happens t ) my rIeigh-
bor's child is their business."

This is the way in v.hich pr:.rents do not organize, do not work
together to deal, with the problem. So I think community concerns
should be tenfold, parents-support groups_should be put into effect;
community action is needed. There has to be more control of tiv.i
sale of alcohol, there has to be elimination of illicit substances and
there has to be greater cooperation with law enforcement, net just
the chasing away of children.

This is my testimony The problem is a tragedy and I hope the
Federal Government can reassume the responsibility that it has in
dealing with this problem.

[The prepared statement of John Blangiordo

8 .9
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(nth, (!i4,-,(ethice,dition, &hod cmas.ed
g'zettenikw & (' ducal-ion Vzorams,

PREPARED STATEMENT by JOHN BLANGIARDO; VICECHAIRMAN

n

The Schoolrfinsed Drug Prevention Prograws were created out of a need
to respond to am epidemic_adolescent _drug problem_upon which the tra-

ditional educational institutions had been generally IneffectiVe,. To-
davi_after twelve years of development, _despite_ ;:1 _ever-inc7easing

prbb ors an' notwithstanding dt,ihdling funding resources; these pro-

grams have ..Jtured in- competence and expertise.

The Prevention Programs, which :".,re currently serving thousands of

youngsters; have direct access ._to a_ captive audience of students

thrO i0 educ,itiOn, intervention and alternate schools. In addition,

tLe orograis educate the school and community.

a. Education: provides students, teachers, parents and he cam-

munity7at-large with factual inf'ormatioh a "uut

specific S.ibStances and general coping sk'lls;

provides sup:,ort services to thoseir:_the general
populatJoh who Are at risk of becoming substance
involved.

b. 1-nterventiOn! services tO those who_are expo

ting, usira, or 'at hlUli risk.

c. Alternate Sclicib-is4 Offer an alternate educatioralic

setting and structure to students who
serious forr,L of self-destructive aehvior

Fur the first group., the programs teach decision-making, problem Si517

ari1 tOMMJnitatibri. -S-14111s to strengthen inner resources; thus

ven.enting students from turning to chemical substances to alleviate

b6r6e0m; anxiety; hopelessness_, and oCier painful feelings. F. Stu-

dents .,ho are eix.rimeriting with and/or abusing substances,_ the pro-

nrc,-ide individual, small _group,_or family counseling making
.,ware of t!'t consequences of their behavior; and providing alturri

ways of coping with life.

The nrique te!,trilicstion Of the programs is that they are an in,agral

po!-t c the school system and, while they focus primarily on substance

they also address the entire spectrum of negative behaviors

which cause substanCe Abuse. Woe-kihg as advocates for _students and

using peer interaction as a supp'ementary=technique, staff can explore
the nature Of deStructive behavior and marshll the ego7strungth_ of

each ndividual to self-aCtUaliie. This, when linked with available
support.systems_in the school and community, helps move the student in

more positive directions.
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exibility c 's;Pf:' to deal directly

quickl/ is it -!sp, ,..h=';qher the handling of the

an informal f e4 v Alt t;_: the child's

,e family couns,; TulLy hund-

rs; t,p,cal;sts in 3uhstrn,:e :7,)!..se pre-

rvention tecl.:;iques:

After twelve years, each program Still s the individual needs

of its community's target population. members have been tr-

ailed, and continue to be trilled; in detc;tin .::-d,ptoms in youngsters

eh -lay lead them to alcohblidrugs. Truancy; adolescent street

,rime, dropping out at school; involdemert in street gangs, running

awa,/ from home, involvement in school and community vandalism;- (a

crime which reportedly costs taxpayer. approxiMately 600 million dol-

lars a year - the figure'for the schools alone is approximately 12

million dollars a year) poor peer relationshly., poor family rel,tion-

ships; _poor academic achievement, promiscuity - and its related ef-

fects of increased adolescent prostitution; and increased teenage pre-

gnancies and venereal disease, among others, are typical behaviors

with Which program staff members deal on a regular basis.

This sophisticated network of service, built up painstakingly over

twelve years, and accepted by school and community, must be main-

tained.

We are now in one of the worst economic_periods since the depression.

We recognize that allocations for all human service progrPms are,in

jeopardy. Nevertheless; legislators must keep the following in mind:

1: The S45 bi'lion profits of New York's illegal drug trade

surpasses by more than half the profits of every other major

business in the city.,

2. There is 2 roliferation of hundreds of shops, which ofte-

!squerade as record shops, deli's, or candy stores; which_are

selling drugs. New York MagazineAl2/13/82)_estimatedthat from
100,00J to :00000 people in New York City are employed in this

business. and many of them are preying on our school -age child

ren.

3: The last _survey conducted by the Nvision of Alcohol

ace' Substance Abuse (1976) reported the following:

Every fourth pe'son in the State fonrteen yeatis

and older has taken an illegal drug or used a legal drug

without a prescription;

More than 950,000 of New York State's high school

dents have used marijuana;

220,000 of these students have used hashish; glue; sol-

vents, PCP. or tranquilizers non-medically;

Fifty-one percent of the students in New York State have

Used at least one substance;

,! An estimated :1.3 million teenagers between the ages _of

fourteen and seventeen are consiiered to be problem dr-

inkers;
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There is a documented increase in the abuse of substances

among school-aged children, especially in the area of alcohol
phencyclieine (PCP), marijuana, tobacco, pills, and cocaine;

There is a significant increase in the abuse of substances

among p..7119 e1 children in elementary grades.

As staggering as the conditions are, and as a greater and greayer num-

ber of young .,..)ple_are in need of program services, every year severe
fiscal cuts rc.ult in a diminution of those very services:

For the past twelve- years; -each and every year; we have intervened in

the lives of hundreds of thousands of schbol children at $35 per child

for prevention service and up to $300 per child for intervention ser-

, vice. In the past; -the programs have adjusted to budget cuts by sac-,
rificing the prevention aspect of their programs. in order to maintain

intervention service. It is ironic that prevention is the most cost

effective aspect of the programs; In _light of the size of the drug

industry, and the statistics cited in the state survey, to curtail
service to even one child at risk is criminal.

Although we speak for the school-based prevention programs in New York

City; we definitely support continued funding for our school - biased

colleagues statewide at present levels of functioning; The following

should be noted:

The concept of alcohol and substance abuse prevention has been
recognized as a viable and relevant strategy to reduce alcohol

and substance abuse. _Prevention as a separate entity demonstr-
ates itself to be an effective concept and has been evaluated as
such by the Division of Substance Abuse Services and the recent
Califon° Report on Substance Abuse.

Double drgit inflation rates have produced rising costs in

personnel, supplies, and equipment.

Any reduction of monies for - school-based alcohol anddrns.

abuse prevention programs would definitely Increase the_cest of

other related human services; specifically, criminal justice

'costs, treatcw,t program costs and mental hygiene programs.

Any reduction of monies for chool-based alcohol and drug

abuse prevention programs v.Jul.; definite'', increase the colt of

other related human services: si.ecificallr, criminal justice

costs; treatment program cost! and mental hygiene program,.

It has takt: twelve years to deN.elop the sophisticated nrtvmrk of ser-
vices that is already in place. '.4.! _cor.'inue P.r maintain these

serviLes because. .'re plc -cation i, an Jivesriran, In (ace child-

r'en's future.

The-,federal government is in a unique position to support aad provide

leadership in confrontihg the problems of substance abuse:- The broad

tax base that the federal government can draw upon, and the high

impact it can have on a prohfem that crosses states' lines summons a

more decisive role by the federal government in this area. Innovation

and an enduring connitment is the key to generating the means o'

making available and expanding the services noted below. Our hope is
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that the testlmeny of the subcommittee's hearing will bring this to

fruition.

Support by the federal government is urgently needed in the following

areas:

1) Direct services to studentS and their families at.all levels of the

educational system. These services inckie drug edUcation,preven-

tion, intervention,; and treatment; They should be provided by both

professionals and paraprofessionals such AS peer advisors; Substance

abuse counselors, psychologists; and therapists:

2) :Indirect services to conduct evaluation and research, to support

networking and information exchange throughout the substance ao,,-2

services field.

3) organization services to mobilizy school and community

resources, increase awareness, to dirett volunteer energies and to

elicit corporate and_media attention :::nd support in confronting the

substance abuse problem.

4) Caw enforcement service- to ;Greet availablity of illicit

substary..es.

SOVIET DOWNING '.EAN AIRLINER

Congressman GILMAN. Have we now heard from all of the panel-
ists?

Mr. GUSTAFSON. Yes; we have;
Congressman _GILMAN: I thank you for participating_ today. I

regret that we had another critical _problem confront our Nation
during the cburse. of this hearing As you are probably aware, the
Secretary of State revealed that a Soviet fighter had shot down a
Korerni commercial airliner, and a number of us had to take some
time in the course of the hearing to respond to that issue.

I for one have had two constituents involved as p;ssengers on
board that airlinei so we db apjlegite for the interruptions that
took place during my testimony. Senator Hawkins is now-respond-
ing- to some inquiries with regard to that, so on behalf of Senator
D'Amato and Senator Hawkins, we do apologize -for the interrup-
tions.

First of all, would like to commend-all of you for your irvolve-
ment We know how important it is to have citizenry participation
and particularly groups that help to acuse graisroot9 support for
drug_ education and for getthi p-ople involved in trying Li; rehtt;
bilitate and trying to prevent.

Each one of you has done a godly portion in that resped. I want to
commend cur State suLstance abuse office for the work it haa been
doing-in reaching; in our &stria in particular, when it has tried to
es ablish 6ome educational r,eminars and do some work with our own
community.

I, too; want to commend the arclidiciteSe for its eidtTISIV..: and
worthy effoitd. Out Select Committee on Narcotics met with His
Holiness several years ago and discussed how critical the prOblem
was We were elated to fitd the reksonae that we received from the
Vatican with regard to becoming involved in the problems of nar-
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cotics and how effective the archdiocese :`)as been, the
worthwhile study that has been undertake:,

I know in our own area there has been a yet 'Ale approach in
Sullivan; Orange; and Rockland Counties, an excel :ent approach to
these problems.

We all recognize that we want to -do enough to reach out to get
the community involved: The apathy that the last panelist has
talked about is probably one of the greatest problems we have in
trying to focus enough manpower, enough funding; enough govern
mental attention on the problem: The more we can do in the dis-
posin.- of that apathy and getting the issue up front on the front
burner, the more effective it will all be.

We all 1:now with the budgetary constraints these days, if there
isn't a loud e, ough voice out there, some of these important pro-
grams do gPf cut back. We join with you in your :-.faits to try to
arouse the public's indignation; the- public's concern about drug
trafficking and drug abuse and how it affects the roots of our soci-
ety.

We :;.11 know the impact it has on our young people: Each time
we mad about another young person succumbing te., an overdose,
we all know how critical this problem is. Each time I pick up more
8',atistical information, I am appalled by the growt! and expansion

drug trafficking and the amount of profits that are incurred and
Ihe number of people involved.

ADDITIONAL FEDERAL SUPPORT NEEDED

Mr. GustafSon, you indicated in your report that there is a
need for more Federal. support: If you were to get more Federal
support; more dollars_ from the Federal Government, how would
you best utilize those dollars on the State level?

Mr. GUSTAFSON. Again; echoing the remarks made by my fellow
panelist; we feel a balance between treatment and prevention is ab-
solutely necessary. As I mentioned in my formal remarks; we do
have an extensive waiting list in the treatment area.

We certainly want to afford those students who are casualties,
we certainly would want to make treatment available to the 1;000-
some people that we have- that are unable to enter treatment at
present. We would certainly want to expand our existing preven-
tion services in both the school-based and the community arena.

As Ms: Riddell points (-it, there is absence of school-based
prevention activities in many of the upstate counties. That is not to
say there is adequate attention being given in the New York met-
ropolitan area either; but there is not enough State and Federal
funding to go around.

Our priorities would be equally split between de,...,ng with the
casualties of the problem and trying to take more ,7):::ianded and ef .

fective prevention initiatives.

PLOCK GRANT PROGRAM

Congressman GI MAN. T!.,:e State receives its _funds through the
block grznt program,_ Has .the block grant funding decreased this
year as compared to the prior year? .

9 4
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Mr. GUSTAFSON. The block grant in terms of absolute dollars has
increased slightly through the influx of funds under the emergency
jobs bill appropriation; We received about million more than
last year.

Last year we had about $19.1 million available; but in the con-
text of what was made available through all Federal sources in the
bate year prior to the initiation of the block grant; which was the
Federal fiscal year 1980 where we had $31.6 million available, we
are now operating with only over $20 million.

So, discounting inflation, we are still talking about a 32 percent-
plus deficiency.

Congressman GI'.MAN. You heard today earlier, I believe you
were present when the chancellor of the New York City Board of

educational programs, and I believe he talked about a cutba k of a
Education was talking about the need for additional funding for his

little over $1 million. He made a request of some $14.9 milli n and
he received 13 point something from the State.

Are you supportive when those requests are Made to the State
legislature, do you join in supporting those kinds of _requ is to
make certain that there is proper State funding from the unds
available in the State budget?

GutTAPtON. Absolutely. As you may be awareI am sure
you are aware, Congressman the block grant requir..ts 30 pe cent
of the funds coming in must be- made available for lc; ,evention. The
State of New York has far exceeded the amount of inc,neys that_are
made available through State resources for prevention activities in
coniparison with the total national effort.

In the heyday of the bUdget, same $6 million -pine was available
for prevention activities nationwide. The charice..i. referenced a
figure o f , I believe, in excess of $17 million, all Li "lich_was r 4cle
available from State sources back; I believe, three 3ate fiscal yeart
prior to it running out.

Congressman GILMAN. How does the -State buik:, for the present
fiscal year compare to the prim fiscal year for your department,
what is the relationship between this year's fundbig and last year's
funding?

Mr. GLItTASOfsi. Basically a stand pat budget, no room for
growth. In the prevention- arena; Ms. Riddell and Mr. Blangiard
were tall- 'ng about a holding pattern with no increase in the pre
vention collars at all.

Mr. TII;/.17GIARDO. The money allocation has remained the same 't
i:,tledmi has increased; so in my particular district, over the

past 3 years I have lost 4 to 5 workers and I have lost the :;ervices
to over 3,000 students in my particular district.

The coming year I again was on a stand maintenance budget; the
same allocation we got the year before. I am in the process no.N
terminating two more of r.,y staff.

So this holding your own is really stepping backward and th.
mom'," has to be there. Unfortunately, again,_ I point out this Ir.?
su: ;? waste of energy wiwin negotiations go on and bickering
si arts b&,ween, how do divide a pie that is getting smaller and
smaller and smaller.

Twenty-five percent of our time is wasted on negotiating,
tracting with the agency when we shy ild be out there helping chil-
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dren. Last year the Governor's proposed budget; the school-based
prevention effort basically absorbed most of the Federal cutbacks
in the block grar > in the initial proposed budget.

BLOCK GRANT INCREASE

Congressman GILMAN. If I might interrupt, the block grant in-
creased from last year to this year.

Mr. BLANGIARDO. As the budget was written; they talked about a .

$5 million loss hi Federal funding; And that fell onto the school- .

based prevention program.
Congressman GILMAN. Is that accurate, a $5 million loss?
Mr; GUSTAFSON; Factoring -in inflation, sure; in absolute terms;

because even though the block grant did increase a net of $2.6 mil-
lion with the inflation of moneys under the emergency jobs appro-
priation; factoring in inflation; it translates into really $5 million
less_ than was made available for services in the field.

Ms. RIDDELL. There was a deficit of $5 million for the school=
based _programs, and we had to spend the time; as John is address-
ing; going up to Albany and getting $5 mil!ion restored; otherwise
We probably would almost be extinct.

When we started our Problems
Congresmian GILMAN; That rai!lirx : srn actual dollars?
Ms; RIDPELL. Yes; that the .sto%,1.
Congressman GILMAN. But :e ,,,:ual dollars of the Federal

ernment into State government; the flow increased by $2 million:
So what, I am_asking,is; what happened between the passage, bt the
money from Washington to New York and then down to the local
lkrel; why is .there a $5 million decrease?

I_ understand the inflationary impact; but what abOut actual
dollar flow?

Mr. GUSTAFSON. The $2.6 million was targeted tq areas of high
unemployment and was to be utilized for rehab_ programs - pro-
grams dealing with improving the employability of people afflicted
with' he problem.

Congressman GILMAN. The $5., millinn decrease ;was due t o t he
way the State was divided up, but not due to a lack of Federal sup-
port?

Mr; GUSTAFSON; Not entirely true, Congressman; because the
Federal Government placed restrictions on how-the money could be
distributed among the three items, alcohol; drug use and mental
health; nc less than -2A percent for preventionaervices.

And there was a further intent that the $2.5 million available for
jobs programs would be oriented tewurd vocational, rehabilitation;
job training and education programs; mist of which were outtide of
the_schoot setting.

MS. RIDDOLL. Let me just add to that When we started my own
program, we had `a _Aaff ef 85; We have now a staff of 15;

aitside of New York Cityand I am representing the State asso-
ciationthere are many; many counties that have abiolutely no
school-based services; Where there are existing services, many
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times they are small programs such as f50,000 programs, meaning
two people servicing about 50 schools.

So the problem really comes down to dollars when we are talking
about services.

ASSISTANCE FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

COngreSSIllan GILMAN; Let the address the entire panel. What
do you feel is the most important thing the Federal Government
Can de to help in the kind of work you are involved in; if you can
just pinpoint very quickly?

Why_don't we start down 11,-!re with Mr. Grande?
Chief GRANDE. Thank you In my:experience-I would venture the

thought at this particular time that the Federal Government
should invest its_dollars, and its expertise in the area of education
and Prevention. We spent a lot of dollars, and law enforcement is
not able to cope with the situation such as it is

I think; as I said earlier, we are dealing With a situation of
supply and deinand. We have to cut back that demand and we are
Only going to do that through education; A lot of these dollars have
to be invested in school-structured programs that will educate our
young people to stay away from drugs.

So I think that emphasis has to be placed on the educational
process.

Congressman GILMAN. Father Att "idge.
Reverend ArrRIDGE. I would like to expand that. Working in con-

junction with the school, for example, in school district 10 up in
the north*est Bronx, we have a partnership going there where to-
gether we work with the parent component; They do all the educa-
tion in the public; private; and parochial schools and we take the
responsibility for organizing the community.

I think that our program has been working; it follows along the
CAPDA, and we are working togrther. I think that by expressing
models in the country and getting sufficient funds to be able to
carry out those, as Alice mentioned before; we certainly can't elim-
inate the professional; and I think those operations should be sup-
ported; but we also can call forth those people who want to use
their time and talent and move it into the area of substance abuse,
alcohol and drugs and also help us break through denial, do some-
thing about the iriagery and glamourizatien and how we kind of
forget that whole area is many times the first contact with a drug,
and look at the media and see how that is played up.

So anything you can help us with in that area Cigars and ciga-
rettes; we have been able to cut_those out in television, and they
can't use liquor commericals on TV, but they de use a lot of wine
and a lot of beer and champagne. _I would also like to see the Gov -_
ntintinnt continue to support the DWL movement, and a lot of
groups to alert people to the dangers of driving while high or in-
toxicated.

Congressman GILMAN. Thank you; Father;
Our next panelist; Dr; Pizzo,
Dr. PIZZO. There is no doubt that some Federal dollars should

come into the whole field to support the whole network of services
for- substance abuse.

AS far AS prevention education, I think a lot of money should be
put into that type of approach; also to reach the people to raise the

1..
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consciousness of the average citizen of what is out there in this
community.

Many people sit back and they are very- apathetic because they
don't feel these types of things would affect them personally. I
think somehow we have to get that message to all of our people,
and I think money spent in_that type of effort; to get people in-
volved, would be highly beneficial.

But at the same time you can't neglect our treatment services
and our school-based prevention services and all of that other stuff..

Congressman GILMAN. Thank you.
Ms. Riddell.

DOMESTIC PRIORITY OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROBLEM

Ms. RIDDELL. I would say that the Federal Government has to
identify the substance abuse problem as a domestic priority, That
then involves providing sufficient dollars for the continuum of serv-
ices.

The Federal Government has to play a leadership role in recog-
nizing that there is a problem.

We will never -know the _damage that was done by the Federal
Government in the early 1970's when the leadership at the White
House said that marihuana was not a harmful drug. For 5 years,
that was postulated by the Federal Government and they talked in
terms of responsible drug use

I again repeat, NIDA quotes the Johnson study, the Michigan
study and publishes the information that marihuEma is on the de-
crease. They are testing high school students; 45 percent of the kids
in New York City never graduate from high school. That's very
misleading information.

That's not true in New York City. They all agree to that, but
still the press releases talk in terms that marihuana is on the de-
crease, providing a leadership in terms of prevention, that you
need a comprehensive approach.

This idea of having comic hooks for fourth grade; that's terrific.
A kid reads a comic book, Lhat's not going to keep him from using
drugs.

Didactic information in and of itself is not important. You can't
say to a child, if he has misbehaved, grow up or you are going to be
in trouble. The youngster_turns around and says, how do I grow up,
how do I deal with these feelings, who can help me with that

You need the total combined approach. Only that message can
come from the Federal Government by establishing this as a do-
mestic priority.

Mr. BLANGIARDO. 1 feel it should be in the area of funding of
direct services in the area of prevention education and treatment. I
think the Federal Government has a source of revenue that is not
available -to local communities and it has a responsibility to use
that in this effort.

Congressman GILMAN. Mr. Gustafson, can you wind it up?
Mr. GUSTAFSON. I will try.
No question that we are dealing with a problem of catastrophic

proportions,_ international as well as a national problem. Simply
stated, the State and local resources are not enough to combat it.
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We have a large network here within the State of New York that
is capable to provide necessary treatment and prevention services.

The Federal Government has to recongize they are simply pro-
viding a very, very small percentage.

I have two concrete recommendations to the Federal level. One is
file establishment of a cabinet level drug program coordinating po-
sition with responsibility to oversee all efforts over drug enforce-
ment, treatment and education activities.

Second, I recommend the in1reasing of penalties for drug traf-
ficking, particularly in the area of forfeiture, where that money
would fund drug prevention and treatment activities.

Vangressman GILMAN. I appreciate your recommendations, and
v.m might be interasted to learn that we do have a measure pres-
n.ly pending with the chairman of the Subcommittee on Crime,

-ecently joined us, and has that measure before the Congress.
h Is alE-a a very important portion of that measure for drug traf-

fickers to forfeit all assets that may be derived from narcotics and
to pinpoint the utilization of those assets for continuing in an en-
forcement effort. --

Congressman Hughes has been instrumental in that effort.

CONCLUSION OF HEARING

want to thank the panelists for taking the time to come here
and testify. We apo Iogize for the other critical issues that have
arisen, but none are m ore critical than this issue. We hope _you will
continue in your efforts of trying to arouse the citizenry apathy and
trying to undertake more effective steps in our battle against drug
abuse and drag trafficking.

Thatih you.
The heari ig stands adjourned;
[Whereupon, at 3;15 p.m., Thursday, September 1, 1983, the hear=

ing was concluded and the subcommittee was recessed to reconvene
at the call of the Chair.]
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